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A B S T R A C T 
INVESTIGATION OF (E, 2E) COLLISIONS A N D 
RELATED P H E N O M E N A 
Jason Manuel Martinez 
Old Dominion University, 2008 
Director: Dr. Colm T. Whelan 
In this thesis I investigate (e, 2e) processes, or electron impact ionization, using 
several theoretical methods. I first examine the problem using the Born approxima-
tions, particularly the Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA), focusing on 
the underlying processes that dominate for ionization of the 2p state of Argon and 
Magnesium. I investigate as well the ionization of helium and hydrogen and use the 
simplicity of the approximation to probe the incident particle effects on the Helium 
cross section. In both cases the results are compared with experiment. I also pro-
duce cross section results for ions near threshold, a regime that is currently under 
experimental investigation. In the second part of this thesis, I develop an ab initio 
method for doing these calculations called the X2e method. This is described in full, 
including derivation of the important features of the method. Preliminary results are 
presented in comparison with established theory. 
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In recent years there have been great strides in experimental atomic collision physics. 
It has become possible to perform kinematically complete scattering experiments and 
to put the experimental data on an absolute scale. Much of the work in the field has 
been directed to the study of electron impact ionization and photo-double ionization 
[1]. In these processes an electron or photon, respectively, is incident on an atom 
or ion, and the collision results in the ionization of the target with two electrons 
escaping. This form of ionization collision is called an (e,2e) or (7,2e) collision, 
respectively. Specifically of interest are the measurements of the Triple Differential 
Cross Sections (TDCS) where the energies and angles of the escaping electrons are 
resolved. These five-fold differential cross sections contain the most information that 
can be derived from the collisional system where spin is not accounted for. 
There is strong interest in theoretical calculations for these processes, for example 
with the FAIR project with (e,2e) collisions with ions [2]. These calculations offer 
a chance to examine the underlying physics and see what are the dominate contri-
butions to these cross sections. This can be done by looking at the approximations 
that mostly clearly replicate the experimental data and examining from that what 
are the necessary physics to include. 
Additionally there is the challenge to produce ab initio calculations for these 
reliable experimental results. This still presents a substantial challenge to theory. 
The difficulty of calculating this process is due to the long range Coulomb interactions 
between all three particles (i.e. the two escaping electrons and the resulting ion). 
These interactions do not become negligible except at the most extreme distances 
and require substantial effort (both computational and analytical) from theory to 
calculate them. Exacerbating these difficulties is the issue of correctly accounting 
for the target wave function. In addition to the difficulties of modeling the complex 
behavior of an atom with multiple electrons, there is also the fact that the target 
modifies the incident electron wave function as well. 
The subject of theoretical calculation of (e, 2e) and (7, 2e) collisions are impor-
tant for a number of fields in science. In addition to extending the understanding 
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of multibody interactions and aiding experimental examination of these collisions, 
this work is necessary for the calculations of high density plasmas for fusion [3, 4], 
astrophysical studies [5], and in the developing field of electron momentum spec-
troscopy [6]. This work, particularly in the development of ab initio models, is a 
stepping stone to more advance calculations for more complex targets in the future. 
The benchmark work for electron impact ionization on atomic hydrogen has been 
resolved experimentally in recent years. Considerable effort is currently being focused 
on experimentally producing the analogous benchmark data for helium double photo-
ionization [7]; results for the simultaneous electron impact excitation and ionization 
of helium are becoming available [8]. Recent experimental studies of the ionization 
of molecules and solid surfaces lie still further beyond current theoretical capabili-
ties [1]. While there have been considerable theoretical advances in special 
complete ab initio theoretical treatment which is applicable to all these problems, is 
not currently available . 
In this thesis we examine the problem initially from a first order perturbation 
calculation using the Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA). This approach 
attempts to solve the problem using the simplest approximations that contain the 
relevant physics. This approximation allows us to derive correct results for a large 
subset of (e, 2e) processes but is limited in cases where higher order effects dominate, 
such as near threshold. Despite this we are able to show that it works well in a wide 
range of cases. In Chapter 2 we will show calculations involving inner and outer shell 
ionization of Magnesium as well as other elements in comparison with experiment. 
In Chapter 3 we then extend this method to calculations involving hydrogen-like and 
helium-like ions near threshold. Because of the simple approximations used we are 
able to examine the dominate processes within these collisions and understand the 
underlying physics. 
In the second half of this thesis we will develop the variational 7£-operator ap-
proach, or X2e method, which is an ab initio calculation applicable to electron impact 
ionization and double photo-ionization for all kinematics. Ultimately we hope this 
method will provide an efficient and flexible method of calculating (e, 2e) and (7, 2e) 
TDCS for a wide variety of systems beyond that of hydrogen or helium. What 
we present here is essentially a proof of principle that this method is viable and 
can be extended to much more complex systems than atomic hydrogen or helium. 
This will be done by comparing our results with those of the simplified Poet-Temkin 
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model [9, 10]. 
In this chapter we review the relevant physics needed to understand our methods, 
both for the DWBA and the "/^-operator. We first consider basic scattering theory. 
We discuss the kinematics of the problem and the relevant boundary conditions. We 
then discuss how one can extract the TDCS from the wave function. Afterwards 
we examine various perturbation methods for solving the problem and their suc-
cesses and failures. Then we look at the current ab initio solutions that might solve 
the problem in its entirety and their relative strengths and weaknesses. Lastly we 
examine the experimental geometries that are relevant to this thesis. 
Throughout this thesis we consider only non-relativistic, spin independent inter-
actions. Atomic units are used throughout (h — e = me = 1). 
1.1 SCATTERING THEORY 
To get a basic understanding of the problems involved in calculating (e, 2e) processes, 
we will first review the simpler problem of potential scattering. Indeed, much of the 
theory of (e, 2e) processes is derived from this earlier work and we will be making 
use of scattering calculations later when we test our general X2e method. 
We begin by describing the basic kinematics. For the (e, 2e) process, we have 
an electron with momentum k0 striking the atom or ion. After the collision two 
electrons escape the ion with momenta k/ and ks, for fast and slow respectively. We 
will be including the effects of exchange so these do not necessarily correspond to the 
actual scattered or emitted electrons. Using conservation of energy and momenta we 
can relate the momenta of the escaping electrons to that of the atom's recoil and the 
incident momenta, 
kl = k) + k2s- 2e0 + 2ErecoU (1) 
Ko — K-f + K s ^-recoil \^J 
where eo is the energy of the ground state (i.e. the energy needed for ionization), 
which is —0.5 a.u. for hydrogen. An important quantity is the momenta transfer q 
from the fast electron to the slow electron and ion, 
q = k0 - k, (3) 
^•recoil Q, *^-s (4) 
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Note that in a classical collision the momentum transfer for an impact on a station-
ary electron would directly correspond to the momentum imparted onto the target 
electron (i.e. q — k s ) . Because we are dealing with a quantum mechanical object 
however, the target electron has a momentum distribution which allows for it to es-
cape with momentum different from that of the momentum transfer. The momentum 
transfer is still useful in determining the direction where the electron is most likely to 
be emitted. We also note that the large mass difference between the incident electron 
and the nucleus means that Erecou can be neglected in (1). 
Our initial state for the wave function can characterized by 
<P(rf,rs)=Mrs)e
ik°-rf (5) 
where the incident electron is treated as a plane wave and ipo is the ground state of 
the target. 
1.1.1 B O U N D A R Y C O N D I T I O N S 
There are several boundary conditions that need to be considered for this problem. 
The first and simplest is that the outgoing wave functions should be zero when 7~j = 0. 
That is to say the electrons cannot overlap with the nucleus. 
Another simple condition comes from the consideration of spin. If we take hydro-
gen as an example, we see that the total spin has to be 0 or 1. This is because the 
electrons (both the scattered and target) have spin 1/2. Summing their spins gives 
us this restriction. The limit on the total spin in turn means that if we exchange the 
positions of the escaping electrons then their wave function must obey the relation 
^(17, r s) = (—l)
sty(rs,rf). This places an additional restriction of the wave func-
tion. It must be symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to the transposition of 
the electron coordinates. We note that the Hamiltonian is independent of spin and 
hence we can perform our calculations for each spin state. 
The remaining boundary conditions come from the asymptotic forms of the incom-
ing incident and outgoing scattered waves. We can describe the total wave function 
as a sum of these two parts, 
tt(ri, r2) « * i n ( r i , r2) + tfsart(ri, r2) (6) 
where \Pj„ and ^Scat refer to the incoming and scattered portions respectively. We 
assume the target is initially in its ground state, denoted by the subscript 0. We can 
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describe the incoming portion of the wave function as being made up of the ground 
state wave function of the target electron ipo and a plane wave with momentum ko 
*i„(ri,r2) = -J= Oo(r2)e
ik°-ri + (-l)^o(ri)e*k°- r2) (7) 
The scattered wave, \?sca(, depends on the energy of the escaping electron(s). We can 
view this wave function as a set of channels, or possible final states, which depend on 
the energy of the final state atom and the scattered electron. In the simplest case, the 
electron scatters elastically, leaving the atom in its ground state and no energy is lost. 
Another possible channel is inelastic scattering where the incident electron excites 
the target to a higher energy state and leaves with a lower energy. These channels are 
called 'open' and 'closed' depending on whether the incident electron has sufficient 
energy to excite the target electron to that particular state or not. Obviously the 
elastic scattering channel is always open. We can determine the status of the other 
channels by considering the energies 
kl = k\ + 2e; - 2eM (8) 
where k is the momentum of the scattered electron, e is the energy of the bound 
electron, and the subscripts \x and i denote the final and initial channels respectively. 
If \? > 0 then the channel is open, otherwise it is closed. 
The wave function for ^scat, when the energies are below the ionization threshold 
can be described by an expansion in terms of a scattered wave and a bound wave 
function. In the limit where either r\ —• oo or r2 —> oo (to account for exchange) 
this is 
1 / piko-ri piko-r2\ 
lim ^ c a t ( r 1 ; r 2 ) = £ "7= Uh)M^) + (-1) V r 2 ) ^ ( n ) (9) 
where /M(ri) and fl'/1(r2) are the direct scattering and exchange amplitudes respec-
tively. 4>(i refers to the wave function of the other electron after impact, whether 
that is the ground state or an excited state. In this case each channel is described by 
a spherically outgoing wave coupled to an excited or ground state with the angular 
dependance determined by the scattering amplitude. 
The case of most interest to us however is that of ionization. When the incident 
energy is sufficiently large to excite the bound electron to the continuum we must 
include an additional term to the asymptotic form of the scattered wave function, 
^scat- Peterkop [11], Rudge and Seaton [12] derived the ionization term in the far 
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asymptotic region, when all particles are far apart from one another. This derivation 
is given later in Chapter 7 when we discuss the Rudge, Seaton, and Peterkop (RSP) 
formalism. For now we will simply note that one can describe the wave function, in 





lim # i o n(r i , r2) = -W—=-expi «p H
 !—-—ln(Kp) 
p—>oo V P 
where 
or 
Z Z 1 
C(f 1; r2, a) = - + - = = = = = = = (11) sm a cos a v 1 — n • r2 sin 2a 
C(ri,r2,a) = l + ^_ 1 ( 1 2 ) 
r ri r2 Iri - r2| 
and K = Jkf + k% = v2E. Z is the charge of the resulting ion. It can also be 
shown [11, 12] that the direct and exchange amplitudes for ionization are related by 
/ (k / , kg) = g(\as,k.f) (This will be show explicitly in Chapter 7). This allows us to 
reexpress (10) as 
r ,T, < \ [^ • ( , C(ri,r2 ,a) 
hm *i0„(r1,r2) = -\ —r-expi up H ln(/cp) 
p-*^ V P \ K 
( / (k / ,k s ) + ( - l )
5
5 ( k / , k , ) ) (13) 
Our concern now is to determine the cross sections for a given process. As will 
be shown in the next section one way of doing this is to determine the ionization 
amplitude / (k / ,k s ) . 
1.2 EXTRACTING THE IONIZATION CROSS SECTION 
In this section we will examine methods of extracting the ionization cross section. 
Specifically we are interested in deriving the Triple Differential Cross Section (TDCS). 
The cross section is defined as the ratio of the number of events per unit time per 
unit scatterer, to the flux for a given scattering event. In the case of TDCS these 
events are those that occur when the electrons escape at specific angles to the target 
and with specific energies, thus getting a complete kinematical picture. The methods 
we will examine include calculating the scattering amplitudes by projecting out the 
flux as well as directly calculating the flux ratio from the computation of the wave 
7 
function. In constructing the 7?.-operator we have tested both of these methods while 
for our DWBA calculations we have made use of the scattering amplitudes. 
Before discussing either of these we will first quickly discuss the basic methods 
used for scattering, i.e. the S-matrix and related matrices. These matrices allow us 
to relate features of the scattering channels in the asymptotic region. These matrices 
will be used when we apply the X2e method to scattering as well as when we construct 
our final wave function. This will be discussed in detail in Chapter 7. As mentioned 
in the preceding section we can envision a scattering event occurring in discreet 
channels. One channel would be elastic scattering where the electron simply scatters 
off the target with no loss of energy or momentum. Other channels in scattering refer 
to inelastic scattering where the collision results in the target electron being excited 
to a higher energy state. In either case we can refer to a channel wave function, u^(r), 
to describe the scattered electron, where \i is an index that refers to the channel in 
question. 
1.2.1 S - M A T R I X M E T H O D 
We begin with the S-matrix, or scattering matrix, which relates the amplitude of the 
incoming waves to that of the outgoing waves. For example we can break up a wave 
function into 
hm u,(r) -+ A»f;{r) + B,f™\r) (14) 
where / indicates the incoming and outgoing parts of the channel function. We can 
then relate the coefficients A^ and B^ via the S-matrix, 
£„ = £ - W (15) 
The S-matrix may be used to construct a T-matrix. The T-matrix, or transmission 
matrix, tells us what portion of the wave function is transmitted from one state to 
another. In our case we are interested in the transmission from the ground state 
to the final state, whether that is excitation or elastic scattering. The T-matrix is 
derived by removing the incoming waves (which in the formalism we have adopted 
have a value of unity). In matrix notation this is 
where I is the identity matrix representing the incident flux and a factor of 1/2? is 
introduced for ease of computation later. Essentially this is removing the incoming 
portion of the wave function to get only the outgoing probability. Using the T-matrix 
one can then construct the scattering cross sections [13]: 
(25 + l)(2L + l) 2 
^ = (2lJ + l)k]
 | T^ ! ( 1 ? ) 
where S is the total spin, L is the total angular momentum, kj is the momentum 
of the final channel, and lj is the angular momentum of the final channel. A full 
derivation will be shown in Chapter 7 when we discuss the scattering problem in 
relation to the X2e method. 
Another useful quantity is the K-matrix, or reactance matrix, that relates the 
even and odd portions of the wave function. If we divide the asymptotic form of the 
wave function into sines and cosines we get 
lim u^(r) = - = ( C / i s i n 0 / i + .DMcos0M) (18) 
where 0M = k^r - ZM7r/2 - rjlog2kIJ,r + a^. at = arg[r(Z + 1 - irj)}, rj = Z/k^ and / 
is the angular momentum. Z is the charge of the resulting ion. The K-matrix then 
relates the coefficients of the even and odd parts of the asymptotic wave function: 
D, = J2^'C,, (19) 
The K-matrix can then be used to determine the scattering phase shifts by spectrally 
decomposing the K-matrix [13], 
n 
Kij = ]T xikXjk tan 8k (20) 
k 
where xtj is the j th element of the ith. eigenchannel. tan 8k are the eigenvalues for 
the K-matrix. 8k are the eigenphases corresponding to the scattering phase shifts. 
These matrices are discussed in further detail in Chapter 7 when we examine how 
the X2e method can be used for electron scattering calculations. We also show how 
one can relate the S-matrix to the K-matrix. 
1.2.2 FLUX PROJECTOR METHOD 
The Flux Projector Method works by projecting out the outgoing flux at some large 
radius. From the outgoing flux one can calculate the ionization amplitude / (k^,k s ) . 
This can then be used to calculate the TDCS. The following derivation comes from 
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Rudge and Seaton [12]. To determine the ionization amplitude / (k 0 ,k ) , we examine 
the flux over the hyper sphere: 
— - I | *— $-TT- I p5 sin2 a cos2 adadQidQ2 
2 J \ op op J 
(21) 
where <3> is our projector and \1/ is the full wave function. Q stands in for the usual 
angular coordinates 9, <f>. As noted earlier p — Jr\ + r\ and a — arctan^i/r^). In 
equation (21) we have used Green's theorem to simplify the 6-dimensional volume 
integral to one over a 5-dimensional surface. In Appendix A, a derivation can be 
found for the differential surface element. 
We next proceed by introducing a projector that asymptotically behaves like two 
Coulomb waves with effective charges and outgoing waves, 
lim $ 
p—>oo 
X(z, - k , r ) 
Km<K7,2/) 
X(zi ,-ki ,r i )x(22,-k2,r2) 
e~ik'r(p(z/K, kr + k-r) 
y __̂  1 
^7" 
y + + 
7 e 2 ^ o e i 7 








where we are keeping only those terms in the leading order in p. 
We are assuming that all the particles are very far from each other and that the 
electron-electron interaction can be accounted for via the effective charges z\ and z2 • 
Using the asymptotic expansions above in (21) as well as our solution from the RSP 




" ^ M 5 / 2 / /(k2 , ki)^1^2(2« /o)^'
t(l + p1 sin a sin (3 
+P2 cos a cos j3) exp [inp(l — p\ sin a sin f3 — p,2 cos a cos 0)] 
x sin2 a cos2 adadQidQ2 
p = k • f 
k\ — K sin P 






Next we make use of the stationary phase theorem. Jeffreys and Jeffreys [14] 
showed that if £(fc) and x(k) are continuous in (a, b), where £' — d£/dk and £" = 
cP^/dk2, then: 
Theorem 1. 
lim r ^ e ^ d f c . f ^ i r (29) 
if £ ' ^ 0 in (a, 6). Also: 
Theorem 2. 
lim /* x(fc)e^(fc)dfc ~ X(ko){ ,^T, , ,} V2e^(*o)+f sign(r(fco))) ( 3 0 ) 
R^ooJa R\£"{ko)\ 
where £' = 0 at /CQ, &O being in (a,b). 
We make use of the second theorem here. The key equation is: 
d 
£' = 7T—(1 — A*I sin a sin /3 — //2 cos a cos /5) = — p,\ cos a sin/? + //2 sin a cos /?. (31) 
For this to be 0 for all values of a we see that /ii — p2 — 1 and a — f3. This means 
& ~ (2Kpsin2/3)-"l/'£1 (32) 
02 - (2K/9cos
2/3)^2/fc2. (33) 
Thus our flux has the form: 
, , . , / 7 \ —2izi/ki / , \ -2iz2/k2 
£ = - ( 2 7 r )
5 / 2 / ( k 2 , k 1 ) ( 2 K p ) ^ - " - "
) ( £ ) ( | ) • (34) 
Next we can use the definition of C, equation (11), as well as (27) and (28) to show 
C(»i,02,)9) = Z | Z 1 
K Ksin/3 Kcos/? K-\/1 — ri • r2sin2/3 
Z Z \ 
h k2 ki2' 
where f; = k; due to pi = 1. Thus if we allow 
Z~ + T = ~ ' 3 6) 
«1 K2 K 
the factor reliant on p vanishes in equation (34). This is known as the Peterkop 
relation and allows us to set effective charges. Looking at equation (34) we see that 
without this restriction we would have an infinite phase at p = oo. By establishing 
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these effective charges we are able to examine the ionization amplitude and not 
merely its modulus. 
Using (21) and (34), as well as (36), we can show that the ionization amplitude 
can be derived using 
f(kf,k8) = - ( 2 7 r ) -
5 / V A ( k ^ 
x f V(H - E)$d3rfd
3rs (37) 
where A = y 1 ln(/c///t) + r̂2- ln(fcs//c). We can simplify this equation by noting that 
<E> is an asymptotic solution to H — — |Vf — | V 2 — Z\fr\ — z2jr2. That is 
{H-E)$(TUT2) = V$(T1,T2) (38) 
where 
v = _ L _ _ £z* - £z * (39) 
ki - r2i rl r2 
Using (38) we can rewrite (37) as 
/ (k / ,k 8 ) = - ^ ^ y e
i A ^ ( r 1 , r 2 ) F $ ( r 1 , k / , r 2 , k s ) d r (40) 
The exchange term is simply 
g(kf,ks) = - ^ ^ f e
iA*(ruT2)V$(T1,ka,T2,'kf)dT (41) 
where we have included the momenta to emphasize the effects of exchange. 
Once we have calculated the ionization and exchange amplitude we can derive 
the TDCS, 




The spin averaged TDCS is given by 





This is the method used to calculate the TDCS in the distorted wave Born approxi-
mation as well as was tested on the X2e method. 
1.2.3 PURE FLUX METHOD 
The Pure Flux Method works by calculating the flux directly from the wave function 
thus avoiding the issue of needing to project out the ionization amplitude [15]. We 
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begin with a wave function in the far asymptotic regime, i. e. where contributions 
from elastic and inelastic scattering are negligible and the distances between the 
particles are large. The current density vector j for the wave function \I/ is defined 
j = ^ ( * * W - #V#*) (44) 
where If* is the complex conjugate of \I/. In hyperspherical coordinates the Laplacian 
V is to first order 
V = ^p + 0(1/P) (45) 
and the surface element through which one measures the flux is 
d£ = p5 sin2 a cos2 adadQid£l2 (46) 
or equivalently (see Appendix A) 
eZS = p5 sin 2adE1dQ,1dti2/4:E (47) 
We can use (45) in (44) to calculate the current density associated with the wave 
function ^ion, equation (13). This gives to leading order in p, 
j ^ ^ | / ( k / ) k , ) + ( - l ) ^ ( k / , k , ) |
2 (48) 
Examining (13) more closely we see that if we ignore the exponential terms (which 
vanish when the modulus is taken), equation (48) is equivalent to 
j = K | ^ 0 „ |
2 (49) 
Next we note that the flux T through a hypersurface S at hyperradius p is defined 
T= { j n d £ (50) 
where n is the normal to the hypersurface. The outgoing flux at infinite hyperradius 
is therefore 
Pout = T ^ lim p5 f dE1dVLldQ,2\^ion\
2s,m2a (51) 
where we can use F^t because our \&io„ wave function consists of only outgoing 
waves. If we are using the asymptotic form established in equation (6), then in the 
far asymptotic region the incoming portion of the wave function which is coupled 
to the ground state, ^ j n , has died off as we approach infinity. This is due to the 
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ground state rapidly falling to zero by that point. The same also holds for the 
excited channels. We can relate equation (51) to the cross section by dividing by the 
incoming flux Tin 
a = *L lim p5 / dEid0idQ 2 | ^ i O n |
2 s in2a (52) 
The incident electron can be represented by a plane wave, which has a current density 
j — koz. The incident flux therefore is 
J~in — ko (53) 
a = lim p5 / sin2adE1 / [*'io„|
2'dQ,id£l2 (54) 
4Ek0 P^°° Jo J 
The total spin dependent cross section is thus 
Co " • " 
This allows us to derive the spin dependent TDCS, 
d (7 K 
, n , n ,„ = lim - = ^ - p
5 | ^ o n |
2 s i n 2 a (55) 
dQ.idQ,2dEi p^°°AEkQ 
This is one of the methods tested in the calculation of the TDCS for the X2e method. 
1.3 SOLVING T H E D O U B L E I O N I Z A T I O N P R O B L E M 
In this section we will give a short review of some of the approaches to solving 
the (e, 2e) problem for TDCS. First we will discuss the Born approximations which 
are among the simplest and most successful models. In Chapter 2 we will discuss 
the highly successful distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) at length when 
we show new results with Magnesium and in Chapter 3 for atoms and ions at low 
energy. 
In the second part of this section we will discuss the ab initio numerical solutions 
to the problem. We will review the major contributions to this area. We will dis-
cuss the Convergent Close Coupling (CCC) method of McCurdy and Rescigno, the 
extension of this method to Exterior Complex Scaling (ECS) of Bray and Stelbovics, 
the general R-matrix method, and the Hyperspherical R-Matrix with Semiclassi-
cal Outgoing Waves (HRM-SOW) method of Malegat. We will look at the general 
methods and focus the relative strengths and weaknesses of these various theories. 
Additionally in Chapters 4 through 7 we will describe in full detail a new and more 
flexible method called the X2e method. 
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1.3.1 BORN APPROXIMATIONS 
The Born approximation works by solving the integral form of Schrodinger's equation 
in the perturbation regime. By this we mean that the wave function is not substan-
tially modified by the electron interaction potential to some order. The methods 
work from the flux projector method of extracting the ionization amplitude. We will 
discuss this method in greater detail in the next chapter in reference to the Distorted 
Wave Born Approximation (DWBA). Here we will give a brief overview. 
In a first order Born calculation the waves interact with the electron interaction 
potential once and the formula is of the form 
f(kf,ks) = (xfXs\ — M ' o ) (56) 
rsf 
where x is the wave function for the free electrons (/ and s for the escaping electrons, 
i for the incident electron) and ^o is the target state. This corresponds to our flux 
projector result, equation (40), neglecting of the Peterkop phase factor. This phase 
factor can be accounted for in the effective charges for the final state electron wave 
functions Xf a n d Xs-
The differences between the various first Born approximations is in how the elec-
tron wave functions are treated. The simplest approximation one could make is to 
treat all the free electrons (both the incident and escaping electrons) as plane waves. 
This plane wave Born approximation (PWBA) results in an integral of the form, 




x, 1 ,e<k°-r'Vo(rs) (57) 
lrf _ r s | 
As will be shown in the next chapter this results in completely incorrect behavior near 
q = 0, which is when the system is slightly perturbed. As the Born approximations 
are a perturbative approach this is a gross failure. Next we will look at improvements 
on this approach that resolve this and other problems. 
First Born Approximation 
The First Born Approximation (FBA) overcomes the flaw of the plane wave approach 
by treating the wave function of the slow electron, the one with momentum ks, as 
distorted by the potential of the ion. In the notation we used above, 
fFBA(kf,ks) = (2n)-^ J'dV.dV, 
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x e - ^ -
r ^ - ( k s , r s ) — l — e ^ '
r ^ 0 ( r s ) (58) 
lrf — r s | 
where x is a distorted wave constructed in the field of the ion. This is done by 
treating the slow ejected electron as moving in the static exchange potential of the 
ion and orthogonalizing this state to the bound state, i.e. the slow electron is treated 
as a continuum state for the target. The fast and incident electrons are still treated 
as plane waves. 
While this results in an approximation that is good for many cases (see Chapter 
2 for some comparisons with experiment and the DWBA method), it still fails for 
cases, such as inner shell ionization, where interactions between the nucleus and the 
incident or fast electron dominate. In Zhang et al [16], they showed that this was 
extremely important for the recoil direction where FBA underestimated the ratio of 
the size of the recoil peak to the binary peak as well as failing to account for its 
asymmetry. Additionally Walters [17, 18] showed that the FBA loses accuracy in 
overall amplitude when dealing with heavy atoms such as potassium. 
Zhang et al [16] argued that the distorting effect of the atom, primarily the 
Coulomb interaction with nucleus could not be neglected for any of the electrons. 
In the next chapter, we will present comparisons of FBA to the DWBA, which does 
account for these interactions and show the flaws in this approximation. 
Distorted Wave Born Approximat ion 
The Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA) is a highly successful method 
that was first applied to (e, 2e) of helium [19]. It has been used to calculate the 
TDCS of a wide range of targets including Helium, Hydrogen, noble gases, Lithium, 
and Magnesium (In this thesis we examine Helium, Hydrogen, Magnesium, Argon, 
and Hydrogen-like and Helium-like ions up to N — 10). 
The DWBA uses distorted waves for all free electrons to properly account the 
interactions between the electrons and the ions. That is, it accounts for elastic scat-
tering of the electrons to all orders but considers the electron-electron scattering only 
to first order, which is an important limitation. Here we will give a brief derivation 
in the finite range formalism [20]. By finite range we mean that the potentials (and 
thereby interactions) become negligible at some large but finite radius. There are 
other equivalent methods but this presents the clearest derivation. We begin with 
the result of our derivation of the ionization amplitude, equation (40), expressed in 
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bracket notation 
f (ka,kf) = (m\*t) (59) 
where Vb = l/r„ + I/77 — l/rsf. Next we introduce some interaction Wb into the left 
hand side of (59), 
f(ks,kf) = <V6-|H - W6|tt+> - (i>b\Va -Vb + Wb\<$>) (60) 
where Va = 1/r/ — 1/VS/. i\)~ is the wave function for scattering initially free electrons 
with momenta ks,kf. This means it satisfies 
fa = [l + (E-Hb-Wb-iri)-
1Wb]$b (61) 
where Hb = Vf/2 + V\/2 or the free electron Hamiltonian. If we take Wb = Vb then 
the ionization amplitude in equation (60) reduces to 
/ ( k 8 ) k / ) = (*6-|K|$> (62) 
This is merely the standard post prior equivalence. The subscript b denotes the final 
potentials while a includes only the initial potentials. At this stage no approximations 
have yet been made. The distorting potential is totally arbitrary. When we do make 
an approximation we will lose our post prior equivalence. 
In deriving the DWBA we assume that Wb(rs, 77) is separable 
Wb(rs,vf) = Vl(rf) + V2(rs) (63) 
This implies that the wave function for the escaping electrons $ can be represented 
by two separate wave function x~( r /) a n d X~(rs) dependent on the potentials V\ 
and V2. Thus equation (60) is 
/ (k s , kf) = (X-(zf, kf, rf)X-(zs, ks, rs)\Vb -V1- F2 |*+) (64) 
The second term can be shown to vanish [21]. Next we approximate \I/+ 
^ ( r s , r / ) = xJ(ko,r/)V(ra) + (-l)
s
X o
+(k0 ,1-^(17) (65) 
where we have indicated the effects of spin. This approximation is at the heart of 
the DWBA [21, 22, 23]. The approximation for * + is where we have set our method 
as a first order approximation in the l/rsf potential. By making this approximation 
we note that the functions x~(r/) and x~(rs) are no longer mere projectors, as they 
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have been constructed with the potential Wb(rs, Tf) in mind and are intrinsic to 
approximation. Thus we will want to include as much physics as possible into the 
choice of their their effective potentials V\ and V2. 
The choice we take (which is perfectly reasonable for the case when Ef « Ea) is 
V1(rf) = -l/rf,V2(vs) = -l/rs (66) 
With this choice of DWBA, the direct and exchange amplitudes become 
f™BA(ks,kf) = (X-(zf,kf,rf)x-(zs,ks,rs)\ — \xt(ko,rf)^(rs)) (67) 
rsf 
gBWBA(ks,kf) = (X-(zf,ks,rf)X-(zs,kf,rs)\ — \xU^rf)i;(rs)) (68) 
r*f 
These can then be used to derive the TDCS via equation (43). 
In the actual calculation we use the following methods. For complex atoms with N 
electrons the incoming distorted waves are generated in the static exchange potential 
for the target, asymptotically the electron sees a Coulombic potential of charge Z — 
JV+1 where Z is the nuclear charge. The distorted waves of the two outgoing electrons 
are identical, being generated in the static exchange potential of the residual ion, 
i. e. with an asymptotic charge of Z — N + 1. Both final state distorted waves are 
orthogonalized to the ground state. The Hartree Fock wave functions of Clementi [24] 
are used for the target wave functions tpnim-
Furness-McCarthy local potentials are used for exchange in each of the channels. 
For the final channel we use an 'average' form. A local exchange approximation of 
Furness-McCarthy type, [25, 26], is used to simplify the static exchange calculation. 
Also no final state electron-electron interaction is included, i. e. the approach is 
strictly first order in l/r8f. This has been shown to have negligible effect [21]. 
Despite the method's great success, there remain several weaknesses due to its 
nature as a first order approximation. For example it does not include the possi-
bility of recapture for the emitted electron. Also as mentioned earlier it suffers at 
low energies, such as near threshold, where the effects of higher order interactions 
dominate. This would correspond to where post collisional interaction between the 
escaping electrons dominates. 
It is for these reasons as well as the challenge of a complete ab initio solution that 
the following methods have been pursued. 
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1.3.2 CONVERGENT CLOSE COUPLING 
Convergent Close Coupling (CCC) [27] is based on the widely used close coupling 
approximation. The idea behind the close coupling approximation is that the total 
wave function for the system can be expanded in terms of a complete set of eigenstates 
or pseudostates of the target Hamiltonian. The pseudostates are a set of states that 
approximate the behavior of the (often much) larger set of eigenstates of the system. 
That is 
*(*,*) = E [^f^Ei^M + (-D^^^^^i^.no) (69) 
where <^ are the target wave functions, tzM are the channel wave functions, and E 
are the coupled spherical harmonics, pi denotes {nkli^LMLSMs}, following the 
notation of Percival and Seaton [28]. n and l\ are the principal quantum number of 
the atomic electron, k and l2 are the wave number and orbital angular momentum of 
the scattered electron. L and M are the total angular momentum and its z projection 
for the system, the same applies to the spin S and its z projection Ms-
The summation in (69) should include an integral over the continuum energies. 
As this is not practical, this is approximated by a smaller number states, called 
pseudostates. Curran and Walters [29] first successfully applied pseudostate close 
coupling to the calculation of TDCS for the electron impact ionization of ground 
state hydrogen. In addition to CCC, this method is also used extensively in R-
matrix calculations [30]. 
The Convergent Close Coupling uses this method to calculate not only discrete 
and excitation cross sections but also total ionization. Where it differs from tradi-
tional close coupling is by its use of numerical basis functions instead of the target 
eigenstates. As the size of the basis is increased these basis functions and their 
eigenvalues converge on the true wave functions of for the target and their associ-
ated energies. The total number of states is increased until the cross section has 
converged. 
The problems with this method are that by construction it is more suited to 
asymmetric kinematics, such as scattering and ionization calculation where one elec-
tron has a small energy relative to the other. This is due the fact that the slow 
electron is considered to be some bound, but positive energy, pseudostate and not 
in a true continuum state. For highly asymmetric kinematics this works well [31]. 
For calculations involving low energy more symmetrical kinematics it does poorly, 
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oscillating about the true result [32]. 
Rescigno et al [33] however showed that the difficulty lay with how the cross 
section was extracted and that by obtaining their results by projecting the flux 
through a hypersurface of sufficiently large radii, they could get good results with 
their related Exterior Complex Scaling method. 
1.3.3 EXTERIOR COMPLEX SCALING 
Exterior Complex Scaling (ECS), as applied to (e, 2e), was first pioneered by Rescigno 
et al [33]. While it generates good agreement with experiment, the method is very 
computationally intensive [34], even when applied to (e, 2e) on Hydrogen. 
In the ECS method, the scattered outgoing wavefunction vf^/ is solved directly 
from a rearranged Schrodinger's equation: 
(E - H)^ = (H - E)t>ko(ri,r2) (70) 
Where ^k0 i
s a n initial state symmetrized wavefunction consisting of a plane wave 
and the target state (the ground state of Hydrogen in the current version of the 
method). 
^gC is then expanded in partial waves: 
*$ = -V £ <fVi^)^(ri,r2) (71) 
' 1 ' 2 hhLM 
where z-fj^ are bispherical harmonics. Note that \l\ — Z21 < L < l\ + l2 and L + li +l2 
must be even due to parity conservation. Also for a ground state collision M — 0. 
They solve for each partial wave via projection. 
The partial wave equation is solved on a finite grid using exterior complex scaling, 
where the radial coordinates are rotated into the complex plane at a boundary radius 
Ro'-
1 R0 + (r - R0)e*
e, r>R0. 
This transformation causes the outgoing waves to diminish exponentially, setting the 
boundary condition at r\, r2 = -Rmax > -Ro to be tfcf'f [r\, r2) = 0. On the other hand, 
the incoming waves now diverge and V,/^(r"1'7'2) m u s t be truncated for r\,r2 > Ro-
This is the only systematic approximation in the method. 
The afore mentioned computational intensity spurred the development of the 
Propagating Exterior Complex Scaling (PECS) method, to reduce computational 
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complexity so the method could be applied to more complex systems. The PECS 
works with the same underlying equations of ECS above but uses a Numerov scheme 
first devised by Poet [35], modified to include certain inhomogeneous terms. This 
simplifies the process of propagating to large radii and has allowed the computation 
of several difficult kinematics such as near threshold [36]. 
ECS and PECS resolve the issues with the CCC. With improvements in the 
extraction of the cross section it is no longer limited to asymmetric geometries. 
There is however the requirement of a good approximation for the ground state 
for the target. For more complex systems than Hydrogen PECS will require more 
complex ground states and necessarily be more computationally complex. For a 
method that already requires a large amount of computational resources, this will 
certainly hinder future development and expansion of this method to more complex 
targets has been only recently been achieved [37, 38]. 
1.3.4 C O N V E N T I O N A L R - M A T R I X C A L C U L A T I O N S 
The R-matrix method was originally developed by Wigner and Eisenbud [39] in the 
area of nuclear physics and later extended to electron scattering in atomic physics 
by Burke and Robb [30]. The principle behind the R-matrix approach is to divide 
the problem into an inner and outer region. The inner region, defined where the 
escaping particles are within some radius f. is where all possible interactions, in-
cluding exchange, are taken into account. In the outer region, exchange effects are 
ignored. This allows for different computational models to be used in each region 
thereby allowing for a great potential simplification of the problem. The R-matrix, 
itself, allows one to connect the interior region's solutions to the exterior region's. 
In the X2e method we use an 7£-operator approach. The "/^-operator is a gener-
alization of the R-matrix and thus we detail the basic R-matrix derivation here. We 
begin with the Schrodinger's equation with some solution \I/ 
(H - E)V = 0 (73) 
We then derive a set of basis functions for this problem by diagonalizing the Hamil-
tonian so that 
<* f e | # |<M = Ek6k# (74) 
where ^ are the basis elements and Ek are their eigenenergies. In the traditional 
non-variational R-matrix method, we divide the basis functions into a set of radial 
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functions Uik(r), where ^k — J2i CiUik, such that they satisfy the R-matrix boundary 
equation 
— T T ^ W l =b (75) 
where ' refers to a derivative with respect to r, and f is the boundary radius, b, the 
logarithmic derivative of uik(r), is an arbitrary parameter, which is most commonly 
set to zero. This is not the case however in variational R-matrix methods which will 
be examined in detail in Chapter 5. 
We note that we are omitting the angular portion of the problem for the moment. 
In an actual calculation we would project out the angular portion of the wave function 
and solve the problem in the radial space of the escaping electron(s). 
As for f this is chosen to be just large enough to contain the important bound 
electron information while minimizing the computation. Inside the region bounded 
by f all effects (such as exchange and correlation) are taken into account. Outside 
this region they are considered negligible and only the long range effects like the 
Coulomb potential are considered. 
Our next step is to expand the full solution \I> in terms of the basis functions 
oo 
* = Y, a^k (76) 
fc=i 
Next we consider the identity 
<SH-E)Vk\V)-(Vk\H-E\*)=Q (77) 
Using (73) and (74), we can rearrange (77), 
<#**!#> - Ek{Vk\V) - (yk\HV) + E{Vk\V) = 0 
{H*k\V) - (yk\HV) = Ek{*k\V) - £7(**|*> 
<ttfc|tftt> - (H*k\V) = {E- Ek)($k\V) (78) 
Next we can expand the wave function as \l/ — SjFj(r)cj, using the basis expan-
sion from earlier (tyk = J2iUik(r)ci). We then use equation (76) and apply Green's 
theorem to left hand side of (78) to get 
\ Y^ikimir) - Fi(r)^(r)]|P=r- = (Ek - E)ak (79) 
At this point we can insert the R-matrix boundary condition (75) into (79) 
1 £ ^l[fF>{r) _ hFi{r)]\r=f = {Ek - E)ak (80) 
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This allows us to solve for the expansion coefficients ak 
ak =
 l Yl — m r ) - ^ ( r ) ] | r = f (81) 
2{hk - i ) j r 
From the expansion of ^ and ^k in terms of Fi and uik it is clear that 
oo 
Fi(r) = Y,Uik{r)ak (82) 
fc=i 
Placing (81) into (82) and setting r = fwe get 
*i(*0 = E E l ^ f ) ^ ( f ) [ f ^ ( r ) - ^(r)]|r = f (83) 
At this point we define the R-matrix on the boundary r = f as 
1 ^ ^(f)u j f c(f) 
^• = 2 F £ ^ - ^ (84) 
Thus the radial functions on the boundary can be expressed 
Fi(f) = Y^RiArFKr) - ^ ( r ) ] | r = r - (85) 
i 
or with the conventional choice for b = 0, 
Fi{f) = Y.RijfF'l{r)\r=f (86) 
To obtain useful results from this method, the solutions at the bounding surface must 
be matched up to those on the outer region. This can be done by calculating the 
T-matrix. Details of how that calculation is done can be found in Chapter 7. 
1.3.5 H Y P E R S P H E R I C A L R-MATRIX M E T H O D W I T H SEMI-
CLASSICAL OUTGOING WAVES 
Lastly we discuss the hypersphrical R-matrix with semiclassical outgoing waves 
(HRM-SOW) [40, 41, 42] developed by Malegat for photo-double ionization (7, 2e) of 
Helium. This method uses the R-matrix method in hyperspherical coordinates and 
then connects the results to semiclassical outgoing waves. 
They begin with Schrodinger's equation in hyperspherical coordinates 
/ 1 d2 1 „, , d 
2 d? + 25[P ~Po)dR+ r ( f i s ) + V{P' Qs) " E) ' *(/9' " s ) = ° (8?) 
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and solve for \f. Q5 denotes the various angular coordinates a, Qi, and 0,2- T is the 
kinetic energy of angular coordinates, V is the usual (e, 2e) potential l/ra + I/77 + 
l/rsf, and the delta function is part of the Bloch operator term that ensures the 
Hamiltonian is hermitian in the inner region. The Bloch operator will be discussed 
in detail in Chapter 4. 
Equation (87) is then solved for a set of pseudostates <£& which are expanded into 
partial waves, $& = X^/fc^O9)^!^)- The functions /M are then used to build the 
R-matrix at some radius po via 
fkn = Yl Rw'f'kn' + ̂  (88) 
where 
p („ \ 1 V^ fkn(po)fk(i'(Po)) /QQx 
*W(Po) = « 2^ F _ F C89) 
fc ™ 
and X is an inhomogeneous term due dipole interaction from the incident photon. 
After obtaining the R-matrix they next derive semiclassical outgoing waves to be 
matched to the inner region. These satisfy 
2 dp 2
 + EM(p) - E) ) FM(p) = 0 (90) 
and have the form 
FM(p) = r —FM{p) exp (i ["pM(p')dp') (91) 
V W C P O I 
P M W = y/2[E - EM(p)] (92) 
dzFM <C 1 and 
1 dp M 
PM
 dP 
< 1 (93) 
dp2 
were PM{P) are the local momenta of the escaping electrons. These solutions FM are 
then solved for via the propagation equation 
i^FM{r) = (p(T)H0(p)) FM(T) (94) 
where r is a false time defined by p(p)pdr — dp. These results are propagated to 
some large radius (up to millions of a.u.). Once propagated these waves are then 
matched to the inner region using 
(ip • U • R • U • p - p)F = - p • U I (95) 
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where U is a unitary transformation matrix and p is the diagonal matrix of semiclas-
sical momenta in each channel. The cross section then is extracted via the pure flux 
method as outlined earlier. 
While highly successful for photo double-ionization of Helium, this method has 
yet to be applied to other more complex targets, nor to electron impact ionization. 
Since its inner region is constructed, by default, as a two electron system, it is hard 
to see how the method could easily be generalized to other systems with differing 
numbers of electrons. It also has the lacks a fully quantum treatment for the outer 
region which would be preferred from an ab initio theory. 
1.4 EXPERIMENTAL GEOMETRIES 
In comparing the results of our (e, 2e) and (7,2e) processes to experiment, it is 
important to note the common experimental geometries. As noted earlier, in an single 
ionization process such as (e, 2e), an electron ionizes the target and two electrons are 
detected in coincidence with their position and energies resolved. This gives us a 
complete kinematical picture of a given collision. For (7, 2e) for the final state of the 
system is similar, though of course the initial double ionization of the target electrons 
occurs by different means. 
Our coordinates are outlined in Fig. 1. As mentioned earlier the incident electron 
comes in with momentum ko. Two electrons escape with momenta kf and ks where 
the subscripts / and s refer to fast and slow respectively. In a classical collision with-
out the possibility of exchange, this would correspond to the scattered and ejected 
electrons. The differences between the various experimental geometries depend on 
the angles made by the escaping electron momenta with the incident particle. These 
angles are noted in the figure. In this work we will examine four different geometries: 
Coplanar Symmetric: In coplanar symmetric geometry the detected final state 
electrons exit in the same plane as the incident projectile ($ = 0) and with equal 
(but opposite) angles relative to the incident projectile (Of = —6S). Typically the 
angle to the left of the beam direction is labeled negative. In this somewhat "Y" 
shaped geometry the angle of each detector makes with the incident particle is varied 
by the same amount (i.e. Of and 0S remain equal in magnitude and opposite in sign 
as they vary). 
Coplanar Asymmetric: In coplanar asymmetric geometry the detected final state 
electrons exit in the same plane as the incident projectile ($ = 0) and with different 
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FIG. 1: The general experimental set up envisaged for the (e, 2e) processes considered 
in this thesis. k0 ,kf ,k s denote, respectively, the wave-vectors of the incident and 
final state electrons. It is assumed that kf and ks are coplanar and that ko makes 
an angle $ with the scattering plane. The exiting electrons are detected with angles 
Of, 0S left and right of the line defined by $ — 0 degrees. Their angle of mutual 
separation is given by 0fs. 
angles relative to the incident projectile (Of ^ 0S). One detector (typically the one 
detecting the more energetic electron) is kept at a fixed angle and the position of 
other detector is then varied (i.e. Of is held constant while 0S is varied). 
Constant 0fs: Another coplanar geometry (<3> = 0), in constant 0fs geometry, the 
angle between the detected final state electrons 0fs is kept fixed and the two detec-
tors are rotated in the plane of the incident projectile. In other words Of and 0S are 
varied such that 0fs = Of — 0S is constant. 
Perpendicular Plane: In this case the incident projectile is perpendicular to the 
plane of the detected electrons ($ = n/2). One detector is fixed and the other ro-
tated about the plane. For example Of might be held at 0 degrees and 0S rotated 
about the target. 
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1.5 S U M M A R Y 
In this chapter, we reviewed basic scattering theory, discussing the basic kinematics 
of the problem and the relevant boundary conditions. We then examined how one 
can extract the TDCS from the wave function via both a flux projection and pure 
flux method. Afterwards we examined the several perturbation methods for solving 
the problem and their successes and failures. We then looked at the current ab initio 
solutions that might solve the problem in its entirety and their relative strengths and 
weaknesses. Lastly we examined the experimental geometries that are relevant to 
this thesis. 
In Chapter 2 we will discuss the DWBA in greater detail and show new results 
in comparison with experiment. In Chapter 3 we will expand on this to examine 
(e, 2e) collisions with hydrogen-like and helium-like ions to determine the dominate 
contributions to the cross section. 
Afterwards we will develop a full ab initio solution using the 7£-operator formal-
ism, the X2e method. This will done in Chapters 4 through 7. In Chapter 4 we 
will outline the method and discuss the interior region calculations. In Chapter 5 we 
will discuss the R-matrix is greater detail and derive the 7£-operator. Chapter 6 we 
will deal with the resolution of certain problems with reaching the correct asymptotic 
region and the work done to resolve that . In Chapter 7 we will detail how we connect 
to the asymptotic region. This will include a full review of the S-matrix and how 
it relates to the R and K-matrices. It will also show how we calculated the surface 
integral to project out the flux and derive the ionization amplitude. In Chapter 8 we 
will show preliminary results for the X2e method using a simplified model called the 
Poet-Temkin model. Additionally results for elastic scattering will be shown. Lastly 
in Chapter 9 we will detail the remaining work needed to complete this method to 
generate full TDCS. 
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CHAPTER II 
DWBA AND (E, 2E) ON MG AND AR 
In Chapter 1, we briefly discussed the Distorted Wave Born Approximation, or 
DWBA, [22, 25, 43] and its related approximations. In this chapter we will more 
closely examine this method and its advantages over other first order approaches. The 
DWBA offers a straightforward and flexible approach to the calculation of (e, 2e) pro-
cesses. It has proved particularly useful in identifying targets and kinematics where 
multiple scattering effects are important [16, 22]. In this chapter, we will show results 
in comparison with experiment for inner and outer shell electron impact ionization 
on Magnesium and Argon as well as (e, 2e) on Helium. We will use the full flexibility 
of the approximation to explore the ionization mechanisms. 
By inner shell ionization we mean that the electron interacts with and ionizes an 
electron in one of the inner shells of the target atom or ion. For example, (e, 2e) on 
Ar(2p) refers to the case where the incident electron knocks off an electron in the 2p 
shell of Argon, or equivalently 
e~ + Ar{ls2, 2s2 ,2p6 , 3s2, 3 / ) -> 2e~ + Ar(ls2, 2s2, 2p5,3s2, 3p6) (96) 
The first (e, 2e) measurement on Ar(2p) were made by Lahmam-Bennani et al [44] at 
an impact energy of 8keV with further results being reported by [45, 46, 47], and at 
significantly lower impact energies by [16]. Very recently new experimental data has 
become available for Ar(3s), Mg{2s) and Mg(2p), at impact energies of the order of 
IkeV [48]. 
In this chapter we will begin by reviewing the basic Born approximation theory. 
Then we will examine the various choices for the continuum electron wave functions 
within the theory, starting with the plane wave model and then working to the First 
Born Approximation (FBA). Finally we will review the DWBA approach as we use 
it in our calculations. Then we will compare the results of the FBA and DWBA to 
experiment [48] for the cases of (e, 2e) on helium, Mg{2p), Mg(3s) and Ar(3s) at a 
variety of angles. We will propose how the differences between FBA and DWBA can 
be shown in experiment using Mg(2p) as the target. In Chapter 3 we will examine 
the cases of (e, 2e) on helium and hydrogen at low energies, just a few eV above 
threshold, and examine the results for ions at similar energies. 
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II. 1 THEORY 
As described in Chapter 1, the Born approximation works by solving the integral form 
of Schrodinger's equation in the perturbative regime. All of the methods discussed in 
here are first order Born approximations where the electron-electron interactions are 
only evaluated once. That is we do not use the possibility of multiple interactions 
between the electrons. Elastic collisions with the nucleus are evaluated to all orders 
of magnitude. 
Using the flux projector method of extracting the cross section, equation (43), 
the TDCS, for a Born approximation is of the form, [20, 22, 25] 
where we have corrected for the possibility of inner shell ionization (hence the sub-
scripts nlm to indicate the target state). The direct and exchange amplitudes are 
respectively 
fnim = (xr(k/> ri)X2 (k*>r2)h— rlXo"(ko, ri)'</w(r2)} (98) 
| r l ~~ r 2 | 
9nim = (Xi"(ks,r1)x^(k /,r2)|1 , |Xo"(ko,r1)^w(r2)) (99) 
l r l ~~ r 2 | 
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the escaping electrons and 0 refers to the 
incident electron. ipnim is the target state. The functions x describe the behavior 
of the free electrons and the approximations used for them constitute the major 
differences between the theories. 
II.2 PLANE WAVE BORN 
In the absence of any distorting potentials, the wave functions x reduce to plane 
waves. In the extreme case when there is no distorting potentials acting on any of 
the electrons then we have the plane wave Born approximation (PWBA). The direct 
ionization amplitude can be expressed as 
f™BA = (2TT)-§ J'd3rid3r2e-
<k'-rie-ik'-r2 
x, 1 y k ° ' r i V w ( r 2 ) (100) 
| r i - r 2 
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We can simplify this integral by making use of the Bethe integral relation [49]. This 
states 
/ > « - = %e^> (101) 
J |ri — r2| q
2 
Using this in (100) we get 
fZBA = r ^ / d3re^nlm(r) (102) 
( 2 ^ ) 2 ^ J 
Where q = k0 — k/ is the momentum transfer and p = q — ks is the momentum of 
the target electron. If we can neglect the exchange amplitude then we have 
J 3 PWBA U JL 
kfks 
• £ | / d V 2 e
i p ' r « V w ( r 2 ) |
2 (104) 
2ir*q*k0 m 
We immediately recognize the term 
J d3r2e
ip-r^nlm(r2) (105) 
as the atomic wave function in momentum space, i. e. ^„;m(p). Equation (104) 
defines the plane wave Born approximation. The TDCS in the PWBA is thus cru-
cially dependent on the norm of the target wave function summed over the magnetic 
quantum numbers TO, and the vector p. As is well known, [50, 51], the momentum 
space wave function may be written 
Vw(p) = Fnl{p)Ylm(p) (106) 
where the angular dependence is entirely in the spherical harmonics, and Fni is 
independent of TO. Consequently (104) may be written: 
d?aPWBA kfks(\Fm(p)\
2) ^ {v |2 n n ? , 
dQ1dQ2dE 27rV/fc0 ^ '
 { ' 
Now from equation (588) in Appendix G we know that 
£I*U 2 = ^ d08) 
This means 
















FIG. 2: The TDCS in iral calculated in the PWBA approximation, (100) for coplanar 
asymmetric geometry plotted as a function of p = jk0—k/—ks| where the fast electron 
has an energy of 500 eV. The solid curve is Argon 2s, with a slow electron energy of 
56eV and Of — A deg. The dotted curve is Argon 2p, with a slow electron energy of 
A6eV and<9/ = 8deg. 
Thus we can see that the TDCS depends only on the magnitude of p through Fni(p). 
The character of the target wave function is most clearly seen in the region of p = 0. 
This corresponds to 
q - k5 = 0 =• ks = k0 - k/ (110) 
or zero recoil of the ion. We take (110) as the defining equation for the Bethe Ridge. 
In Fig. 2 we present the TDCS as a function of p = |p| calculated in the PWBA 
Approximation, (100), for Ar{2s) and Ar(2p). The cross section has a minimum at 
p = 0 for the 2p case but a maximum for 2s at the same point. This behavior is 




probable momentum is zero, while this is the least probable momentum value for a 
p electron [1, 50]. The hydrogenic momentum space wave functions are known in 
closed analytic form e.g. [50] Fw(p) — Nw(l + p
2)~2 ; F2i(p) = iV2i(l + 4p
2)~3 where 
the iV's are normalization constants. We can see at once that F2\{p) is exactly 0 at 
p = 0 while Fio(0) is at its maximum value. The 2p case exhibits a maximum for 
some value of p = pQ and then declines uniformly. If the kinematics of our experiment 
are such that we can reach values of p > p 0 and pmax is the maximum value of p that 
can be obtained then we will find a local minimum in the TDCS for k s = k at which 
Pmax = | q - k | (111) 
Equation (104) reveals the major problem with the PWBA. Examining the for-
mula, we see that the cross section is symmetric about the direction of momentum 
transfer, q, and goes like 1/q4 as q —> 0. This is in contradiction to the experimentally 
observed behavior of 1/q2 as q —> 0 [23, 26, 52]. This spurious behavior arises because 
we have neglected the effect of the atomic nucleus on the slow electron in the final 
state but included it in the initial. Indeed in the absence of this interaction the initial 
and final states are not orthogonal and we have therefore included a non-physical 
auto-ionizing contribution. This incorrect behavior at q = 0, which is the case of 
minimal perturbation of the system, shows that PWBA is a poor approximation for 
(e, 2e) collisions. 
II.3 F I R S T B O R N A P P R O X I M A T I O N 
To correct for the flaws of the PWBA we can assume that the outgoing slow electron 
is in a continuum state of the ion. We calculate this by treating the slow ejected 
electron as moving in the static exchange potential of the ion and orthogonalize 
this state to the bound state. This is the First Born Approximation (FBA), with 
a distortion only on the slow electron. In this approximation the direct scattering 
amplitude becomes 





i k o - r i ^ m ( r 2 ) (112) 
|ri - r 2 | 
To illustrate the improvements over the PWBA we apply the Bethe integral relation 
(101) to get 
fFBA = {2^/2q2 J d
3r2X-(K, r 2 K
q - r 2 V w ( r 2 ) (113) 
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If we again neglect exchange amplitude we get 
dnldn2dE
 = {2n)l^ilf^1 (114) 
We see immediately that the symmetry about the direction of momentum transfer 
is maintained. Also if we expand 
e^-
r = l + qr cos n + 0(q
2) (115) 
where q r s — qr cos fi, then we see that the orthogonality of i>nim,(^2) and x~(k s ,r2) 
means that the first term of the expansion is zero. The second term gives us a factor 
of q which is squared as we pull it out of the modulus. This gives the TDCS the 
correct 1/q2 behavior as q —>• 0. 
This method still presents problems, which we outlined in Chapter 1. Further 
proof of the method's flaws can be seen later in this chapter when we compare our 
results using both the FBA and DWBA to experiment. 
II.4 DISTORTED WAVE BORN APPROXIMATION 
In Zhang et al [16] it was argued that the distorting effect of the atom, primarily the 
Coulomb interaction with nucleus could not be neglected for any of the electrons. 
These interactions can be represented by calculating the wave functions of all of the 
free electrons in the static exchange potential of the atom or ion. This distortion 
for all the wave functions is what defines the Distorted Wave Born Approximation 
(DWBA). 
The derivation of the DWBA was given in Chapter 1, using a finite range for-
malism. Here we will discuss the details of the calculations as they are used for the 
results later in this and the next chapter. In addition to the methods noted in Chap-
ter 1, we will briefly review the Hartree-Fock wave functions, the Furness-McCarthy 
local exchange approximation, and issue of post collisional impact. 
II.4.1 HARTREE-FOCK WAVE FUNCTIONS 
The Hartree-Fock wave functions are approximation of the true A^-body electron wave 
functions for an atomic system. Developed by Hartree [53] and Fock in the early days 
of quantum mechanics, it can be applied to multiple electron systems for both atoms 
and molecules. In this method the true electron wave functions are approximated 
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by a single Slater determinate [54] of N spin orbitals. That is we separate the wave 
function of all the atom's electrons into individual spin orbital functions 0, 
n 
* ( r 1 , r 2 , . . . r n ) = n
( M r * ) (116) 
We note that the above wave function has the wrong behavior for electrons, as the 
total wave function should be antisymmetric. This is where the Slater determinate 
is used. This is represents the function ^ as the determinate of a matrix made up 
of all the spin orbitals 4>i associated with each of the electron positions r^. A simple 
two electron example is, 
*(n,r2) = -L M
ri) </>i(r2) 
•fo (ri) h (r2) 
- ^ { ^ ( r O ^ r , ) " 0 i ( r 2 ) & ( r i ) } (117) 
This ensures that the wave function is correctly anti-symmetrized. The spin orbitals 
cf>i are Slater-type orbitals that have the form 
Mr) = Nir^e-t*- (118) 
in the radial component, where n acts as the principal quantum number, N is a 
normalization constant, and £ is a constant related to the effective charge of the 
nucleus with the nuclear charge being partly shielded by electrons. These constants 
are solved for by finding the eigenfunctions of the Fock operator F, which is an 
approximate Hamiltonian that is broken down into a sum of one electron operators. 
A more detailed treatment of this method can be found in [55]. 
In our calculations the Hartree Fock wave functions of Clementi [24] are used for 
the target wave functions ipnim- In Chapter 3, we examine some other choices for the 
target wave function while investigating the effects of correlation within the target. 
II.4.2 LOCAL EXCHANGE APPROXIMATIONS 
The Furness-McCarthy local exchange approximation, [25, 26, 56, 57] is commonly 
used for DWBA studies. Its use greatly simplifies the static exchange calculations 
in that one needs only solve differential equations rather than integro-differential 
equations. For a helium target in the incident channel it is give by 
'local — n r> "static V 9 static] + ^ | - " 4 s | (119) 
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where V^ t i c is the static potential of the helium atom and R\s is the radial part of 
the ground state. Because we treat each of the exiting electrons as moving in the 
field of an one electron ion, there is an ambiguity in the choice of final state exchange 
potential, (for a full discussion see [25]). For an outgoing wave number fcout we have 
Hocal — r. 2 Kstatic y ( Q Ktat ic) + P l -^ l s l ( 1 2 0 ) 
where Vst^c is the static potential of the helium ion, i?fs is the radial part of the Is 
orbital of He+. The parameter (3 defines the spin type of the exchange interaction. 
If j3 = 2 then we have a triplet interaction, f3 — — 2 a singlet potential. A third 
somewhat ad-hoc choice f3 — 1 is in common use and in this case we talk about 
an "average exchange potential." When considering (e, 2e) on the hydrogen-like 
isoelectronic sequence we only have an exchange term in the incident channel and 
one uses a local exchange potential analogous to (119) 
' local <-) o •'static V ( o 'static) + T ^ l ^ l s l (121) 
2 
where Viatic ^s *n e static potential of the hydrogen-like ion, Rls is the radial part 
of its Is orbital. For the triplet case Vj+cal is attractive and real, whereas for the 
singlet case V5~cal is repulsive and can become complex depending on the energy. The 
possibility of a complex exchange potential is discussed by Rasch [25] but in our own 
calculations this problem never arose. Following [25] we will modify (99): 
= ( 2 7 r ) 4 » ( | f + / | 2 + 3 | / t - « ? f ) (122) 
dQ,fdVtsdE 4k0 
where the superscripts s and t indicate that the singlet or triplet form of the local 
exchange potential is in use. The form (122) has the advantage of being unambiguous. 
For the two electron target (120) the ambiguity is unavoidable and one is forced to 
make a choice. 
In this chapter we will use the triplet form of the exchange potential for our 
calculations. In Chapter 3 we examine the choice of exchange potential when we 
consider the dominate contributions to the TDCS at low energies. 
II.4.3 POST COLLISIONAL IMPACT 
By default, the DWBA does not include any calculation of post collisional impact 
(pci). This is implicit in the limit of first order electron-electron interaction. We can 
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however include a geometrical factor ATee to account for the repulsion between the 
two electrons as they escape [21, 22]. The Nee or Gamov factor is applied to the final 
TDCS as follows 
d3aNee d
3(JDWBA , N 
= M (1231 
dQfdQsdE eedClfdflsdE
 v ; 
where 
e' — 1 |k/ — ks | 
This factor is derived from the geometrical analysis of the Coulomb interaction be-
tween the two electrons. This is done in the approximation where the interaction 
is separable, that is where the interaction can be represented via a Coulomb wave 
function. The inclusion of Nee factor has the effect of bringing the DWBA into close 
accord with the Wannier fit [58]. It has the unfortunate side effect however of effect-
ing the overall normalization of the TDCS, throwing doubt on the absolute size. For 
this chapter we will avoid the use of this approximation, though we make some use 
of it in Chapter 3. 
II.5 COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 
Here we show some basic calculations with the DWBA [59] in comparison with some 
recent experiments by Avaldi [48, 60]. Figure 3 shows results for (e, 2e) on helium and 
Mg(3s) at relatively asymmetric energies: £0 = 1044.6c1!/, Ef = lOOOeF, Es = 20eT/ 
for helium and E0 = 1027.QeV,Ef = 1000eV,Es = 20eF for Mg{3s). This is done 
for several different angles in the asymmetric coplanar geometry (with fixed Of). In 
Fig. 4 we see another TDCS this time for Mg(3s) with 0S fixed at 80 degrees and Of 
varied. As can be seen in all cases there is excellent agreement between theory and 
experiment. Because we are examining the s state however the TDCS are relatively 
structureless, exhibiting only a peak in the direction of momentum transfer. We also 
note that the experimental data is not absolute. 
For more interesting results we need to look at the p state. Figure 5 shows a 
comparison between the older experiments from Hink and his collaborators [16] on 
Ar(2p) and the DWBA. We see for Ar that the theory correctly predicts a binary 
peak which is split in the forward direction and a recoil peak which is much larger 
than the binary and also split. We can understand the splitting of the binary in that 
the minimum value occurs in the region of 0 = k0 — kf — ks exactly as we would 
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FIG. 3: TDCS in atomic units for He(ls) E0 = 1044.6eV, Ef = lOOOel/ with angles 
of (a) 6f = 5°, (b) 9f = 7°, and (c) 0f = 12°, and TDCS in atomic units for Mg(3s) 
E0 = 1027.QeV, Ef = lOOOeF with angles of (a) df = 5°, (b) 9f = 7°, and (c) 
Of — 12°. Experiment is from [60]. The solid curve is DWBA for all cases. 
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1 2 
FIG. 4: TDCS in atomic units for coplanar asymmetric geometry for Mg(3s) : EQ = 
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FIG. 5: TDCS in atomic units for (a) Ar(2p) E0 = 1949eF, Ef = 1550eV; 9f = 15.6° 
and (b) TDCS for Ar(2p) E0 = 1949eV,Ef = 1200eV,0f = 30°. Experiment and 
theory are from [16]. Solid curve is DWBA for both cases. 
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FIG. 6: TDCS in atomic units for Ar(2p),: Ef = 500eV.fi/ = 25°, Es = 200eF. 
Solid curve is DWBA, dotted is DWPWDW ( distorted waves in the incident and 
fast channels), dashed is FBA, and dash and dotted is a PWBA calculation. 
expect for a p state. For the curves in Fig. 3, we have a maximum at this point since 
the target electron is in an s state. 
In order to better understand the competing processes for ionization from a 2p 
state we look at a series of model calculations. By switching on and off the distorting 
potentials we can look at the effect of elastic scattering on the incident, slow and fast 
electrons. In Fig. 6 we use equation (98) and define a series of model calculations 
for Ar(2p) : Ef = 500eV, Of = 25deg,£'s = 20061/. These calculations consist of 
the PWBA, the DWBA, FBA, and DWPWPW. The DWPWPW is where we have 
put a distortion of the fast electron but left the slow and incoming electron as plane 
waves. Note that in all cases we include exchange and that the distorted waves are 
orthogonalized to the ground state but the plane waves are not. 
We can see that the PWBA case has a local minima when ks is in the q and — q 
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directions, that is along the direction of momentum transfer. These minima arise 
solely from the 2p character of the wave function, as discussed above. The effect of 
switching on the elastic scattering on the slow ejected electron is to significantly en-
hance the recoil peak in the FBA case. If however we allow only for elastic scattering 
of the incoming and fast electrons but not the slow (DWPWDW) the recoil remains 
small but the binary is reduced. The effect of including elastic scattering on all free 
particles, (DWBA), is to further enhance the recoil over the binary, as compared to 
the FBA case. The splitting of the recoil peak is a much clearer structure in the 
DWBA and should be readily visible in an experiment. The split binary and recoil is 
seen in all the calculations. We see that distortion is needed in all channels to maxi-
mize this effect. It should be remembered that when we included distorted waves in 
all channels we allow not only for elastic collisions in these channels but also for the 
distorted waves to interfere [61]. The structures predicted here are similar to those 
found in the DWBA calculations of Zhang et al [16]. The experimental results of 
Hink [16] and Avaldi [48] are certainly consistent with the DWBA as we can see in 
Fig. 5 and Fig. 7. Unfortunately for the choice of kinematics used by Avaldi [48] it 
is impossible to distinguish between the simple FBA and the DWBA with a relative 
measurement. 
Figure 7 shows a comparison between the DWBA and FBA calculations and the 
experimental data of Avaldi [48], for Ar(2s) and Mg(2p). We have normalized the 
relative experimental data to the DWBA. Agreement with the DWBA is good, but 
had we fitted to the FBA agreement would have been equally good. There is a 
large difference in absolute size between the two approximations in the Ar(2s) case 
but the results for the Mg(2p) are remarkably close both in shape and magnitude. 
However by making a relatively small change in parameters we can produce cross 
sections which should be easily distinguishable. This is shown in Fig. 8. With these 
kinematics, we can clearly see a difference in the recoil peak between the FBA and 
DWBA theories. If this experiment was performed it would illustrate the flaws in 
the FBA. 
Another way to determine the validity of the FBA would be to compare it (and 
the DWBA) with experimental measurements in terms of absolute size. Thus it 
would be extremely useful to have such data on an absolute scale. However this 
is probably beyond present experimental capabilities. Hence it is of value to seek 
out kinematics where the difference between the different theoretical approaches are 
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FIG. 7: TDCS in atomic units for (a) Ar(2s) : E} = lOOOeF, 6f = 12°, £ s = 20eF 
and (b)Mg(2p) : £ 0 = W78eV,Ef = lOOOeF, 6f = 7°. The solid line is DWBA and 
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FIG. 8: TDCS in atomic units for coplanar asymmetric geometry for Mg(2p) : E0 = 
1153eV,£> = lOOOeF,^/ = 15deg. The solid curve is DWBA and the dotted curve 
is FBA. 
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apparent in the shape of the TDCS, as we have done above. It is also important 
however to look for a way to systematically inter-normalize different relative mea-
surements. This particularly true for s states where even in the DWBA the TDCS 
is relatively structureless. Here the difference between the theories must of course lie 
in the relative size of the cross section. Several methods for accomplishing this have 
been suggested [62] in the past. We suggest working in the coplanar constant 6fs 
geometry [63] described in Chapter 1. The effect of performing such an experiment 
would allow one to place all the coplanar asymmetric measurements done for the 
same impact and exiting energies on the same scale and thus permit a welcome if 
more severe test of theory. 
II.6 SUMMARY 
In this chapter we have reviewed the underlying theory for the various Born ap-
proximations and examined their strengths and weaknesses. We have examined the 
Distorted Wave Born Approximation in particular and shown that it generally gives 
good agreement with the available experimental data. We note that since this data is 
both relative and over a limited angular range, we are not always able to unambigu-
ously distinguish between the different theoretical models. We examined the very 
recent experimental results, [48], where the available experimental data is in good 
agreement with both the FBA and the DWBA and showed that by relatively small 
changes in the parameters we could arrive at a situation where a relative experiment 
should be able to clearly differentiate between the two theories. We further suggest 
performing complementary measurements in both coplanar asymmetric and coplanar 
constant 6fs geometries, which would allow an inter-normalization between different 
measurements. In the next chapter we will examine the choices made in calculations 
involving the DWBA in relation to hydrogen and helium at low energies to determine 
the dominate contributions to those TDCS. 
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CHAPTER III 
DWBA AND (E, 2E) ON HYDROGEN, HELIUM, AND IONS 
It is only very recently that advances in experimental techniques have opened up 
the possibility of making accurate multiply differential measurements of ionic tar-
gets. Advances in storage ring technology are likely to facilitate further progress in 
this area. Miiller [64] has used a heavy ion storage ring to perform high resolution 
studies of ionization and recombination of highly charged ions. The new Facility for 
Antiproton and Ion Research (FAIR) [2], for which construction has just begun, will 
provide a wide range of particle beams of ions up to bare uranium, as well as intense 
electron and antiproton beams, and it is envisaged that (e, 2e) experiments will be 
performed on ions to complement the existing neutral experiments [65]. 
In this chapter we are concerned with the study of the electron impact ionization 
of atoms and ions close to the ionization threshold. For some time now accurate 
experimental data has been available for the ionization of hydrogen and helium [66, 
67, 68]. We will first study the ionization of neutral hydrogen and helium in the 
near threshold region and compare with the available experimental data. We will 
show that very good agreement with experiment can be obtained using a variant of 
the Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA). It is relatively straightforward to 
extend these calculations to one or two electron ions. We present here calculations 
on the isoelectronic sequence of hydrogen-like and helium-like ions corresponding to 
the first row of the periodic table, i.e. up to neon. 
III.l CHOICES FOR THE DISTORTING AND EXCHANGE POTEN-
TIALS 
As stressed in Chapter 1, we have a great deal of freedom in choosing the distorting 
potential. In this chapter we will consider several choices. 
First we define our "standard" DWBA, DWBAS. For N electron targets, the 
incoming distorted wave is generated in the static exchange potential for the target 
and asymptotically the electron sees a Coulombic potential of charge Z — N + 1 
where Z is the nuclear charge. The distorted waves of the two outgoing electrons 
are identical and are generated in the static exchange potential of the residual ion, 
i. e. with an asymptotic charge of Z — N + 1. For a hydrogen-like targets the TDCS 
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is given by (122). For helium-like targets, the TDCS is given by (97) and we use 
Furness-McCarthy local potentials for exchange in each of the channels. For the final 
channel we use an 'average' form. Next we define DWBA with Peterkop asymptotics, 
DWBAP, to be identical to our standard model except that the asymptotic charges 
seen by the outgoing electrons obey the Peterkop relation (36). 
Our third choice is the Coulomb Born, CB, approximation. This derived by 
taking the distorting potentials in both the incident and final channels to be the 
unscreened Coulomb potential of the nucleus, Z/r. Similar to the DWBAP, we define 
the Coulomb Born Peterkop, CBP, approximation by taking the incident distorted 
wave to be that of an electron moving in the field of the unscreened Coulomb potential 
of the nucleus, Z/r while the outgoing electrons experience a Coulomb field given by 
effective charges zs — Zf which obey (36). 
We note that while there is a closed analytic form for the one electron wave 
function the same is not the case for the two electron target. The target wave 
function enters our model both explicitly in (98) and (122) and implicitly in the 
calculation of the local potential, (119), (120), (121). It is thus possible that the 
TDCS will be sensitive to the level of correlation in the target wave-function. 
III.2 (E, 2E) NEAR THRESHOLD 
Naively one might assume that close to threshold the TDCS would be dominated by 
post collisional electron-electron interactions and that incident channel effects would 
not be too significant [69]. One would assume that the electrons would escape back 
to back, i.e. with 9/a = n. Ehrhardt and his collaborators [66, 67, 68] have performed 
absolute experimental measurements in coplanar constant 0fa = ir geometry, which 
is outlined in Chapter 1. The TDCS is given as a function of Of. Figure 9 shows this 
TDCS in comparison with various theoretical models. In particular, our DWBAS 
and DWBAP approximations are in remarkably good agreement, especially when one 
remembers that both these approximations are first order in the electron-electron 
interactions. Adding the Peterkop asymptotics, (36), makes a negligible difference 
to the calculation. In this very particular geometry all 3 final state particles are 
collinear and one might assume that it is most favorable for incorporating final state 
interactions via (36). 
Figure 10 shows theory and experiment in the same geometry for a helium target. 
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FIG. 9: TDCS in atomic units (ao7r2), plotted against Of for hydrogen. Using the 
constant 0fs geometry, 9fs = n; Ef = Es = leV. The absolute experimental data 
of Ehrhardt [68] is plotted against Of. The solid line is the DWBAS, long dashed 
DWBAP, short dashed CB, and the dashed dotted CBP. 
DWBAP calculations. 
Pan and Starace [70] have also considered these experiments in a model identical 
to our DWBAP approach except that they did not make use of the local exchange ap-
proximation, i.e. they solved the appropriate integro-differential equations. In Fig. 
11 the DWBA [71] is compared to the theoretical results of Pan and Starace [70] 
and Jones and Madison [72]. There is little difference between the results of Pan 
and Starace and ours. The good accord between our two calculations encourages 
us in the use of our local exchange approximation. Jones and Madison's [67, 72] 
approach is similar to ours except that they use effective charges which obey a differ-
ent asymptotic form to (36). We have performed several DWBA calculations using 
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FIG. 10: TDCS in atomic units (a07r
2), plotted against Of for helium. 9fs — v:\Ef — 
Es = leV. The circles are the absolute experimental data from [68]. The squares 
are the relative experimental data of [58]. The solid line is DWBAS, long dashed 
DWBAP, short dashed CB, and the dashed dotted CBP. 
charges. Despite this the agreement with experiment remains very good. In other 
words the use of effective charges contributes nothing over the DWBAS. 
Unlike the hydrogen case the TDCS for helium exhibits some structure. There 
is a local maximum at Of = | . We have used the freedom inherent in the DWBA 
approach to explore the origin of this feature. Figure 12 shows the same experimental 
arrangement for helium, where we examine the effect of exchange in the incident and 
final channels potentials. 
We find that the structure persists for any choice of final state exchange poten-
tials but in the absence of incident channel exchange it is significantly reduced. This 
suggests that in contrast to the naive picture, incident channel effects may be signifi-
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FIG. 11: TDCS in atomic units (aoTr2), plotted against Of for hydrogen with 0fs — 
•K; Ef — Es — leV. The absolute experimental data of [68] is plotted against Of. The 
solid line is DWBAS, the theoretical curves of Pan and Starace [70] are the dashed 
line, and Jones and Madison [72] are the dashed and double dotted line. Pan and 
Starace is almost identical to DWBAS. 
It enters our calculations explicitly in (98) and also implicitly in generating the static 
exchange potential. In Fig. 13 we present results using four different wave functions 
for the helium target: a simple variational uncorrelated choice, VUC [73], the Byron-
Joachain, B-J, wave function [74], the Clementi-Roetti, C-R, wave function [24] and 
the wave function of Koga [75], K. Each set of wave functions is constructed in the 
Hartree Fock form as outlined in Chapter 2. These wave functions give progressively 
better ground state energies: VUC is within 2% of the correct energy and B-J within 
0.4%. C-R gives the correct answer to 6 decimal places while the Koga form is even 
better (10 places of decimal places of accuracy). The TDCS becomes progressively 
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FIG. 12: TDCS in atomic units (a07r
2) for helium for 9fs — -n and Es = Es — leV 
comparing various exchange potentials. The solid curve is the standard model used, 
DWBAS. The dashed dotted curve is with exchange turned off in the incident channel. 
The dashed curve is with a triplet exchange potential, the singlet is given by a dotted 
curve which is indistinguishable from the triplet, experimental data as in Fig. 10. 
closer to the experiment as we increase the level of correlation in our target. How-
ever while these results reinforce the importance of incident channel effects we note 
that the CR [24] is just as effective as the more correlated Koga wave function. The 
results suggest that the relative size of the central peak may be linked to the degree 
of correlation in the target wave function. 
In [76], experimental results were presented for helium for the same energies as 
Ehrhardt [68] but in perpendicular plane geometry, i.e. $ = 90°, 6f = 9S. These 
measurements are relative but share a point in common with the Ehrhardt [68] data 
and can thus be placed on an absolute scale. In Fig. 14 we compare with our DWBAS 
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FIG. 13: TDCS in atomic units (a07r
2) for helium for 9fs = TT and Ef — Es = leV 
using various models for the target wavefunction. The solid curve is C-R, dotted K 
(note it is indistinguishable from C-R), dashed-dotted B-J, and dotted VUC. The 
experimental data as in Fig. 10. 
model [69]. While the DWBAS agrees quite well both in shape and absolute size 
with experiment it is slightly broader than the fit. This suggests that post collisional 
interactions (pci) might be playing more of a role than in the coplanar case. To test 
this we have used the Nee factor on DWBA calculation, as discussed in Chapter 2. 
The inclusion of Nee brings the DWBA into close accord with the Wannier fit [58]. 
This indicates that pci may indeed play a role but it has to be stressed that the 
DWBA without any attempt to include its effect is in good accord with both the 
shape and the absolute size of the TDCS. As we noted earlier, the introduction of the 
Gamov factor generally destroys the normalization of the TDCS. Still the inclusion of 
the Nee factor does seem to improve the correspondence of DWBA to the experiment. 
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FIG. 14: TDCS in atomic units (a07r
2) for helium, in the perpendicular plane, (/> = 
7r/2,0/ — 9s,Ef — Es — leV. The solid curve is DWBAS, the dashed curve is 
DWBA+iVee, and the dotted curve is a fitting using the form given by Selles [58]. 
The triangles are the relative data of [76] while the squares are absolute experimental 
data from [68]. 
and DWBAP calculations, indicating that the choice of effective charges is not a 
significant factor. We also see that if we turn off exchange in the final channel it has 
little effect on the TDCS. In contrast turning off exchange in the incident channel 
does significantly reduce the local maximum away from experiment. We also note 
that the TDCS does exhibit a sensitivity to the choice of target wavefunction, with 
VUC giving the worst agreement and K and C-R being largely indistinguishable 
and giving the best agreement with experiment. These two factors, exchange in the 
incident channel and correlation in the target wave function, indicate that incident 
channel effects play an important role near threshold. 
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This is surprising when one considers the work of Wannier [69]. Wannier deter-
mined the scaling law for the total cross section for an atom near threshold. Exper-
iment [77] and later theory [11, 78] have supported his threshold laws. However his 
derivation specifically ignores incident channel effects and is derived using an idea 
of Wigner's [79], that in the case of threshold ionization one can neglect the interior 
region of the problem, the reaction region, and that the threshold behavior arises 
from the escape process where the two electrons can be treated classically. 
Clearly then we must conclude that while the total cross section may depend only 
on the far asymptotic region where the electrons behave classically, the shape of the 
TDCS is dependent on the incident channel effects. We note that we found excellent 
agreement with experiment using what was essentially the DWBAS. By lowering the 
energy one would expect that post-collisional electron-electron interactions would 
become important and hence a decreased accuracy of the DWBAS. But overall the 
DWBAS works remarkably well at these low energies. 
III .3 (E, 2E) ON IONS 
For a multi-charged ion, one can reasonably expect the DWBA to be even better, as 
pci will be even less significant as the charge on the residual ion increases, dominating 
the interactions between the three charged particles. Here we present the TDCS for 
the isoelectronic sequences of hydrogen-like and helium-like ions up to Z — 10, i.e. up 
to Ne8+ and Ne9+. Figure 15 shows the hydrogen-like sequence in coplanar constant 
9fs = IT geometry with Es = Ef. The shape of the cross section varies only a small 
amount with Z but its absolute size decreases significantly. This is as one would 
expect when dealing with the increasingly large charge of the initial ion. 
Figure 16 shows the helium-like sequence in coplanar constant 8fs — 7r geometry 
with Es — Ef. Again the shape of the cross section varies only a small amount 
but its absolute decreases significantly with increasing Z. As we increase Z the 
local maximum around 9f = 90 degrees begins to disappear. We interpret this as 
indicating that the target wave function and exchange in the incident channel effects 
become less important with increasing nuclear charge. The nuclear charge comes 
dominate the process and the collision becomes hydrogen-like. 
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FIG. 15: TDCS in atomic units (ao7r2) for hydrogen-like ions, 6fs = ir; Ef = Es = 
leV. The upper most solid curve is hydrogen itself, followed by He+ (dashed), Li2+ 
(dotted), Be3+ (dashed and dotted), and Ne9+ the lowermost solid curve. All have 
been scaled to the hydrogen value at 9 = TT/2. The scaling factors are: 18.6 (He+), 
181 (Li2+), 978, (Be3+), and 23700, Ne9+. 
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FIG. 16: TDCS in atomic units (ao7r2) for helium-like ions, 9fs = ir;Ef = Es = leV. 
The lower most solid curve is helium itself, followed by Li+ (dashed), Be2+ (dotted), 
and Ne8+ (dashed and dotted). All have been scaled to the helium value at 6 — n/2. 
The scaling factors are: 28.5, (Li+), 257 (Be2+), and 16700, (Ne8+). 
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III.4 CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter we have examined the near threshold region for the electron impact 
ionization of hydrogen and helium and we have shown that while we are working in a 
regime where the total cross section obeys the Wannier scaling law [80], the TDCS in 
energy sharing 9fs = 180 degrees geometry shows a marked dependence on incident 
channel effects. We found that using effective charge asymptotics made very little 
difference to our Distorted Wave calculations and we remain skeptical about their 
utility. We have also performed calculations on the simplest isoelectronic sequence of 
multi-charged ions and found cross sections that differ only a little from the neutral 




In this chapter we outline a new ab initio method of calculating (e, 2e) processes, 
called the X2e method. In the following chapters we will describe the method in 
full and provide a proof of principle that this technique can be applied to the full 
problem. The X2e method is an ^-operator based method. Much like the R-matrix 
method detailed in Chapter 1, the X2e method breaks up the problem into an inner 
and outer region. The inner region is where the problem is treated completely with 
all the relevant interactions accounted for. The outer region is where we match to 
the asymptotic forms of the process we are interested in, whether they be scattering 
or double escape of the electrons. One of the strengths of the X2e method is its 
flexibility. Despite the fact that we focus in this thesis on hydrogenic ions, we could 
if we wish model the interactions of more complicated systems by adjusting the 
calculations in the inner region. The "/^.-operator method allows us to connect the 
inner region, whatever it may be, to the asymptotic region of up to two escaping 
electrons about an ion. 
We begin with an overview of the X2e method, from the inner region to the 
final calculation of the cross sections. We then discuss the inner region, describing 
the basis elements we use, and then showing how these are used to construct the 
pseudostates within the inner region. 
IV. 1 OVERVIEW 
As shown in Fig. 17, the X2e method is subdivided into several regions. It begins 
in the inner region. This is the region we mentioned above, where we take into 
account all the relevant physics, including exchange and target correlation. In this 
region we construct a close coupling expansion of the wave function using the full 
Hamiltonian. The expansion is done using a basis set of spherical harmonics and 
Sturmian radial functions. The basis set is used to calculate the pseudostates within 
this region using a le~ Hamiltonian. By pseudostates we mean a set of states that 
span both the bound energies and the continuum. If we had an infinite number of 
these states they would converge on the true wave functions for the target atom. The 
basis is also used to construct pseudostates of coupled electron wave functions using 
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FIG. 17: A conceptual image of the X2e method displayed in the radial spaces of 
the two escaping electrons, f is the boundary between the interior region and the 
propagation region. rg, the Gailitis radius, is the final asymptotic radius where the 
R-matrix is used to construct cross sections and phase shifts. The diagonal line is 
where r\ = r-z and is the line of symmetry in the problem. 
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a full 2e~ Hamiltonian. The details of this construction are in the second section of 
this chapter. The close coupling expansion is explored in the Chapter 5, though the 
relevant matrix elements and pseudostates are derived in this chapter. 
Once we have our pseudostates from this expansion and the relevant 2e~ Hamilto-
nian matrix elements, we can construct our 7£-operator. This is done on the boundary 
f. This radius arises because in all numerical calculations there is an upper limit to 
accuracy based on the number of decimal places available1. This loss of accuracy re-
sults in false linear dependencies cropping up in the Sturmian basis set as the radial 
coordinates increase and consequentially forcing an increase in the size of the basis 
set. Once accounting for these becomes too inefficient in terms of computational 
effort we move into the next region, the propagation region. At that radius, f, the 
•/^-operator is constructed and projected into the space where r\ > r^ in the form of 
an R-matrix. We make use of the symmetry about the line T\ — r-i to account for 
the region where r2 > r\. The details of this calculation as well as the derivation of 
the 7?.-operator can be found in Chapter 5. 
Once we are in the propagation region, we must first account for the linear de-
pendencies arising in the Sturmian basis. We do this by translating to a more robust 
basis, the spline delta basis, which is explicitly linearly independent and defined in 
the region 0 < r < rg, where rg is an asymptotic radius. After a linear translation 
of bases we then make use of a modified Light Walker propagation scheme, which 
propagates the R-matrix from f out to the asymptotic radius rg, called the Gailitis 
radius. rg is determined when our electrons are sufficiently far out to be treated 
asymptotically. The details of the spline delta basis and the propagation technique 
can be found in Chapter 6. 
Finally we can connect our results to the asymptotic regions. In the le~ asymp-
totic region, one electron remains close to the atom and the essential problem is that 
of elastic scattering and excitation. We calculate the S, K, and T-matrices. These 
are used to calculate the scattering phase shifts as well as cross sections for elastic 
scattering and excitation. In the 2e~ asymptotic region, we calculate the TDCS in 
whatever geometry we are interested in. We do this by projecting out our results on 
the asymptotic forms for the wave functions of the escaping electrons. The details 
of the l e _ and 2e~ asymptotic region calculations can be found in Chapter 7 as well 
1In our calculations we make use of Fortran*8 which means approximately 16 significant figures 
are retained. 
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as the discussion of the ideal projector to use in the 2e asymptotic region. Further 
details on projectors that were considered at one point may be found in Appendix 
H. 
IV. 2 INTERIOR REGION 
Here we will describe the method used in the interior region for (e, 2e) on one electron 
targets. We begin in the interior region where the electrons are still close to the ion. 
In this region we construct a set of pseudostates which characterize the behavior 
of the electrons in that region using the le~ Hamiltonian and a basis of Sturmian 
functions and spherical harmonics. These are used in the close coupling expansion 
and the calculation of the channel wave functions, using the same basis. We also 
derive coupled two electron pseudostates using the elements the matrix elements for 
the 2e~ Hamiltonian and a basis of coupled one electron bases. These are used in 
our derivation of the R-matrix in Chapter 5. We assume that relativistic effects 
including spin-orbit coupling can be neglected. 
For the systems we are interested in, Schrodinger's equation is 
# l V ? - ± V l - - - - + — (125) 
2 ' 2 2 n r2 ri2 ^
 J 
where Z is the charge of the nucleus. The subscripts denote the electrons and r\i = 
|ri — T2|. This can be broken up into a le~ Hamiltonian and a 2e~ portion by 
rewriting it into 
H = H1 + Hu (126) 
where 
ffi = ~ V ? - - (127) 
2 n 
#12 = - \ v \ - - + — (128) 
2 r 2 r i2 
The total state of the system is determined by considering the quantum numbers 
of the two electrons. The electrons' quantum states are denoted by subscripts, a and 
b, representing the set of quantum numbers {na,lamaml} and {rib, lymbf^Vi^ with 
electrons in the continuum having the index n replaced by the wave number k. We 
know from standard quantum mechanics [50, 81] that the two electron Hamiltonian 
commutes with the total orbital and spin angular momentum operators and their 
respective z-components as well as the parity operator. This means we should be 
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able to derive a wave function which is an eigenfunction of all five operators. The 
state of the total system can then be specified by a set of quantum numbers (using 
the notation of Percival and Seaton [28]) V = na, rib, la, hi L, S, ML, M$, P. 
The total wave function is described by the expansion: 
*LSP(TUT2) = £ ^ ( ™ ) s £ f ( f i i , n 2 ) (129) 
la,lb 
where the couple spherical harmonics, ^ub
L, are 
S ^ ( f i x , f i 2 ) = J2 c{lalbmamb;LML)Ylama(^i)Ylbmb{^2). (130) 
ma,mb 
Y\m are the usual spherical harmonics and c(lalbmam,b; LML) are the Clcbsch-Gordon 
coefficients as discussed in Appendix B. Q is our short hand for the angular compo-
nents 4> a n d 0. 
The function ipfjf is expanded into a product of pseudostates and radial channel 
functions. The pseudostates are a basis of states constructed from the Hamiltonian 
for a one electron target. In the limit of an infinite basis, this basis would become 
the full set of hydrogenic wave functions but in our case we span the continuum with 
a finite number of states. Hence the term pseudostate. 
For much of our actual work instead of ip we make use of the more convenient 
function F which is equal to ip multiplied by the two radial coordinates, r\ and r2. 
This eases the relevant integrations. F (and ip) are denned: 
Ftjh
P{ri,r2) = nr2rf$b
p (n , r 2 ) = E ^ ' i M ^ f a f a ) = E ^ n ) ^ ^ ) (131) 
n n> 
where the functions u are the channel wave function of the scattered particle and the 
functions 4> are the pseudostates of the target. The subscripts /J, denote the relevant 
quantum number {n, la, lb} for the channel. Prime indicates the scattering channels 
while unprime refers to the incident channel. The derivation of the channel wave 
functions u is done by solving the following series of integro-differential equations: 
(^ - l-S^A + Vl
+e) u^(ri) =2? v^"' (132) 
where 
VnV = {4>^n\ — \(t>Jz.v) (133) 
7-12 
The channel wave functions will be derived in Chapter 5 by solving the full the 2e~ 
Hamiltonian, making use of the pseudostates as solutions of the le~ Hamiltonian, 
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Our first task is to calculate the pseudostates. To do this we need to construct 
the le~ and 2e~~ Hamiltonians and then determine the eigenstates for each. The le~ 
eigenstates will then become the pseudostates for our method. First we will examine 
the basis elements for the le~ and 2e~ cases. Then we will look at a mathematical 
result that we can use to simplify our construction of the various Hamiltonian matrix 
elements. This result will also allow us to naturally include a Bloch modification to 
Schrodinger's equation. Then we will construct the various matrix elements for H\, 
the le~ Hamiltonian, using this basis. We will also calculate the matrix elements 
for H12, the 2e~ Hamiltonian in the 2e~. Lastly we show how the pseudostates are 
calculated. 
IV.2 .1 le~ B A S I S E L E M E N T S 
As mentioned the basis for the interior is broken up into angular and radial parts, 
consisting of spherical harmonics and Sturmian functions. The Sturmian functions 
used are of the form: 
• Xa{r) = rn«-le-ar (134) 
where na > 0 and the damping parameter a is an arbitrary positive number. These 
Sturmian functions are a complete (in the limit of an infinite basis set), discrete and 
regular linearly independent set on any closed interval (0, f). As will be shown in the 
Chapter 5, the 7?.-operator method requires a basis that is linearly independent. 
The virtue of the Sturmian basis is the ease with which the radial integrals can 
be conducted. The details of the radial integrals can be found in Appendix C. 
The full le~ basis elements can be expressed as 
Mr) = NaXna(r)YLma(0A) (135) 
where Na is a normalization factor and Yim are the standard spherical harmonics. 
IV.2.2 2e~ B A S I S E L E M E N T S 
In the case of solving the full 2e~ Hamiltonian for the coupled pseudostates, we will 
use a two electron basis constructed out of the le~ radial basis elements Xa and 
coupled spherical harmonics as defined in equation (130). These coupled spherical 
harmonics form an orthonormal set as can be seen by looking at equation (509) in 
Appendix B. 
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We must ensure that the basis is properly anti-symmetrized with relation to the 
Pauli exclusion principle. This requires that the wave function should be antisym-
metric with respect in the combined space and spin coordinates of the particles. For 
our 2e~ basis this means for the singlet state, which is symmetric in spin (5 = 0), 
the spatial part is antisymmetric. The triplet state (S — 1) is antisymmetric in spin 
and thus must be symmetric in the spatial part. 
We incorporate this into the construction of our 2e~ basis by using a linear 
combinations of the le~ basis elements of the form 
na&(ri,r2) = -7=NaNb(xa(ri)xb(r2) J2
 c{kkrnamb]LML)Ylama{Q,i)Ylbmb{Q,2) 
V ^ ma<mb 
+(-l)SXb(n)Xa(r2) £ c(W0m6m0;LML)^rn6(n1)yJaroa(fi2))(136) 
ma,mh 
where Uab is the 2e~ basis element. This result can be simplified somewhat by 
examining how the coupled spherical harmonics transform under an interchange of 
coordinates. For the spherical harmonics ^ijb
L, this gives us 
sw!fL(fii>fi2) = £ c{klarnbma]LML)Yibmb{Q.l)Yiama{Cl2) 
ma,mb 
= (-l) l*+ifc-L £ c(U6m am6 ;LML)^T O 6(Q1)^m a(02)(137) 
ma,mb 
Now using (137) in equation (136) we can see how this allows us to introduce the 
coupled spherical harmonics, 
na&(ri,r2) = -7=NaNb(xa{ri)Xb{r2) Yl
 c{lakrnamb\LML)Yiama{Q,l)Yhmb(Q,2) 
V ^ ma,mb 
+(-l)la+lb-L+SX»(n)Xa(r2) 





Additionally if we look at the effect of the parity operator on the coupled spherical 
harmonics, we see that for a single spherical harmonic 
V[Ylm{9,</>)] = Ylm(7T -9,<j> + ir) = {-l)
lYlm(9,<f>). (139) 
Hence the effect of the parity operator on H ^ L is to add a factor of { — l)la+l*>. We 
rewrite (138) as 




where P = la + lb and we use (—1)~
L = (—1)L. 
It should be noted that parity also limits the number of coupled states by lim-
iting the values of allowed orbital momenta (those that yield non-zero results). In 
our calculations we choose a parity prior to calculation and then work out the al-
lowed 2-electron configurations. A list is derived of these configurations by using the 
convention that la > lb, na > nb for \la — lb\ < L < la + lb. 
IV.2.3 MATHEMATICAL RESULTS 
In this section we derive a key mathematical theorem that we will need both in the 
derivation of the Bloch modified Hamiltonian and later in our derivation of the 72.-
operator (which is done in Chapter 5). First we will present and prove the lemma 
then proceed to examine its effects on our Schrodinger's equation. 
Lemma 1 
For any two sufficiently 'well behaved' functions (f>(r) and if)(r) defined on a volume 
Q, with a surface S then [13] 
jf <f>(r){ - ^V2 + V(r) - £}V(r) dr= - \ jf <t>(r)Wn^{v) da 
+ Jn {^W(r) • W ( r ) + 4>(r)(V(r) - E)^{v)} dr (141) 
where V is real and V„ is the outward normal gradient. 
Proof: Using the vector identity </>VV = V • (</>Vip) — V</> • Vip: 
jj{v){-\\/2 + V(v) - E}^{r)dr 
= Jn{-\v- (<Kr)VV(r)) + \v<t>(r) • V^(r)} dr 
+ J<f>(r)(V(r)-E)i;(r)dT (142) 
n { ^ ( r ) • VV(r) + HT)(V(T) - E)^(T)} dr 
Jn\w{4>{v)W^{v))dT. (143) 
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Using Green's theorem to convert the second volume integral into a surface integral, 
we arrive at the result: 
L ^ ( r ){~ \v2+v{r) ~ E^{r) dT=~\L ^(r)v^(r) da 
+ Ja { ^ ( r ) • W ( r ) + Hr)(V(r) - E)^(r)} dr (144) 
where Vn is the outward normal gradient relative to the boundary surface S. 
Corollary l:If 0(r) is a well behaved function within the volume Q, and i / ^ ( r ) 
is a regular solution of the time independent Schrodinger equation, [H — E)tp{r) — 0, 
subject to the boundary condition Vnip(r) — £(r) where £(r) is an arbitrary defined 
function on an arbitrary surface £ enclosing a volume £1, then using Lemma 1: 
[ #r) ( i f - E)^(T) dr = A - \ ( 0(r)V„V(r) da (145) 
where 
A= {-V0(r) • VV(r) + 0(r)(y(r) - E)I/)(T)\ dr. (146) 
Then if ip{v) is a solution of Schrodinger equation, the first term on the left hand 
side vanishes irrespective of </>(r): 
A=l f <P(r)VniP(r)da. (147) 
2 i s 
Bloch Modification to Schrodinger's equation 
Lemma 1 breaks our integral over Schrodinger's equation into a volume integral and 
a surface integral. It is important to note that the volume integral on the right 
hand side of equation (141) is Hermitian while the left hand side volume integral 
is not (assuming we are discussing a finite volume). The issue of ensuring that the 
Hamiltonian is Hermitian in an integral over a finite region has been thought over 
for a long time. 
A standard solution is to introduce a Bloch operator [82, 83] that eliminates the 
surface terms. This operator has the form: 
L = \s(r - f) (vn - ^ (148) 
where b is an adjustable parameter and f defines some surface a. In equation (141) 
we have already separated the surface terms from the main integral. In fact the 
integral over the surface in (141) has the form of the Bloch operator with 6 = 0. 
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Thus the natural alteration to ensure the proper form for the Hamiltonian is to drop 
the surface integral. 
Thus the integral over the Hamiltonian can replace with an integral over a Bloch 
modified Hamiltonian, Hg, 
f <f>{r)HB^{v)dr = f {Jv^(r) • W ( r ) + (f>(r)V(r)^(v)} dr (149) 
This is the form we use for our interior region calculations. The surface terms as 
defined by the right hand side of equation (147) are made to vanish, just as if we had 
applied the Bloch operator. 
We express the Bloch modified hamiltonian HB as an operator of the form 
HB = TB + V(r) (150) 
where TB is the Bloch modified kinetic energy operator which acts as 
/ 4>{v)TBi>{v)dT = f J v 0 ( r ) • W ( r ) dr (151) 
Jn Jn 2 
IV.2.4 le~ HAMILTONIAN MATRIX 
We start with the le~ Hamiltonian. These results are used to calculated the target 
pseudostates. They also serve as the building blocks for the more complicated 2e~ 
Hamiltonian matrix elements. 
le~ radial overlap matrix elements 
We begin by calculating the le~ radial overlap matrix elements. These elements are 
the basis for all the matrix elements that follow and are needed for the calculation 
of the pseudostates as shown later. They consist of integrals of the form: 
(Xa\Xb)= I" drrn"+n>e-2ar (152) 
Jo 
where the r2 factor from the volume element has been incorporated. In Appendix C, 
we explicitly derive the analytic formula for the solving integrals of this type. The 
result is described by the function: 
(Xa\Xb) = Uf(na + nb, 2a) (153) 
The angular portion of this integral yields either unity or zero, due to the orthonor-
mality of the spherical harmonics. 
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l e radial Coulomb matrix e lements 
Having looked at the overlap matrix elements, we can see that the integrals for the 
le~ Coulomb potential are simply 
{Xa\-\Xb) = ZUf(na + ra6 - 1, 2a) (154) 
since the they differ only by a factor of 1/r. 
le~ radial kinetic energy operator matrix e lements 
Using the results of Lemma 1, we can make use of the Bloch modified Hamiltonian 
in equation (149). This simplifies our calculation the integral over the l e " Bloch 
modified kinetic energy operator, which is 
(Xa\TB\Xb) = \ [ dr \ r
i ^ ~ + Ula + l)XaXfc} (155) 
The angular term la(la + l) comes from the le~ spherical harmonics. The orthogonal-
ity of the spherical harmonics ensures that lb — la. TB is the kinetic energy operator 
with a Bloch modification as shown in (151). 
We next look at the derivative of the Sturmian function: 
^ = („ _ \)rn-2e-ar ~ arn-le-ar (156) 
dr 
Using (156) in (155) yields 
= - f dr{r2 ( (n a - l ) r
n " - 2 e - Q r - a r " " - ^ - " ) 
x ((n6 - l)r




= \ f dr{{na -\){nb- i ) r ^ + n 6 - 2 e - Q r 
+ la(la + l)rna+nb-2e-2ar + ^n^n^-ita-
-a(na + nb- 2)r
na+nb~1 e " 2 a r } 
= - { ((n„ - 1 ) K - 1) + la(la + 1)) Uf{na + 716-1 , 2a) 
-a(na + nb- 2)Uf(na + nb- 1, 2a) 
+a2Uf(na + nb,2a)} (157) 
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Combined with our earlier results this allows us to calculate the le Hamiltonian 
matrix elements: 
(Xa\hf\Xb) = (xa\TB\Xb) + Z{xa\\\Xb) (158) 
IV.2.5 2e~ H A M I L T O N I A N M A T R I X E L E M E N T S 
Here we will derive the 2e~~ Hamiltonian matrix elements that we will use to deter-
mine the channel wave functions in Chapter 5 as well as the coupled two electron 
pseudostates. Before we move to the full 2e~ calculations we will first look at the 
integration of the Coulomb interaction using the le~ basis elements. Once we have 
examined this term we will then look at each term of the Hamiltonian again in the 
case of two electrons to construct the full 2e~ Hamiltonian matrix. 
Coulomb Interaction using le~ basis e lements 
Before engaging the derivation of the 2e~ Hamiltonian matrix elements, we will first 
the determine the radial portions of the Coulomb interaction potential, l / r ^ , in 
terms of the le~ basis elements. This will be used in Chapter 5 in the construction 
of the channel functions as well as the derivation of the equivalent 2e~ Hamiltonian 
matrix. 
In Appendix D, we perform the angular portion of the integral for the 2e~ 
Coulomb interaction potential between the two electrons. The potential can be 
expressed as 
£-ra=s£»MrWni) i3- (n* ) (159) 
where r> and r< refer to the greater and lesser radial coordinate of the two electrons 
respectively. The radial portion of this integral consists of terms of the form: 
(XaXbl 
rn 
cXd) = / r\drx j rldr2Xa{rx)Xc{ri)-^-Xb{ri)xd{r2) (160) 
J 0 J 0 ?""> 
\X  
where [1/^12]* refers to the ith element in the sum over A. To simplify our notation 
we denote the 2e~ radial Coulomb matrix elements by 
1 









= [dn [dT2 KPe"2ar i) 7& (^e"2OT2) (162) 
where Np = na + nc and Nq — rib + rid- We solve this double integral by turning into 
the sum of two integrals, one where r2 < r\ < f and one where r\ < r2 < f. These 
are denoted as Wx2
 a n d W2\, respectively, where the subscripts indicate the region 
(i.e. the first subscript corresponds to the larger of the two radial coordinates). With 
this we can rewrite (162) as 
[ab\cd]x = W?2 + W& (163) 
Considering for the moment only the region where r2 < r\ < r, we see r2 < r\ and 
hence r^/r^1 = r2/r
x+1. Thus we can express Wx2 as 
Wx2 = 
= f dn (r^-'e-2^) j T dr2 ( r ? «
+ V 2 " * ) 
= j r d r 1 ( r f " -
A - 1 e - 2 a r i ) ^ r i ( i V , + A,2a). (164) 
Next we use the finite series expansion from Appendix C, equation (529), for Uf (n, a) 
in equation (164) to yield 
« £ - ( i V«+ A ) ! 
(2a)N»+x+1 
Nq+X (2a)i 
Uf(Np - A - 1, 2a) - Y, ^-UriNp + i - A - 1,4a) (165) 
W2l can be derived by simply exchanging the indices 1 and 2 in equation (165) as 
the difference is only in the relative size of the two coordinates. This means we are 
essentially switching the two indices Np and Nq. 
2e~ overlap matrix elements 
Now we consider the full 2e~ Hamiltonian. In the same fashion as before we first 
look at the 2e~ overlap matrix elements n ^ p . These elements are important for 
calculations of the form H — E to accurately represent the energy portion of the 
matrix. We begin with 
/ T - T L S P I T T LSP\YTLSP\ 








x (xc(ri)x«*(r2)S^ + ( - l )
i + ^ X d ( r 1 ) X c ( r 2 ) H i ) (166) 
where A/" = NaNbNcN,i and d
3r — r2drdQ. denotes the 3-dimensional volume element. 
Continuing, we multiply out our terms 










where the radial basis elements are purely real. Next we use of two symmetry rela-
tions 












+( - l ) L + 5 + p X a ( r 1 )x r f ( r i )x ( , ( r 2 )Xc( r 2 )^^ c } (170) 
We now carry out the integration over all space. We make use of the fact that the 
coupled spherical harmonics, E^b, form an orthonormal set and use the notation (J) 
to denote the radial integrals we derived earlier for the le~ overlap matrix elements. 
This gives us a final result of 
( n ^ n ^ f > = M{(Xa\xc){xi>\xd)SuiAbid 
+(-l)L+S+P(xa\xd)(Xb\Xc)SuAbic} (171) 
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2e Hamiltonian matrix elements 
We can break up the 2e~ Hamiltonian for hydrogenic ions into three parts, H — 
hx + h2 + V12, where hx = -\V\ + ^ , h2 = - | V | + ^ , and Vi2 is the Coulomb 
interaction between the escaping electrons. We have seen previously how to construct 
these in the le~ case, now we look at how these terms are constructed in the 2e~ 
case. We begin with B.B — hf + /if, which as before has been Bloch modified, 
-'ab 
+(-i)L+s+pxb(n)xa(r2nay (hf + h») 
x {xc(n)Xd(r2)^d + (-l)
L+s+PX*(ri)Xc(r-2)Sy (172) 
We then perform the angular integrals, making use of the symmetry relations (168) 
and (169), to rewrite the integral as 
3W, 6 M ( n ^
p | ^ B | n ^
p ) = A r ^ d r 1 d r 2 { x a ( r i ) x 6 ( r 2 ) ( / i f + ^)Xc(ri)xrf(r2)<5w(;^ 
+(-l)L+s+PXa(n)Xb(r2)(h? + h»)xd(n)xc(r2)8lald5lblc} (173) 
Lastly we make use of the (|) notation for the radial integrals to simplify this result, 
and express the 2e~ Hamiltonian matrix elements as 
(IiLJp\HB\Ii
LJp) =M{({Xa\hf\Xc)(xb\Xd) + (Xa\Xc)(xb\h^\xd)yiaiJibid 
+(-l)L+s+p({xa\hf\Xd)(xb\Xc) + (Xa\xd)(xb\h^\Xc))SiaidSibic} (174) 
The terms of (x\hf \x) and (x\h2 |x) are merely the \e~ Hamiltonian elements we 
derived earlier in equation (158). 
2e~ Coulomb interaction matrix elements 
The 2e~ Coulomb interaction matrix elements are derived much as we did for the 
le~ case but now we need to take into account the angular integrals. We begin with 
the basic integral: 
< n S f p | V | n ^ > = ^ ld\ld\2{(xa{rl)xb{r2rtb + ( - l )
i + 5 + P X,(n)Xa( r 2 )By* 






We then expand this to give 
(ULJp\V\^d
SP) = y / / 3 r 1 d





+ (-l)L+s+PX6(ri)Xa(r2)^a* ( — ) Xc(n)Xd(r2)^d 
+ xM)Xa(r2)Z£ ( - M Xd(n)Xc(r2)~i} (176) 
^12^ 
Now we consider just the first term of (176). Using the form for the expansion of the 
interaction potential, equation (159), we can reexpress that term as 
y I d*rid
3r2 {xa(n)x6(r-2)S& (J^) xMxM)^} = 
y / d3r1d
3r2{X B(r1)X t(r ,)5^ ( ± j ^ 2^+ x ^L
 Y^L) 
xXc(ri)Xd(r2)S^} (177) 
Rearranging this gives us 
— l&rx&ri {Xa(ri)Xb(r2)^b ( — ) Xc(ri)Xd(r2)S; 
A=0 \m=—A / 
yf /.f ( 7 v ) A 
Jo ^ ^ Jo ^ a X a f r O x a f a ) , xA+1Xc(r-i)Xrf(^2) (178) 
The double integral over the angular coordinates is essentially a product of two 
integrals of three spherical harmonics each. This calculation is shown in Appendix D. 
The value of the integral, explicitly given in (551), depends on the angular momentum 
parameters (L, A, la, lb, Lc,ld) and is denoted by Xfjblcld. Using this result, equation 
(178) can be simplified to 
jf d V i d S {xa(ri)x&(r2)S£ (—) Xc{ri)Xd(r2)E
L
c 
y £ * & . « , / „ *rrfj0 * 2 r 2
2 x a ( r 1 )x 6 ( r 2 ) ^ T T Xc( r 1 )x , ( r 2 ) (179) 
A=0 
Our next step is to make use of the earlier le calculation. The radial integral was 
previously solved for in equation (163) and the result denoted [oc|6d]A. Using this 
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result we further simplify the term to 
M 





3r2 {xa{ri)Xb(r2)5% ( — ) XcMxdfa)^ 
\f "max 
y E MW^ (18°) 
A—A m i n 
where the limits of the summation are determined by the triangular conditions on 
the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients in Tl^lcl, see (502) and (551). These restrict the A 
values to be between Amin = max(|Za — lc\, |Z& — ld\) and Amax = niin(Za + lc, Z& + Id)-
We now look at the fourth term in (176). This term gives the same result as the 
first and can be expressed 
y E Macfl&u = f E MWfZ&w, (181) 
/»—'•mm ^—'•mm 
This is due to the symmetry relation of the angular integral as shown in (552). Con-
sidering the radial result in (161), we can see this too is unaffected by the exchange 
in labeling (remembering that the Sturmians are purely real). Hence we can simplify 
our result by combining the two. 
The second and third terms of (176) can be derived via the same method used 
above. This yields (neglecting the (—\)L+S+P factor) 
- f^rxd\2 \xa(ri)xb{r2yz% ( — ) Xd(ri)xc(r2)2k} = 
y I d\xd\2 {x6(ri)Xa(r2)S£ ( i _ ) X c( r i)X d(r2) ~^} (182) 
Or alternatively 
\f A m ax A r Amax 
f E l*d\bcMbildlc = y E Madntlcld (183) 
A—A m i n A—A m i n 
Again we combine the two results into one term. Finally putting the two remaining 
terms together, we get for the 2e~ Coulomb interaction matrix elements the result 
{ Amax Amax I 
E [ac\bd]^bUd + (-i)^
s+p E MM*ziftwo k184) 
A—A m i n A—An 
'•min 
Solving for Pseudostates 
Now that we have derived the matrix elements for the le~ and 2e~ Hamiltonians 
we can calculate the pseudostates for the target. The pseudostates in the le~ case 
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are represented in terms of the Sturmian basis functions x a n d the usual spherical 
harmonics, 
</v(r) = Y Vjiv)aw = Y Xji^Yjitya^ (185) 
3 3 
where ipj is the le~ basis state as defined in equation (135). We insert this basis 





EP. Y Vi a 3P-
(186) 
(187) 
where E^ is the energy eigenvalue for the pseudostate ^ of HB- We project this 
onto if? and integrate over the interior region, 0 to f to yield 
Vi(r)aiu = Eu > ^ ?r*** r J • J l) V3a3» (188) 
We can simplify this result by defining the following matrices 
Z 
H = Htj 
D = Di 
= I dr<p*(r) 
Jo 
= / drtftfj 
J U 
-T„-- fj(r) (189) 
(190) 
where Hij are the matrix elements for the le~ Hamiltonian and D^ are the elements 
of the overlap matrix. Both of these results we have calculated in the previous 
sections. Using these matrices we can reexpress equation (188) as 
YHi3a3H = EnYDi3a. 3V-
or in matrix notation 
H • 5M = E/jB • a^ 
(191) 
(192) 
where E^ is the energy for a given vector a^. This is the generalized eigenprob-
lem [84], using this result we can easily solve for the eigenvectors d?M. The details of 
this calculation are explained in Appendix E. These can then be used to describe the 
target state and to perform the close coupling expansion calculation for the channel 
wave functions. 
We repeat this process with the 2e~ basis. In this case the eigenstates (which 
will be used to construct the R-matrix in Chapter 5) are of the form 
a v ( r i , r 2 ) = ^
c i n i ( r i ' r 2 ) (193) 
i 
where the summation ranges over the list of possible angular momenta combinations. 
The derivation of the eigenstates is otherwise identical. 
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IV.3 SUMMARY 
We gave an overview of the X2e method, from the inner region to the final calculation 
of the TDCS and how the boundaries between the regions are established. We also 
discussed the inner region. We described the Sturmian basis elements we use and 
how these are used to construct the matrix elements for the le~ and 2e~ Hamilto-
nians as well as the overlap matrices. We then discussed how the pseudostates were 




In this chapter we derive and discuss the most powerful portion of the X2e method, 
the "/^.-operator. The "^.-operator is a generalization of the R-matrix described in 
Chapter 1. More over it is a generalization of the variationally derived R-matrix 
which removes several of the problems that hinder the standard R-matrix method. 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the principle behind the R-matrix approach is to 
divide the problem into an inner and outer region. The inner region, defined where 
the escaping particles are within some radius f, is where all possible interactions, 
including exchange, are taken into account. In the outer region, exchange effects are 
ignored. This allows for different computational models to be used in each region 
thereby allowing for a great potential simplification of the problem. The R-matrix 
portion, itself, allows one to connect the interior region's solutions to the exterior 
region's. 
As mentioned earlier, the strength of the R-Matrix method is its flexibility when 
applied to different processes and targets. The "^.-operator, as shown later, expands 
on this by transforming the R-matrix into an operator formalism that allows the 
electrons to be treated symmetrically. This makes the method more flexible in terms 
of collisional geometry as well as giving us a more powerful tool for connecting to 
the asymptotic region. 
In this chapter we first examine how the variational R-Matrix is derived and 
what its advantages are. We will then derive the "^.-operator and examine how to 
do a variational estimate of the operator. Then we project that 7?.-operator into the 
region n > r2 and use it to solve a series of integro-differential equations for the 
channel wave functions, making use of a close coupling expansion. These channel 
wave functions will then be used to construct the R-Matrix. 
V . l V A R I A T I O N A L R - M A T R I X T H E O R Y 
The variational derivation of the R-Matrix uses an argument based on work by 
Kohn [85]. Kohn's argument is not directly related to the R-Matrix, but instead 
an attempt to increase accuracy for the S-matrix by using a wave function that is 
close to the exact wave function. The R-matrix, however, is linearly related to the 
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S-matrix and can be derived with relative ease from the same procedure. For the 
derivation here, only an elastic collision is considered but this can be generalized to 
excitation or ionization of multiple particles without difficulty. One consequence of 
our choice is that the R-matrix is only a 1 x 1 matrix or a scalar. It is possible to 
generalize this derivation to a N x N matrix as described in [13]. Beginning with 
Schrodinger's equation in the radial coordinate and an orthonormal basis set, we 
have: 
V 2 \ 
—T- + V(r)-E\u{r) = 0 (194) 
where the wave function u has the following properties, that u(0) = 0 and: 
lim u(r) = A sin kr + B cos kr (finite range potentials) (195) 
lim u(r) = AF(kr) + BG(kr) (Coulomb potentials) (196) 
where k = y2E and open channels are assumed. F and G are regular and irregular 
Coulomb functions. Additionally for this example we treat the functions u as real. 
Later we will see that using complex radial functions will yield the same result. 
We next construct a functional to apply the variational argument to: 
J[u] = J" u{r) \ - \ + V(r) - Ej u{r) dr (197) 
where we need only integrate from 0 to f since we are concerned only with the interior 
region in establishing our R-matrix. For an exact solution this functional J will equal 
zero. Next we integrate by parts: 
J = -u\f) + T (--{u'f - Vu
2 + Eu2) dr (198) 
2 Jo V 2 / 
where 
A = u'/u\r=f. (199) 
Now we know from (86), that R-Matrix is defined as 
u(f) = fRu ' ( f ) . (200) 
Hence we can rewrite (199) as 
A = l / ( R f ) . (201) 
So in solving for A we will also derive how the R-Matrix is defined in terms of the 
basis set. 
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Next a trial wave function ut is introduced and expanded in the basis set: 
n 
ut(r) = '£aixi(r) (202) 
i 
where x% are the elements of an orthonormal basis set that spans the volume. Sub-
stituting this into our functional for u: 
J yU't) — 77 / j Q>iQ>j%i$j \r=r 
+ f dr 12 aiai (~2X'iX'i + XiX^E ~ F 0 ^203^ 
V 
A 
= o(E a^( r ) ) ~J2aiaJAa (204) 
where 
Aij = fa dr (^x'rt + xiXj(V - E)^j (205) 
We note A^ is a symmetric matrix. 
The Kohn variational principle works by giving an improvement in scattering 
phase shifts in the K-matrix. As there is a linear relation between the K-matrix and 
the R-matrix (as shown explicitly in Chapter 7), this yields an equivalent increase 
of accuracy for the R-matrix. 
In Kohn's original argument the improvement is shown by examining a related 
derivation where we work from equation (197) and make use of a trial function 
Ut = u + Su where u is an exact solution to Schrodinger's equation. ut has the 
properties that it is zero at the origin and asymptotically behaves as 
ut —* A sin kr + Bt cos kr (206) 
where B would be the correct amplitude for the scattering case. In the case we 
are examining now, f is large and the function can be considered to behave as in 
the asymptotic limit. We place this trial function into equation (197) and vary our 
functional J over ut to find the optimal result. This yields 
r ( d2 d2 \ 
5J — / u-—r5u — 5u-—u dr 
Jo \ drz drz J 
dR A d 
u—ou — OU-—U 
dr dr , 
i r = r = -kASB (207) 
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where 5B = Bt-B. Thus 
6(1 + kABt) = 0 (208) 
For the true wave function u, I — 0, and B = A tan rj, where rj is the scattering phase 
shift. This means 
I + kABt = kA
2 tan r, (209) 
is correct to first order and serves as a variational principle to the scattering phase 
shifts and hence the K-matrix. With this in mind we proceed to apply the variational 
principle to our functional. 
Varying in at, we search for a stationary result: 
da 
Rewriting (210) as 
dJ 
— = Xxi(f) £ a ^ ( f ) -2'£ajAij = 0. (210) 
£ ( ^ - ^ ( f ) ^ - ( f ) K - = 0. (211) 
3 A 
A nontrivial solution to (211) requires that: 
A 
2 
But to derive A it is more useful to rewrite (211) as 
Aii ~ ^i(f)xj(f) - 0. (212) 
E « , A , = ^ ( f ) / 3 (213) 
3 A 
with 
/3 = J2ajXj(r) = ut(f) (214) 
i 
which is our trial wave function. Then assuming the matrix A is non-singular, we 
can multiply both sides by A - 1 to get an expression for a*: 
z j 
We can place (215) back into our formulation for the trial wave function, (202) or 
(214), to get 
P=^J2xi(r)A^xj(f)p. (216) 
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This allows us to derive a solution for A and hence R: 
A'1 = W^if)A-lx,{f) (217) 
A ij 
R- = ^ E ^ K > ; ( r ) . (218) 
It should be noted here that the variational value for A is unique and thus the 
R-matrix derived from it is as well. This can seen by looking at (212) and seeing that 
the determinate of the matrix Aij — ^Xi{r)xj{f) must vanish. This linear equation 
for A determines it uniquely. 
Prom here the symmetric matrix A, with elements A^, can be diagonalized by a 
unitary transformation, such that U T AU is a diagonal matrix. This unitary trans-
formation also diagonalizes A - 1 since U T A _ 1 UU T AU = / . Applying this to (218): 
Z r ij I k c d 
= ^E^«[EE^(EEM^)f/^;W- (219) 
Z r ij c d I k 
Using the results of the unitary transformation: 
EE^A^—^1^ (220) 
* j 
and defining xc = J2i XiUic, we arrive at an expression for the R-Matrix: 
R = 1 y Uf)Uf)&« (221) 
Finally we rewrite (222) using Ec — Ei — E, where Ei are the eigenvalues of 
the symmetric matrix Bij = f$ dr^x'^^x'^r) + Xi(r)V(r)xj(r)]. As can be seen 
A^ = B^ — E6ij, thus justifying this approach. This gives a final form for the 
R-Matrix: 
A few points can be made here about the R-Matrix. We see for single channel 
scattering, the R-Matrix is a 1 x 1 matrix. In the case of multichannel scattering it 
will be an N x N matrix. Generalizing this result to multiple channels is similar to 
the process shown here and is discussed in Nesbet [13]. 
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There are also two major advantages of our method. The first is the Bloch 
operator is a natural addition to the Hamiltonian. The Bloch operator [82] corrects 
for non-vanishing surface terms on the finite surface. These terms crop up due to 
the fact that the Hamiltonian is not Hermitian within the finite interior region. The 
addition of the Bloch operator is necessary to make the final R-matrix Hermitian 
within that region. In our derivation the R-matrix is automatically Hermitian. This 
can be seen in (218) where the R-matrix depends on the real and symmetric matrix 
Aij. In the case of a complex radial function, m in A^ would be conjugated and our 
matrix A^ would be Hermitian. Hence the R-matrix would still be Hermitian. This 
will be shown explicitly when we derive the 7£-operator. 
The other advantage is that the variational R-matrix does not require a Buttle 
correction. This is an advantage of our method over other non-variationally derived 
R-matrices. The Buttle correction resolves the error caused by requiring a fixed 
boundary condition on the basis elements at r = f. This of course restricts the value 
of the wave function there, thus causing a discontinuity in the slope at that point. It 
was found that this leads to a slow convergence to the solution [86, 87]. Buttle [88] 
proposed a method, known as the Buttle correction, for approximating the terms 
excluded from the basis set. To improve the speed of convergence and simplify the 
actual calculations, many authors developed formalisms where the need for a specific 
boundary condition was relaxed. The variational R-matrix just developed achieves 
this, resulting in no discontinuity of the radial function at r — f by deriving the 
optimal boundary value A. This decreases the computational effort of the calcula-
tion. These improvements also apply to the 7£-operator giving us an advantage in 
calculation of atomic scattering processes. 
V.2 ^ - O P E R A T O R 
The 7£-operator is an extension of the R-matrix method to generalized coordi-
nates [13], allowing the electrons to be treated symmetrically. This allows it to 
be applied to ionizing collision geometries where there is equal sharing of an energy 
between the two electrons. A major strength of this method is that it is also valid 
near threshold. It is for this reason that we move to the 7?.-operator approach. 
The 7£-operator itself is a functional that takes normal derivatives of function 
values on a hypersurface S, which encloses a hypervolume Q, and maps them to 
function values elsewhere on the surface: 
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V>(<7i) = / R(E, a1,a2)VniP(a2) • da2 (224) 
where a defines the coordinates of some point on the hypersurface E. The hyper-
volume is the space defined by the coordinates of the escaping particles. Thus the 
"/^-operator allows one to relate the inner region results to an outer region. 
V.3 VARIATIONAL DERIVATION OF ^-OPERATOR 
Now we will show that there exists a variational functional for the "/^.-operator which 
is stationary if and only if the trial wave function satisfies the Schrodinger equation 
throughout the enclosed volume [13]. Importantly, this provides us with a practical 
way of calculating the "/^.-operator. 
The estimate of the "/^.-operator is done with a variation over a functional J. In 
defining this functional, we begin with the result of Corollary 1, where we use <3/ and 
its conjugate as the wave functions: 
/ tf *(r)(# - E)V(T) dr = A - \ f **(r)Vn*(r) da (225) 
in 2 i s 
where 
A = f {-Vtf*(r) • Vtf (r) + **(r)(K(r) - £ )* (r )} dr. (226) 
We note that A is real, as A — A*. Rearranging this result we arrive at an expression 
A = f #*(r)(ff - £7)#(r) dr+ \ f #*(r)V„*(r) da. (227) 
Next we see that if \I>(r) is an exact solution to Schrodinger's equation then A will be 
equal to the second term on the right hand side of (227). We set the boundary condi-
tion V„\l/(r) = C(r) where Q is an arbitrary well behaved function on the boundary. 
We then define 
A1 = lf **(r)C(r) da. (228) 
2 i s 
In analogy with the Schwinger variational principle for scattering we create the func-
tional: 
A*] = ^ - (229) 
We note that if \P(r) is an exact solution then A\ — A and thus J = A\ = A. We 
then insert an approximate solution ^ = \&e + 5^, where \I/e is the exact solution, 
into J. 
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First we look at the effect of small variations of ^ on A about \&e. This yields 
SA = A[Ve + <J#] - A[Ve] 
= / (*:(r) + 6**{T)){H - £)(# e(r) + <J*(r)) dr 
+ \ / , ( * : « + <J**(r))V„(*e(r) + <W(r)) da 
- f %{v){H-E)^e{v)dr-\ f %(r)VnVe(r)da 
Jn 2 Js 
= I K(r)(H - £?)<$* (r) dr + f 8^*{r){H - E)^e{r) dr 
JQ JQ 
+ i / s J * * ( r ) V A ( r ) <*cr + 1 jf *:(r)V„<5*(r) da 
= Re (2 J 5V*(T)(H - £ )* e ( r ) dr + f <5#*(r)Vn*e(r) da 
For A\ this same variation yields 
5A1 = l [ 6**(T)C(r)d(T 2 i s 
(230) 
(231) 
With these two results in hand we then examine the effects of the variation on J 




2 f 5V*(r)(H-E)q>(r)dT 
JQ 
+ ̂ j f <W(r)Vntt(r)d<7 (232) 
As we noted before for exact solutions J = A — A\ — A\. We can use this result in 
our variations about the exact solutions to yield 
8 J = Re (j <5^*(r)(C(r) - Vn*(r)) da - 2 j 8V*(r)(H - E)tf(r) dr) (233) 
(234) 
Since our variations are unconstrained throughout ft and S, (233) implies that 5 J = 0 
if and only if 
(H - £ )* ( r ) = 0 in ft, 
C(r) = V n*(r) o n S . 
These conditions implicitly determine an "/^.-operator. This can be show explicitly by 
introducing a basis cj>a that is linearly independent in the volume ft. These can then 
be used to expand \I> and 8^, 
*(r) = X > ( r ) c a (235) 
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(Jtf(r) = £>a(r)<Jca (236) 
a 
Using these expansions and assuming 8 J vanishes then (233) becomes 
£ Ja <f>:(r)(H - E)<k(j) drcb = \ jf # ( r ) (c(r) - £ V „ ^ ( r ) ^ da (237) 
Next we apply Lemma 1 from Chapter 3 on the left hand side of equation (237) to 
yield 
£ 4 * c b = J / # ( r ) C ( r ) d a (238) 
where 
Aab = L {\V^V) • V ^ ( r ) + ^(r)(V(r) - E)M')} dr (239) 
Next we define 
(a = \jj:(r)ar)da. (240) 
Thus arriving at a matrix equation, Ac = £, with the matrix and vectors correspond-






l being the elements of the inverse of the matrix A (assuming the matrix A 
is non-singular). From this we can derive an expression for \I/(r): 
*(r) = £ ^ . ( r ) p B = £ 0 . ( r ) ( £ ^
1 C 6 ) (242) 
a a b 
= \ £ £ / « ( r ) ^ « ( r O V n * ( r O da'. (243) 
This allows us to define the 7£-operator, 
K(T,T\E) = lj2Y2ti(r)Kb<t>l(r'). (244) 
Z a b 
Rewriting (243) we arrive at 
* ( r ) = f n(r, r', £ ) Vn¥(r ' ) dr' (245) 
returning us to our definition in (224). As can be seen the 7?.-operator relates the 
normal derivative of the wave function on some boundary point (denoted by the coor-
dinates r') to the values on some other surface point r. This removes the restrictions 
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of the R-matrix, by allow us the freedom of relating the wave function at different 
points on the surface. 
We can also use these coefficients in our functional J. Inserting our expansion 
(235) into A and Ax yields 
^ = 2^i ca^-abcb = E E ^ac CcAab Z-i ^bd Cd 
ab ab c d 
= E C A ^ O , (246) 
ab 
A, = ECaCa = E C a E ^ C « . = E C a ^ 1 a (247) 
a a b ab 
Thus we can see that the functional J yields 
j = A = A1 = A\ = Y, CaA-jQb (248) 
ab 
Expanding this out we arrive at the expression 
4 i / o^ ( |V^ ( r ) .V^ ( r ) + ̂ (r)[F(r)-£;]^(r))- l ^ 
Lastly, we use the definition of the "/^-operator (244) to get 
J = \ L L d a da'c*(r^r'r'' EKW- ^25°) 
We note that J is stationary while the boundary functions £ are arbitrary. This gives 
us a stationary result for our 7?.-operator. Thus we have variational estimate for the 
7£-operator denned in terms of arbitrary boundary conditions and basis elements. 
V.4 ^-OPERATOR TO THE R-MATRIX 
As noted earlier in equation (244), the "/^.-operator can be expressed as 
7 ^ ( r , r', E) = W ^SP(v)(AaUE))-^f
SP*(r') (251) 
For the cases we are interested in we will restrict the 7£-operator to systems with 
two escaping electrons. This means in equation (251) the vector r refers to a point 
in the 6-dimensional space formed by the two electrons. We can reexpress (251) in 
this case in terms of the radial vectors ri and r-2 as 




where U^p are our two electron pseudostates. To derive useful results from the 1Z-
operator we must first relate it to the R-matrix. This result will then be propagated 
to the asymptotic limit in the later chapters and used to derive the final results as 
outlined in Chapter 4. 
In order to calculate the R-matrix we need to first project out the angular depen-
dance of the "/^.-operator. This will leave us with a reduced 7?.-operator that relates 
the wave function values to their derivatives at a given radial distance. This reduced 
7£-operator can then be used to construct the R-matrix by solving for the channel 
functions by making use of a close coupling expansion. The surface the R-matrix 
is constructed on is composed of two parts 07 and an as show in Fig. 18. In this 
work we will concentrate on 07 where r\ = f and r2 < r\. The "missing" data can 
be derived by making use of the symmetry about the line r\ — r2. 
V.4.1 T H E R E D U C E D ^ - O P E R A T O R 
We project out the angular dependence of the 7£-operator with coupled spherical 
harmonics Eijb(Qi,Q2). This will leave us with a reduced 7£-operator with only 
radial dependence. We then fix one of the radial coordinates. This means we will 
have four potentially distinct components of our ^-operator: 7?.f"fp, Tlfff, ^•/ff > 
and IZfffj. the subscripts refer to which coordinates is fixed, / for r\ and II for r2. 
The order indicates whether we are talking about the unprimed or primed coordinates 
respectively. 
We begin by projecting out the angular dependence with spherical harmonics 
yielding the initial version of our reduced 7£-operator, denoted ^£ ,£?, 
^red = lT,(fd^idn2Ef;l2(nun2)u
LJp(vur2)\rur2=f) 
Z ab,cd V J 
x (A^iE))-1 (/dnid^s^cni.n^n^Criya)!,,^^) (253) 
where 7*1, r2 = f indicates that either r\ or r2 is equal to r, that is that we are on one 
of the bounding surfaces 07 or an- Next we expand this result using the form of the 
2e~ basis elements (140). This gives us 





FIG. 18: The radial plane depicting the surfaces on which the R-matrix is defined. 
These are 07, where r\ = f where ri < r\, and surface an, which is identical except 
the radial coordinates are reversed so that r^ — f, where r\ < T2- The reduced 
^-operator can be related from one surface to other by making use of the symmetry 









l {x,c{r[)Xd{r2) \r[y2=fSi3iJuid 
+ ( _ l ) i + ^ X r f ( / i ) X c ( ^ ) | r ; r , , = A i ^ w < ; ) (255) 
where M — NaNbNcNd- The four reduced 7£-operator components can be written 
explicitly as 
VJff = ( Z i Z 2 | W
L S P ( r 2 y 2 ) £ ; ) | Z 3 / 4 > | r 1 = r i = r - = 
g E M {xa{r)xM)Ki«Kh + {-^)
L+S+PXb{r)Xa{r2)5hh5hla 
ab,cd 




« E N {xa(r)xb{r2)5tlijkib + (- \L+S+P Xb(r)Xa(r2)ShibSi2ia 
ab.cd 




« E N {xa(ri)Xb(r)5hlJi2ib + sL+S+P Xb(n)xa(r)Sillb5i2ia 
ab.cd 
x(Aab<cd(E))-
1 {xc(f)Xd(r2)8hlc8kld + (-l)
L+S+PXd{f)Xc{r'2)8hld8hk 
n\lpn = {IMTl^ir^E^hU)^, 
g E N {xa(n)xb(f)8hiji2lb + (-1) 
ab,cd 
:(AabM(E))~







We can clearly see that the four reduced 7£-operator components are related. By 
examining equations (256) and (257) we see that after we integrate over the primed 
coordinates from 0 to f the two formula will be both be functions of r2 only. An 
integration of this sort will done later in this chapter. Thus the effect of "R>f^f 
on subsurface oi will be identical to that of TZJSjP once the limits on the angular 
momenta are considered. Hence we can simplify our result for subsurface aj by using 
only TZfjp and multiplying by 2. This reasoning also holds for TZfffj and IZfff on 
subsurface an. 
Additionally a symmetry exists between 7Zfsr
p and Ttfjfi- This is easily seen 
by noting that by reversing the coordinates in TZfjP we get "R-fffi- Hence the two 
components yield identical results on their corresponding subsurfaces. 
Before moving on we will rearrange our result to a more convenient form. The 
total reduced 7£-operator can be expressed as 
^ r e d = o E E Xm(ri)Xn2(r2)\rur2=r 
" nm2 «3«4 





hlc *Uld Oniric 0ii4nd 
X X™3(^i)Xn4(
r2)|ri,^=f 
= o J2 Y. Xn1(r1)Xn2(r2)\rur2=f 
^ n\n2 113114 
x {n1l1n2l2\R\n3hn4l4}Xn3(r'i)Xn4(r'2)\r'1,r!i=f (260) 
where 
4 naixb ncnd 
X(Aab,cd(E))~ [Sl3lc5uid5n3nc8„ind + ( - 1 )
 + + SlsltSlilJn^SnzruSnsnjSnin^ ( 2 6 1 ) 
Next we make use of our conclusions about the symmetry between 72-jfp and TZfjf 
to give us a factor of 2. We will limit ourselves for the moment to the consideration 
of 07 based on our earlier conclusions of the symmetry of the problem. This gives us 
a reduced "/^.-operator on 07 of 
KT = £ JLXnA^XnMiriihnMRlnsknil^Xns^XnA^) (262) 
7ll"2 "3^4 
V.4.2 CLOSE-COUPLING EXPANSION 
To derive the R-matrix, a close coupling expansion of the form shown in equations 
(129) and (131) is made on the surface 07. This will produce a set of linearly in-
dependent one-electron radial channel functions which can be used to construct the 
R-matrix. The expansion of the wave functions is 
Kspi^)-T,u"Ari)Mr2)^{^^) (263) 
where the subscript \i denotes a particular incident channel and fj,' ranges over all 
the scattering channels. The subscripts also denote a set of quantum numbers n, l\, 
and 2̂- ^ M a r e the radial wave functions of the target state, the eigenstates and 
psuedostates derived in Chapter 4. 
If we substitute (263) into the 2e~ Schrodinger's equation, with the Hamiltonian 
given by H = |Vf + |Vf — Zjr\ — Z/r2 + l/rn, we can project out the angular 
dependence by making use of the coupled spherical harmonics. We can also use the 
fact that the pseudostates are solutions to the one electron Hamiltonian to further 
simplify the result. This yields a set of coupled integro-differential equations, as 
mentioned in Chapter 4, for the radial channel functions for the scattered electron 
(r1) = 2j2V^u^(rl) (264) 
6^(r2)H^(fi1,02)) (265) 
This result will be used in Chapter 6 when we propagate the wave function. 
V.4.3 ^-OPERATOR TO THE CHANNEL FUNCTIONS 
We begin the construction of the channel functions by examining the 7£-operator 
equation on the surface 07: 
tf(r)= J da'n{r,Y',E)Vn^{T') (266) 
which for a 2e~ system can be rewritten as 
^ ( r l 5 r2) = I d





^ = ( ^ ( ^ 2 ^ 1 , 0 2 ) 1 — 
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Next we make use of the close coupling expansion, equation (263), substituting it 
into equation (267) to yield 
- £ * W ( r i ) M r 2 ) S £ , = / f t L 5 P ( r 1 ) r 2 ) r ' 1 ) r 2 ) £ ) 
x V n ( j - ! V W ^ ( r 2 ) S J ) d V ^ r , (268) 
where we have dropped the explicit angular dependence in H. Next we can eliminate 
the angular variables by projecting onto S^|2(Qi,fi2)^*4(^i, ^2)—feu(^i> ^2)
 a n ^ 
then integrating over all angular space. This results in 
= fQ dr'2 Jcm1(m2 Jdn'1dtf2Zf'XK
LSP(rur2, r[,r2, £)S£U 
x / dfiidfi2Sf3t4 V„ ^ E <VW)<Mr2)H^ (269) 
The integral involving the 7£-operator was already considered when we derived the 
reduced 7£-operator earlier in this chapter. Making use of equations (260) and (261) 
we can simplify this result to 
1 11' 
= * 2 E E Xntir^XnA^inihn^R^hnil^Xnsir'ijXn^) 
" niri2 ri3ri4 
X J dfiidfi2Sf3t1Vn (± E ^ W ) l r i = r ^ ( ^ 2 ) S ^ (270) 
where for the delta functions ^ ,u and <5; ,j„, the indexing indicates the restrictions 
on the I values allowed for a particular channel, lyi must equal l\ to yield a non zero 
result. 
Next we deal with the normal gradient V„. On the surface 07, the norm is per-
pendicular to r2 and the angular coordinates, which means that is purely a derivative 
in r\. This allows use to simplify our results (since neither H^| or </v(r2) is affected 
by it) to get 
E twO"i)<M»"2)<Ji hfy,' '2 
1 M 
= / * 2 E E X n 1 ( n ) X n 2 (
r 2 ) ( ^ l ^ l " 2 ^ | - R | ^ 3 f e ^ 4 ) 
x E ^ ( ^ f 1 1 ) k ^ t e ) / dOldniSfoS* (271) 
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Then we perform the angular integration to give 
1 n> 
rr 
= *~2 E Y,Xn1(
ri)Xn2{r2)(nihn2l2\R\n3kn4l4)xn3(r'1)Xn4(r'2) 
E ^ ( ^ ) k = ^ W ) ^ ^ (272) 
n i r i 2 «3r i4 
X 
Next we project out the r2 dependence by projecting onto a set of pseudostates 
4>*i>'{r2) and integrating over r2. Then we can write equation (272) as 
*W0"l) 
= E Z ) X m ( n ) ( / *2C'( r2)Xn2(r-2)J (n i^ l^2^ |^ | ^3«4^)Xn3(
r i ) 
r).-< rj.r, n.nn.A \J \J / 
i T\ JO *l M2 
n i 7 i 2 ^13714 
E (^2x„4(r2)^(r2)) A ( ^ ^ j | r i = f ^ ,^ / 4 (273) 
which reduces to 
< W ( r i ) 
n 
= E E x m ( n ) f / dr2(/)t,(r2)xn2(r2)) (nihn2l2\R\n3kn4U)xn3(r'1) 
run? 113)14 ^ ^ ' 
x E ( j f dr>2XnM)Mr'2)) ± ( ^ P ) l n = A ^ « « 
= E E ^™i(rl)(Z/'ln2)("-l^l«2^2J-R|«3^4^4)Xrl3K) 
X>K>̂  ( ^ ) k -^^ (274) 
n i n 2 713714 
X 
where 
(v\n) = / dr2(t>v{r2)xn{r2) (275) 
Using the delta function relations in equation (274) gives 
— — — = E E X n 1 ( n ) ( ^ ' |
n 2 ) ( n i ^ ^ 2 ^ ! - R | « 3 ^ 1 ^ 4 ^ 2 ) x « 3 (
r i ) 
' 1 n i n 2 " 3 n 4 
x £<"*l"4>Jr ( ^ P ) k = , < W ^ (276) 
Next we set the normal gradient (u jUV(r)/r)' — Cv&^v to define a set of independent 
radial channel wave functions. The actual value of the normal gradient is unimpor-
tant as long as we have this delta function relation. Any value would be canceled 
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out in the construction of the R-matrix. Using this form for the normal gradient in 
(276) gives us an expression for the radial channel functions u^u{ri) 
u^in) = ^riXniin) J2 J2 (nAn2){nilv[n2l^\R\nzlUln^V2)xn3{r[){n^n^ (277) 
The derivatives of the radial channel functions are determined by differentiating this 
equation with respect to r\. This yields 
x £ J2 (nM2)(nill,'in2l^\R\n3lVln4lV2)xn3(r'l)(ntJ,\ni) (278) 
where x a r e the normal Sturmian functions. As explained earlier only the subsurface 
aj needs to be considered to completely solve the 2e~ problem. The value of the 
channel wave function on the surface is obtained by setting r\ = r[ = f, 
( r ) E 0 K > (279) 
V.4.4 CONSTRUCTING T H E R-MATRIX 
With the derivation of the channel functions we can now construct the R-matrix. 
The multichannel le~ R-matrix is defined as 
{f) = YJR,ku'kli,{f) (280) 
k 
which can be rearranged to give 
i V = £ % * ( f ) [ « ' ( f ) ] ^ (281) 
k 
which is similar to the single channel definition given in Chapter 1 except for the 
constant factor of f. Using equation (281) we can construct the R-matrix. Since we 
are dealing with approximate solutions there are limits to computational accuracy 
(due to a finite number of significant figures) so we need to insure that the R-matrix is 
constructed so that it is always symmetric. This can be accomplished by constructing 
the R-matrix, in matrix notation, as 
R = u [ « V ] " V (282) 
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where U now refers to a matrix of channel functions. Additionally for exact solutions 
of the problem, the matrix u*u' being inverted is real symmetric but for approximate 
solutions this may not be the case. We can rewrite (282) as 
R = u[^u' + ^u^u}-1^ (283) 
allows us to ensure that the inverted term is always symmetric, even for approximate 
solutions used in the actual calculations 
V.5 SUMMARY 
We derived a variational form for the It-Matrix and investigated its advantages such 
as the lack of discontinuity at the boundary and the natural inclusion of the Bloch 
operator. We have also derived the 7£-operator and shown how it can be projected 
into the space where r\ > r2. We showed how this projection can then be used 
to solve a series of integro-differential equations for the channel wave functions by 
making use of a close coupling expansion. Finally we showed how these channel wave 
functions can then be used to construct an R-matrix. We note that we can make 
use of the symmetry about the line r\ = r2 to account for the region where r2 > r±. 
With these methods in hand we can construct the R-Matrix which can then be used 
to propagate or interior information to the asymptotic region. Next we will look at 




Having constructed our 7?.-operator we need to now extend it to the asymptotic 
limit, rg, the Gialitis radius. Expanding our coupling equations to larger and larger 
radii require larger bases sets which bring with them the problem of spurious linear 
dependencies developing between basis elements due to the limits of computational 
accuracy. Dealing with this requires various time consuming stabilization meth-
ods. In the interest of speed and stability, a method was developed by Light and 
Walker [89], as well as others [90], to propagate an R-matrix in a way that preserves 
the information from the solutions of the inner region and quickly translates it to a 
larger radius. Doing this also allows us to correctly handle those mid range interac-
tions such as the polarization potential until we finally reach the region where only 
the long range coulomb forces dominate. 
Before we do this we must first address the issue with the failure of the Sturmian 
basis. To correct this problem we convert to a new more robust basis called the spline 
delta basis SA • This new basis is explicitly linearly independent and is denned in the 
region 0 < r < rg. It is also simple to convert the R-matrix from our Sturmian basis 
via a linear transformation. 
In this chapter we examine the spline delta basis and outline the basis transfor-
mation. Then we will review the Light Walker method and then we will show how 
it has been modified to efficiently make use the geometry we are using. We show it 
propagates the R-matrix from f out to the asymptotic radius rg allowing us to use 
the R-matrix to connect to asymptotic region. 
VI. 1 S P L I N E DELTA B A S I S 
In our R-matrix calculations we make use of a spline delta (SA) basis to overcome the 
challenges of linear dependence on the boundary of r\, and out to our final asymptotic 
boundary, rg. This resolves the issues with the spurious linear dependencies of the 
Sturmian basis and allows us to proceed to a region where we can treat the problem 
asymptotically. Here we will examine the nature and properties of this basis. 
As the its name indicates, the basis is constructed from spline interpolation func-
tions. These functions are cubic polynomials, which for the j t h interval are defined: 
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9j(x) = fj + dj(x - Xj) + bj(x - Xj)
2 + Cj(x - Xjf (284) 
Each interval is defined by a separate equation, each with 4 unknown coefficients 
to be solved for. For n points along the interpolated interval, this requires 4n — 4 
equations to solve for the unknowns. 4n — 7 of these are provided by the values at 
those points and the conditions of smoothness in the first and second derivatives: 
9j+i(xj) = 9J{XJ) = fj (285) 
g'jixj) = ffj+ife) (286) 
Sj'fo) = # H ( * ; ) (287) 
The remaining equations come from the additional restraints on the endpoints. 
These restrictions of zero value and vanishing third derivative at the end points are 
set to help insure smoothness of the interpolation. 
5i (so) = ffn-i(x„) = 0 (288) 
si'(*o) = 9n-i(*n) = 0 (289) 
Using all of these equations and the values at the various points Xj, solutions can 
be found for the various coefficients, allowing for a cubic spline interpolation to be 
derived. 
The SA basis consists of a set of spline interpolations where the function has zero 
value at the points Xj, called knot points, except at one knot point where it has the 
value of 1. 
Ui(xj) — 8ij, where i = 1,2,..., n and j — 0,1,.. . , n + 1 (290) 
The reason there are more points j than basis functions is to allow for the func-
tions to go to zero at the end points as mentioned above. 
In Fig. 19, we see an example of a s& basis function. This one is defined over the 
interval -1 to 6, with only the values 0 to 5 being used in the actual basis. As can 
be seen it has the value of zero at every integer point except for 1 where it has the 
value of unity. 
In Fig. 20 through Fig. 22 we see the usage of the s& basis in modeling vari-
ous functional behaviors. These were all done with a simple 6 element basis. The 
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FIG. 19: SA basis element for the range Xj=0 to 5. 
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FIG. 21: A representation of x2 in the s& basis verses the actual. 6 basis elements 
were used. 
FIG. 22: A representation of ex in the SA basis verses the actual. 6 basis elements 
were used. 
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representations f(x) of the functions f(x) were constructed via 
f(x) = Y,f(xi)ui(x) (291) 
i 
where ut are the SA functions and Xi the knot points. 
As can be seen, except near the end points, the behavior of sin a;, x2, and ex are 
all well modeled by this basis. With increasing numbers of knot points, and thus 
basis functions, the effectiveness of the basis increases. Of particular note to us is 
the effectiveness in modeling sinusoidal functions. 




where the factor of rl+1 is there to account for Coulomb Cusp condition. The basis 
is defined on the range 0 < r < rg, where rg, the Gialitis radius, is where we are able 
to treat our escaping electrons asymptotically and where only the coulomb forces 
contribute. 
The SA basis can be used to replicate the behavior of our pseudostates. With 
these basis elements in hand we can then construct le~ pseudostates as well as 
transform our R-matrix from the Sturmian representation into the SA basis. We 
also calculate the relevant potential matrix elements which will be needed in the 
propagation region. 
V I . 1 . 1 T R A N S F O R M A T I O N O F B A S I S 
The pseudostates are constructed in the same way as they were in the Sturmian basis, 
following the method in the Chapter 4. The le~ Hamiltonian and overlap matrix 
elements are constructed using the s/\ basis elements. Since the SA basis elements 
are simple polynomials, the integration is quick and analytic. The details of this 
calculation and the general integration scheme are shown in Appendix F. 
In addition to the overlap matrix S and the le~ Hamiltonian H, the multipole 
moments of the basis elements are also calculated to be used in the propagation 
calculations shown later in this chapter. These moments are simply integrals of the 
form 
(i\rx\j) = [ S drrjirx+2rjj (293) 
Jo 
and thus are easily solved via the same procedure. 
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Transformation of the R-matrix 
The transformation of the R-matrix is relatively straightforward. We begin by ex-
panding the pseudostates in the s& basis in the original Sturmian pseudostate basis 
(for a given angular momentum I), 
# f a ) = J2^(r2)ctJ (294) 
i 
= E ^ f ( r 2 ) / P V ( r ) # ( r ) d r - (295) 
where the superscripts A and S indicate the basis. We note that the Sturmian 
pseudostates (f)S are orthonormal over r2 < r& by construction, but the 4>
A functions 
we use are not. Both bases use the same number of channels, ensuring that the 
overlap matrix between the two is nonsingular. 
Our next step is to determine the linear transformation of R-matrix R° = Rs to 
Rl = RA. This transformation is defined for r\ — f, that is on the surface 07, and 
sums over channel indices with the conditions 
F(r,r2) = X > f ( r 2 K




G(r,r2) = E ^ f ( ^ ) « f ( r ) (298) 
i 
= E # f o ) « ? ( r ) (299) 
i 
if the bases are sufficiently complete. F is the coupled radial wave function and its 




This condition implies 
Similarly we can show that 
* 0 
Ui = E CiJUf 
j 
IS V ^ 'A 
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Using the definition of the It-matrix, equation (280), 
' Z-j Rikuk 
which implies that 
k 
Y^Cijuf = £X£ c * i '< (303) 
j k j ' 
^' = £^W (304) 
i.k 
Thus we are able to transform our R-matrix from the Sturmian basis to the spline 
delta basis. 
VI.2 LIGHT WALKER PROPAGATION 
Developed initially in the area of inelastic scattering calculations, the Light Walker 
method allows one to propagate an R-matrix in a radial coordinate. It does this 
by dividing up the space between the inner boundary, in our case f, and the outer 
boundary, rg, into evenly spaced sectors, as illustrated in Fig. 23. Using this method 
we construct sector R-matrices that relate solutions from one boundary to the next. 
These sector R-matrices can then be concatenated, or linked together, to create a 
global R-matrix that will be valid on the boundary rg. 
We begin by looking at the standard Light-Walker propagation method. This 
method makes use of the close coupled equations, 
d2 
^ u ( 0 = £ 2 ^ ( r ) -E + €i}ukj{r) (305) 
for the channel wave functions u. Our first step is to diagonalize our potential, or 
interaction, matrix [Vik(rx) — E + ej at each sector boundary, rx, 
£ x^{rx)2[Vik(rx) - E + ei}xku(rx) = T^r^S^. (306) 
i,k 
where X is the diagonalization matrix and TM are the values along the diagonal. 





where <j> is our untransformed pseudostates in the SA basis. Our assumption is that 




FIG. 23: The Light Walker Propagation Scheme. The propagation region is divided 
up into sectors, each of which has its own independent sector R-matrix. 
slowly varying. Thus we will be able to take the potential to be constant over each 
sector assuming a small enough step size. Using the values of F we calculated, we 
can interpolate average values of T for each sector. If the commutator J^, x^A & 0, 
then there are channel wave functions w^ri) which satisfy the decoupled equations 
d2 
dr2 
w^{r\) = T^w^ri) (308) 
where wu 
These uncouple solutions w are used to construct our sector R-matrices. There are 
two independent solutions for each F^ and any solution to (308) can be constructed 
from a linear combination of them. As our choice of solution is arbitrary, we choose 
solutions for their ease in computation. For a sector [ab] (referring to the bounding 
radii ra and /•{,), we choose two solutions that give us normal gradients of unity on 
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one boundary and zero on the opposite. Thus we will have a wa, which has the 
boundary conditions 
A„„a(rr, \ — _ i A„.,a(*..\ — n (309) 
dr w
a(ra) = -l, fw
a(rb) = 0, 
and a solution wh with the boundary conditions 
£wb(ra)=0, £w\rb) = l. (310) 
Our "left" solution, wa, has a negative gradient to account for the fact that the 
normal on the surface is pointing inward toward the origin. Next we use these 
solutions in the R-matrix equation (86) to determine the 2N x 2N coefficients of our 
sector R-matrices. 
The forms chosen for the wave functions are 
waJr) cos[ku(n,—r)} h / \ 
kfi sm{k,j,{rb-ra)l M
v ' 
for rM = XI -kf, < 0. and 





Ansinh[A M ( r6-r a ) ] 












Using these functions we can solve for the matrices r̂  and construct our R-matrices. 
Once the sector R-matrix is constructed we can simply transform back to the normal 
representation using our transformation matrices, X. 
VI.3 MODIFICATION OF THE LIGHT WALKER PROPAGATION 
The above solutions w however do not account for the fact that we are propagating 
in a region where r\ > 7"2. As seen in Fig. 24, in all our calculations involving the 
potential we have been working under the assumption that r^ < v\. Hence to account 
for for the fact that we are not using the correct Hamiltonian in the region above 
the line r\ = r2, we must use a modified Light-Walker method, using a technique 
developed by Temkin [10] and is the basis for the Poet-Temkin model. This technique 
involves mixing the solutions wa and wb and then using the symmetry of the channels 
about the line r\ = r2 to determine the best fit, thereby deriving the correct channel 
functions for the region r2 < r\. 
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n 
FIG. 24: Modified Light Walker Propagation Scheme. The propagation region r\ > 
r<i is divided up into sectors, each of which has its own independent sector R-matrix. 
In this method our full transformed radial functions are 
EC<, = E C K ^ + »MV) 
EC ^wfj,i/ EC(- -w„z. li*IM + wbA») 
(314) 
(315) 
where y^ and ztj are elements of the coefficient matrices. These allow us to mix 
elements of the other linearly independent solution to construct the correct sector 
wave function for the region. We use the boundary conditions to determine the 
coefficient matrices Y and Z via a mean square fit along the line r\ = T2- The 
boundary conditions for the coupled radial wave function FLSF'(^I,^) a r e 
?LSP (rx,rx) = 0 (316) 
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where the sum L + S + P is odd (i.e. anti-symmetric) and 
8FLSP BFLSP 
—~ \ 1 ™ = 0 (317) 
where L + S + P is even, or symmetric. This defines the functions wa and wb which 
allows for the construction of the channel wave function matrix U: 
U (318) 
and the corresponding matrix U' of outward normal gradients. 
Prom this we can construct a real symmetric R-matrix [15, 91]. First we use the 
generalization of the R-matrix equation to multiple channels: 
U = r%tVqU' (319) 
We can rearrange (319) to get a solution for the sector R-matrix: 
r?P>vq = muT
1 (320) 
This gives us a solution, but because of the numerical limits of the computational 
accuracy this result will not be exact. We need to ensure that our R-matrices remain 
real and symmetric. This can be done by including a factor of U\ 
r%,vq = U(rfU')-W (321) 
We can compare this formula to (218) and we see that if U corresponds to the 
pseudostates, the factor WU' corresponds to the integral over HB — E. As we noted 
HB is the Hermitian Bloch-modified Hamiltonian. In our case it is only locally 
Hermitian but that is sufficient for our purposes. If WU' is Hermitian then we can 
use (321) to derive a real symmetric sector R-matrix. 
VI.3.1 CONSTRUCTING A GLOBAL R-MATRIX 
As mentioned earlier, the sector R-matrices can be concatenated to link surfaces 
bounding the entire volume. This is done by linking two sector R-matrices at a time, 
moving slowly outward in r\. Connecting two regions is a fairly simple procedure 
first worked out by Zvijac and Light [92]. We proceed by looking at the connection 
between the wave functions in the representation of sector [ab] to that of [be]. In 
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terms of the relevant sector R-matrices and wave functions we have the following 
equations: 
™\ra) = r^uf'(rJ + rSw'Xn) (322) 
wj(rc) = r c V ( r 6 ) + r c V"(r c ) . (323) 
Now if w% represents the wave function in sector [ab] and vr* in sector [be], these wave 





r&w'ira) + rfiw'in) = A[r&//(r6) + r
b^'(rc)] (325) 
where A is the matrix relates the different bases used in the sectors. In our case the 
sector bases are equivalent and A — I. With (322)-(325) we can solve for wl (rb) and 
vji (rb)- This gives us 
w^n) = wi'(rb) = (rlt + r%)-\r£v?\ra) - r£« / ( r c ) ) (326) 
Inserting (326) into (322) and (323) gives us 
w\ra) = r£v?\ra) - r?b(r$ + r ^ ) -
1 ^ * ' W - r f eV'(rc)) (327) 
^irc) = r
b
ct(rt + rlty^rfy^) - r£« / ( r c ) ) + r c V ( r c ) (328) 
Rearranging this we can derive the forms for the elements of the new sector R-matrix 
rac, 
C = rt-r^Mi + r^rt (329) 
C = rt(rt + rbbi)-
lrbbl (330) 
C = ^(rt + r^rt (331) 
C = rS-r&rg + r*)-1^ (332) 
Thus we can connect two sector R-matrices, quickly linking the whole chain together. 
Additionally once we have concatenated the sector R-matrices, we can transform the 
result back to our original basis via 
rij — 2^i xnirvXuJ (333) 
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Then we can propagate the global R-matrix from r at the initial sector to rg at the 
nth sector via: 
^ n = ^ - ^ ( i ? ° + ^ ) - 1 ^ (334) 
With this method we can also propagate our wave functions outwards to rg or if we 
wish backwards from some larger radius: 
un ~ r ° X = -r^u'o Outwards 
ronu'n = uo + r(JcXo Inwards 
VI.4 SUMMARY 
We have accounted for the linear dependencies arising in the Sturmian basis by trans-
lating to the spline delta basis. We have described how this basis has been constructed 
to be explicitly linearly independent and defined throughout the propagation region. 
We have shown how the linear translation of bases is made. 
We have examined the Light Walker propagation method and how it is modified 
to account for the fact that the Hamiltonian is incorrect for r\ < ri. We have shown 
how the line of symmetry r\ — r<i is used to construct the correct sector r-matrices 
and how these allow us to construct a global R-matrix to take our solutions to the 
asymptotic region at rg. Now we must look at how we use this R-matrix in the 
construction of our final results. 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONNECTING TO THE ASYMPTOTIC REGION 
Having constructed and propagated our R-matrix to the region of long range inter-
actions, we now must connect the wave function it details to this asymptotic region. 
This is the region where we can derive the cross sections and other relevant details 
of the (e, 2e) process. 
In the first part of this chapter we will examine how to use the R-matrix to 
connect to the elastic scattering region and the construction of the scattering cross 
sections and phase shifts. We examine how the S, K, and T-matrices are calculated 
and how these are then used to calculate the scattering phase shifts as well as cross 
sections for elastic scattering and excitation. 
We begin with elastic scattering as this is the easiest process to model and provides 
us a test of our method. Calculations above the threshold for ionization requires us 
to deal with electrons in continuum states as well as substantial contributions from 
higher angular momentum states. This is especially true in the region just above 
threshold where high order angular momenta make large contributions to the cross 
section. It is for this reason we begin with the much simpler scattering process. 
In preparation for calculations for the ionization case, we will discuss the various 
asymptotic forms that can be used to characterize the behavior of two free electrons 
in the field of an ion. We need a form for this to use as our projector to extract that 
part of propagated wave function that contributes to ionization. A more in depth 
look at the alternate projectors can be found in Appendix H. 
In the third section we will show how to derive the ionization amplitude and 
examine what form the projector needs to take to extract it. Lastly, we will show 
how in practice we use this minimum form to extract the triple differential cross 
section. 
V I I . l C O N N E C T I N G TO T H E S C A T T E R I N G R E G I O N 
The first step in using the 7£-operator method to construct scattering results is to 
construct the S-matrix, or scattering matrix, from the propagated R-matrix. From 
this one can build the T-matrix, or transmission matrix, and derive the cross sections. 
Additionally one can construct a K-matrix, or reactance matrix, and derive the 
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scattering phase shifts. This is shown in the sections below. 
These results are constructed in the limit where one electron remains close to the 
atom while the scattered electron goes to infinity. Hence these results are constructed 
using only one radial coordinate, that of the scattered electron, referred to as r\. 
VII.1.1 DERIVATION OF S-MATRIX AND SCATTERING CROSS 
SECTIONS 
From the R-matrix propagated as shown in Chapter 6, it is possible to derive the 
S-matrix, or scattering matrix, which allows for the calculation of the cross section. 
First we look at the asymptotic form of the channel wave functions u^(ri) and their 
derivatives: 
J im^Cr-i) ^ 4 4 n ( n ) + B,f^(n) (336) 
^ ^ ( n ) -* A4T(n) + B^in) (337) 
where the / functions describe the incoming and outgoing parts of the wave function, 
the g functions are their derivatives. The coefficients A^ and B^ are not independent, 
as the amplitudes of the outgoing waves, B^, are dependent on the amplitudes of the 
incoming waves, A^. The relationship between them is defined by the S-matrix: 
^ = £^'4*'- (338) 
Substituting this into (336) gives 
l i m ^ n ) - £ ^ { / * n ( r i ) ^ + / ^ ( r 1 ) 5 ^ } (339) 
- • £ * V M ' A * ' (340) 
/*' 
where 
tw = 4 > i ) <v + / ; > i ) < v (34i) 






M* 9™{n)5^ + g ^ i n ^ , (344) 
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From here we can derive the S-matrix through the use of the R-matrix. Using 
the R-matrix equation, (86), and substituting in the definitions of u^ and u'^. 
E^'Wn(ri)v+/r*(ri)v} 
= £ M £ i ^ M V + £ R^9T(ri)S^}. (345) 
As can be seen the factors inside the brackets must be equal to each other for a 
nontrivial solution. Bringing the incoming functions to one side yields: 
fln(ri) V - £ R^ln(n)S^ = - / ^ ( n ) ^ + £ R^T(n)S^ (346) 
V V 
which can be rewritten 
C(ri)<W - R^< (n) = -£{ /r (n)^^- /?^r(n)V} 
V 
= - £ { / ; n n ) ^ - i « M t ( r i ) } ^ . (347) 
This can then be solved via matrix algebra to get the S-matrix. 
VII . 1.2 T H E T-MATRIX AND T H E TOTAL CROSS SECTION 
The T-matrix is derived from the S-matrix by subtracting the portion corresponding 
to the incoming waves, thereby taking into account only that portion corresponding 
to transmission. Thus the T-matrix is [13]: 
T-^r <3 4 8> 
where I is the identity matrix. Using the T-matrix one can then construct the 
scattering cross sections. We first note that the T-matrix can be expressed as 
n 
Tij £ xikxjke
iSk sin Sk (349) 
fe=i 
where the matrices Xy contain the eigenstates of the T-matrix and Sk are the eigen-
phases, or phase shifts, of the system [13]. We already know that 
da/dQ = |/(0) |2 (350) 
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for the case of scattering, as discussed in Chapter 1. The scattering amplitude f(6) 
can be expressed in terms of the phase shifts 8k as [93] 
1 CO 
W) = T ^2l + VeiS' sin W c o s # ) (351) 
Blatt and Biedenharn [93] have shown that from (350) and (351) one can derive 
Gii = T2"l yl (352) 
which gives us the partial cross section for scattering from channel % to channel j . 
The total cross section is obtained by summing over degenerate final states and 
averaging over the initial states. The degeneracies in the initial state give factors of 
21 j + 1 and 2Sj + 1 due to possible initial state values of angular momentum lj and 
spin Sj. An additional factor of 2 occurs for the degeneracy of spin of the incident 
electron. The final states contribute degeneracy factors of 2L + 1 and 25 + 1 based 
on the total angular momentum L and spin S. We sum over LSP as the T-matrix 
is independent of the total Ms and Mi. Putting this all together, the total cross 
section for a transition i —> j is 
4TT (25 + l)(2L + l) LSP2 
a*~ k]^p2(2lj + l)(2Sj + l )
1 ^ ' {6b6) 
In our calculation we examine specific LSP cases and the summation is suppressed. 
VII.1.3 DERIVING THE K-MATRIX AND THE SCATTERING 
PHASE SHIFTS 
From the S-matrix, the K-matrix can be derived in straightforward manner [15]. 
The K-matrix, much like the S-matrix, relates the components of the asymptotic 
radial wave functions u^. In the K-matrix formulation, uM can be written as 
l̂irn^ u^ri) = —^{C^ sin B^ + D^ cos 0M) (354) 
where 0M = k^n - 1^/2 - r}\a.2kliri + a^. oi = arg[r(Z + 1 - irj)], r) = Z/k^, and 
I is the angular momentum. The K-matrix then relates the coefficients of the even 
and odd parts of the asymptotic wave function: 
A« = £ ^ W (355) 
A * ' 
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To relate this to the S-matrix, we first use (355) in (354) to get 
lirn^ Up(n) = Yl ~f= (<W s i n ^ + Kw'cos ^ ) 
where 




As we can see (358) is very similar in form to (340) and we can use these two equations 
to relate the K-matrix to the S-matrix. By manipulating the vectors of the elements 
A pi and C^, we can construct the equation 
E = (<V sin dp + K^f cos Op) /V = /r<W + /r%x' (359) 
where the incoming and outgoing waves, /*n and / ° u t , can be expressed asymptoti-
cally 
/£n(Vi) = 






where we have also multiplied by Jk^. If we expand the exponentials into sine and 
cosine functions we get 
Substituting (360) and (361) into equation (359) yields 
E(<W s i n ^ + Kw'cos#M)/V = ~ ( c o s ^ _ *sin0/J<W 
1/ 
+(cos ^ + i sin O^S^. (363) 
Prom here we can compare the coefficients of the sine and cosine terms. This gives 
us two equations: 
(364) 
(365) 
I l l 
Putting (364) into (365) we arrive at 
This expression can be written in matrix notation as 
zK(I+S) = - I + S. (367) 
Rewriting this yields a solution for the K-matrix in terms of the S-matrix: 
In a similar way the S-matrix can be expressed in terms of the K-matrix: 
" I + iK (369) 
I - i K 
In this work, the S-matrix is calculated directly from the R-matrix as outlined above. 
Having calculated the S-matrix the corresponding K-matrix is then derived as in 
(368). From the K-matrix one can then easily derive the scattering phase shifts. 
The scattering phase shifts are derived from the eigenvalues of the K-matrix [13]. 
In terms of the eigenchannels, or eigenvectors of the K-matrix, the matrix can be 
expressed: 
n 
Kij = Yl xikxjk tan 5k (370) 
k 
where Xy is the j th element of the ith eigenchannel. Sk are the eigenphases corre-
sponding to the scattering phase shifts. 
VII.2 (E, 2E) ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
In Chapter 1 we briefly discussed the form of the wave function in the asymptotic 
region. In this section we review fully the various forms that one can choose to de-
scribe the behavior of the two escaping electrons. In previous work in this area, there 
was considerable interest in finding a valid asymptotic form for use in calculating the 
full problem [20]. For our needs however we need only a solution sufficiently valid to 
extract the ionization amplitude needed to construct the TDCS. 
In this section we discuss the asymptotic form of the escaping two electrons as 
developed by Rudge, Seaton, and Peterkop. Though we do not use the form presented 
here as our projector for extracting the ionization cross section we did at one point 
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consider using such as projector and others like it. These other asymptotic forms 
explored in Appendix H. As discussed there we later determined that these functions 
were more complicated than our needs. Indeed in the X2c method we use a much 
simpler projector which was discussed in Chapter 1 and consists of two Coulomb 
waves. 
Note that in this section we use the notation for hyperspherical coordinates 
extensively. Hyperspherical coordinates is a convenient way to express the radial 
coordinates in a two electron system. With any two particles, one can specify 
their position in terms of six coordinates, such as a pair of spherical coordinates 
(ri,r2) = (ri, 0i, </>i, r-2, 02,02). 
In hyperspherical notation the radial coordinates are converted into a hyperradius 
p and a hyperspherical angle a. In this notation r\ — pcosa and r2 — psma where 
p = r\ + r\ and a — tan_ 1(r2 / r i ) . This notation allows one to easily define an 
asymptotic condition where both electrons are far from the nucleus (i.e. p —> oo). 
VII.2.1 SEMICLASSICAL DETERMINATION OF THE ASYMP-
TOTIC FORM 
We begin by examining a solution for where all three particles are far from each other. 
This is done using the formalism of Rudge, Seaton, and Peterkop (RSP) [11, 12]. As 
usual we start with the Schrodinger equation: 
( - | - Y + V + W i ^ ) = 0 (371) 
with 
V = - - - - + — (372) 
n r2 ri2 
and 
2E = k\ + k\ = K2. (373) 
Since the situation is that of an incoming electron of momentum ko followed by the 
excitation or ionization of an electron, the wave function can be described asymp-
totically as: 
hrn^ * ~ e ik0-ri$0(r2) + £ ^ m ( r 2 ) / ^ m ( k 2 , kth)?— 
nlm 1 
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$ f e2(r2)/(k2 ,A;2ri) dk2 (374) 
/— ri 
k2<K=V2E 
l i m * ~ Y.®nlrn(ri)gnlm(k2,k2r2) 
eikmr2 




$ f c 2 ( n ) 5 ( k 2 ^ 2 f 2 ) dk2 (375) 
r2 
k2<K=V2E 
where (374) refers to the ionization process and (375) to the exchange process (where 
the two electrons exchange states). In the ionization process, e*k°'ri<I>o(r2) is the 
target state multiplied by the plane wave which represents the incident electron. 
The scattered electron is treated as an outgoing spherical wave. As one can see there 
are contributions from both the excitation and ionization states, though for the case 
we are considering the excitation states do not contribute. / and g are the ionization 
and exchange amplitudes respectively and the rj factor in the exponent is due to 
Coulomb interactions with the unscreened nucleus. The question then becomes what 
are / ( k 2 , ki) and <?(ki, k2) for the ionization process? 
We note that their absolute values should be equivalent. Both processes should 
result in the same cross section due to the indistinguishability of the electrons. For 
a more persuasive argument of why this is so, we first need to examine some of the 
formalisms and assumptions in the case of finite range potentials. By finite range, 
we mean that V(r) — 0 for very large but finite r. This is opposed to asymptotic 
range potentials such as the coulomb potential Z/r which cannot be ignored in our 
calculations even at extremely large distances. 
Finite Range Potent ia ls 
For finite ranged potentials (where V(r) = 0 for large r) the solution for the contin-
uum can take the form of a plane wave plus a diverging or converging wave. Using 
the converging wave form for ease of use, we look at the solution for large r. 
Hm $ ( k , r ) ~ (27r)-3/2{e ik ' r + </>*(|fc|f;-A;)—} (376) 
where (/>* is a distortion on the incoming waves due to the interactions with the 
nucleus. We expand the plane wave, e*kr, into its asymptotic form [94]: 
2-K 
lim e i k ' r ~ —{<J(k - r)eikr - 5Ck + r)e-
ikr}. (377) 
r ^°° ikr 
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This is derived in Appendix G. Putting this into (376) yields 






a(r) = — ̂ *(|fc|f;-fc) + <J(k + f). (379) 
Next we insert this into (374) for the case of J~I, r2 —> oo, or p —> oo. Since we are 
interested in the asymptotic form we drop the summation over the bound states. 
(2ir)-1/2 /-V^B . . . 
P^OO irir2 
+a(r2)e-
ik^}eik^f(k2, k2h). (380) 
7T)-1/2 ^B , „ 
l i m ^ n . r , ) ~ M / A;2dfc2 / dk2{5{k2 - r2)e
4' 
Next we make use of the stationary phase theorem which we introduced in Chapter 
1, that is equations (29) and (30). Applying these to (380), we first make use of 
Theorem 1, equation (29): 
lim ¥ ( n , r 2 ) ~ M / k2dk2e
lk2™rif{k2,k2h)- (381) 
> °̂° irvr2 Jo 
The term with the incoming wave e~lk2r2 has been lost since the wave function is the 
same at k2 = 0, corresponding to the scattering of electron 1 with k\ — y2E, and at 
k2 — V2E, or k\ — 0 and the case of scattering of electron 2. Hence the integral is 
zero and only the outgoing wave contributes. 
We next note that in the limit we are working in, (ri ,r2 —> oo), we assume 
that momentum is directly proportional to the distance that electron has traveled. 
Hence r\jk\ = r2/k2 = p/n. This follows from an argument based on the phase of 
the ionization amplitude. This will shown later when we deal with the long range 
potentials. 
Next we apply Theorem 2, equation (29), to the (381) integral. We first find the 
point kx where £' = 0. 
d ,, . , (k2 ep = Qg (Am + k2r2) = r2 - I ^ ) n = 0. (382) 
where we have used equation (373) to express k\ — \JK2 — k2. Solving this for k2 
gives k2 = kx = Kr2/p. For this k2, k\ — nr\/p. £" in this case is 
1 5 2 , , ; . 1 (n k




 ( 2 7 r )"1 / 2 (2^;f/2 ^/(ko, k l ) e ^ ^ ) / ^
4 
3/2 
~ - i 1 / 2 ^ / ( k o , k i ) e ^ . (384) 
The same reasoning can be applied to (375) to yield: 
3/2 
lim *(n, r2) ~ -iWH—gQL^e*". (385) 
p—»oo p>>/z 
Thus | /(ko,ki) | = |gr(ki,ko)J, showing that they are equivalent in absolute value as 
we stated earlier. 
Long Ranged Solution 
Next we attempt to solve the problem with long range potentials. We are looking 
for the asymptotic form of the solution to (371). We reexpress the wave function as 
V(p, nu n2, a) = -rpr-. • 386 
In hyperspherical notation Schrodinger's equation is 
l < 9 / 5 < 9 \ 1 d ( . 2 2 d 
where 
p° op \ op) pz sm a cosJ a oa \ oa 
p-4 sm a pz cosz a p J 
C(fii,fi2,a) = -^- + — , \ . = (388) 
sin a cos a v l — ri • r2 sin 2a 
L2 = -—A(^e^--^£rr (389) 
sin0a0 V oa J sm 9 o<p2 
We plug (386) into (387) to get 
&*_ 1 
<9p2 p 
1 L2 L\ &2 + 2 C ( n i , n 2 l a ) + f 6 2 ( 3 9 Q ) 
4 sin2 a cos2 a 9a2 
Next we substitute the form: 
9(p, nx , fi2, a) = G(p, fii, fi2, a j e ^ "
1 ' " " 8 ' (391) 















cos2 a sin2 a 9a2 
aa cos a sin a 
! H 0 + > < G ^ > -
D 






da cos a sin a 
Li are the standard angular momentum operators. 
So starting with the real part (392), we set the left hand side to zero (we can 
show later that this result will be small for large p). We get: 
dU_ 
~dp~ 




Neglecting \{DU)2 as small in the first approximation means: 
dUi= L + 2C 
dp V p' 
Letting x — K2p/C, we arrive at a first approximation of 
c Ui = -[Vx2 + 2x + ln(l + x + Vx2 + 2x)\ + c(Qu fi2, a) 
Putting this result into \{DU)2 we see 
3W 
«V An(l + x + 7 ^ + 2 x ) \ 2 
K\ f\n(x 
c 





The constant c has been left out but we can see that it is even smaller than the first 
term in the large x limit. This justifies our neglection of the ^(DU\)2 term. We 
then look at the limit for (399) as p —> oo, 
t / 1 ~Kp+- ln (2 K
2 p /C) . (401) 
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Next we solve for G using (395). First we note that the outward directed current 
for our problem is proportional to 
{**-^ - y-^-}p5 sin2 a cos2 adadntdQ2- (402) 
op op 
Using (386) and (391), we that this is equivalent to 
\G2~ J dadfiidfia- (403) 
Now this should be independent of p asymptotically. Our final answer should be 




 ( 4 0 4 ) 
So using U\, we can solve for G 
n, = 
4^+KIP 
G I = K f l i ^ . a ) (4Q5) 
Looking at the limit as p —> oo we see 
lim G - «_1/26(fii, fi2,«) with K > 0. (406) 
p—>oo 
With this result we can now illustrate that asymptotically the left hand side of (392) 
will be very small. The terms -^ and -^D2G will of course be very small for large 
p and so can be neglected. Using (406), we also see that the remaining term, ^§27, 
will be close to zero in the asymptotic limit. 
Putting (406) and (401) together we arrive at a functional form for the asymptotic 
behavior of the wave functions. Using the work from the finite range potentials, 
specifically (384), we can construct the full form of the asymptotic wave function in 
terms of the ionization amplitude 
V ~ -i1'2 [ -
p—>oo 
Urn *  -i1/2 ^ ) /(k0 , k)e
i(Kp+i ln(2K")). (407) 
Thus we have established an asymptotic form for the escaping electrons. 
VII.3 SURFACE INTEGRAL 
In Chapter 1 we showed how one could extract the ionization amplitude from the 
interior wave function via the flux projector method. In this section we will show 
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how the calculation is done in practice. This section repeats and expands on some 
of our recent work [95]. 
First we will look at the form of the interior wave function and that of the 
projector used to derive the ionization amplitude. We will also discuss the effect 
of exchange on our calculations. Then we will show how we convert the volume 
integral of (37) into a much simpler surface integral. Then we will examine the 
methods used to calculate the angular and radial portions of the integral. 
Reconstructing the Interior Wave Function 
Our interior solution is constructed from the pseudostate functions described in Chap-
ter 4. The total wave function has the form: 
lKn,r 2 ) =—Y,^fh(ri)<U(r2)S{^(Ci1,Ch) (408) 
where 4>ni2
 a r e the hydrogenic radial pseudostates and where u^f^ are the channel 
orbitals. S ^ are the couple spherical harmonics as discussed in Chapter 4. The 
channel orbitals on the boundary are outgoing plane waves with momenta kni and 





As noted in Chapter 4, fa and fa are restricted by the boundary conditions along 
?*i = r2, ensuring that the wave function has the proper symmetry. 
Projector Wave Function 
As mentioned earlier our projecting wave function is the product of two Coulomb 
wave functions with effective charges. The Coulomb wave function is a solution to 
the equation 
1Z 
[V2 + — + k2]X = 0. (410) 
This equation has solutions of the form 
X(Z, - k | r ) = e-
ik">(7, kr + k • r) (411) 
where 
*™) - ii-ZU^{1)iFi^l'M (412) 
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with 7 = f and rji — arg[r(Z + 1 — ry)]. 1F1 is the confluent hypergeometric function. 
Of interest to us is that equation (410) also admits a partial wave solution of the 
form 
X(Z, k, I, m|r) = Ylm{r)-T{Z, k, l\r) (413) 
r 
where the function, J7, has the asymptotic form 
T -> sm(kr - lir/2 + 7m(2b~) + ^(7)). (414) 
These two forms are related via the equation [96] 
Air 
X(Z, - k | r ) = - E Ylm*(k)i
le^'x(Z, klm\r). (415) 
K lm 
Putting equations (413) and (415) together we arrive at a form for our projectors 
decomposed by spherical harmonics, 
X(Z, -k|r) = % J2 Y^^YUry^-FiiZ/k, hn) (416) 
where we have used that fact that asymptotically, the Coulomb wave goes as (414) 
with an added factor of k~1/2. As our interior solution is already broken down into 
spherical harmonics, this allows for efficient extraction of the differential cross section 
as shown later. 
Exchange Processes 
Before dealing with the surface integral it is important to first discuss exchange. We 
have been treating the electrons as if they were distinguishable and now we need to 
consider spin. We first note that the electrons have spin eigenvalues of s^ and s^\ 
We define x; = (r-j, s^) , where i = s or / , to denote both space and spin coordinates. 
A total spin wave function for the two electrons can be written x(S, Mg\s(/\ s^) 
where S takes the values, 1 and 0 and 
x(S,Ma\sV,SW) = ( _ )^ X (5 ,M S | 4
2 ) , 4 1 ) ) . (417) 
Adding this to (407), we see that the asymptotic form of the outgoing wave function 
is given by 
I V2 
h m * i^—x(S,Ms\s^s^)f(S\t2,TUa) 
x exp{i[Xp + ^ln(2Xp)}} (418) 
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where 
f(S\h, r2, a) = f(h, r2, a) + ( - l )
S / ( r 2 , h, \ ~ «)• (419) 
Note that tan a = r 2 / r i , consequently tan(7r/2 — a) = cot a = r\/r2, and the integral 
expression for f(S\k\,k2)) becomes 
f(s\kf,ks) = _i(27r)-
5/yA(k/w 




With this form, the triple differential cross section (TDCS) then becomes 
dnfdnsdE - - ^ ^ [ l / (
5 - ° l k / ' k « ) l 
+3 | / ( 5 = l |k / ,k , ) |
2] . (421) 
Another way to express / (5 |k /k s ) is [11, 97] 
f(S\kfks) = f(kf,ks) + (-l)
sg(kf,ks). (422) 
Thus with this small alteration to the TDCS and the calculation of / we can properly 
account for exchange. 
Surface Integral 
With these ideas in mind, we return to (37), where we have 
eiA r f(kf,ks) = —^-^J$(ks,rs,kf,rf) 
x (H - E)y+(rf,rs)d
3rsd
3rf (423) 
and where $, our projector, is 
<f>(ks,rs,kf,rf) = x*(zs,ks,rs)x*(zf,kf,rf). (424) 
ty+ is the outgoing solution of the Schrodinger's equation in the form (H — E)ty+ — 0. 
In our case this is the solution from the interior region. Our Hamiltonian is 
a—\*-T.-h+v« (425) 
where V2 = V/2 + Vs
2 and V = V/ + Vs. 
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Now we consider the function 
0 = i [ * + V $ - $ W + ] (426) 
then we can see that 
V 9 = 2^+{H - E)$. (427) 
Now assuming (423) is valid in some very large volume, V, with surface, S, then we 
can apply the 6-dimensional analog of the divergence theorem to derive 
f(kf,ks) = _ I ^ _ jf [ ^ * + - * + v * ] -dS. (428) 
Next we define 
$ s = $ ( r / ) rs) + ( - l )
s $( r s , r ; ) (429) 
to account for exchange. Now (429) clearly satisfies 
~V2 -(^L + ^ j $s(rf,rt) = E*s(Tf,ra) (430) 
so the analysis leading to (428) may be repeated, resulting in 
/(Sjk/, k8) = 4 ( ^ fs$sV*
+ ~ *+V$s] • dS. (431) 
Using this result it is possible to determine the ionization amplitude and thus deter-
mine the TDCS as mentioned earlier. 
Our choice of the surface to conduct our integral on is a 6-dimensional box. As 
seen in Fig. 25, the surface integral occurs along the line r\ = rg in r2 and r2 = rg in 
r\. Re-examining our surface integral in (431), we see that this divides the procedure 
into two distinct parts, a surface term and a radial integral. This division occurs 
because V = r'lVi + r-jX-̂ , and the surface we have chosen is always tangential to 
one of the those terms. 
Using the form of our interior solution (408) and our projector (416), the surface 
integral (431) takes the form: 
/ (5 |k 1 ; k 2 ) = -±^^J2{J J dtt1dn2E(n1M2)lx(ziM,r1)S71un(rl) 
-«„(ri)Vix(-zi,ki,ri)] | r i=r / </>n(r2)x(-22,k2,r2)dr2 
Jo 
+ (-i)s J J dn1dn2'B{nun2)[x(z2, k2, r ^Vi^n) 
-«n(r i )Vix(z 2 ,k 2 , r i ) ] | r i = f / (t>n{r2)x{zu ki, r2)dr2. (432) 
Jo 
This is the formulation used for all our calculations. 
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n 
FIG. 25: A depiction of the surface integral in the radial space of the two escaping 
electrons. The solid line denotes the surface that the integral occurs on. As can seen 
it runs from 0 to f in r2 at r\ = f and the continues in a symmetric path for r\. 
Angular Integral 
The surface integral (432) can be broken up into a radial and angular portion by 
expanding the projecting wave function in spherical harmonics as shown in (416). 
We know that E! is 
2 5 ^ , 6 2 ) = £ C(lJbm-m,LO)Ylam(h)Ylb-m(h) (433) 
m=—ln 
where /m;n is the smaller of la and Z&. 
We can combine this with the angular portion of our projector to derive an 
analytic solution to these integrals. For an integral over a single channel n, the 
angular integrals reduce to 
(4vr)2 l" 
J dn1dn2Et%(tt1,Cl2)<S>(r1,r2) = 
l2 fcmin 
xefM+toMiia+hp^ -kiri)Flb(l2, -k2r2)C(lalbm-m, LO) (434) 
where we have made use of the orthogonality properties of the spherical harmonics. 
This provides us with a straightforward and efficient way to calculate the this portion 
of the integral. 
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Radial Integral 
The radial part of the integral is broken up into a constant surface term and a radial 
integral in one coordinate. The radial integral is simply 
T <^(r2)Fi6(72, -k2r2)dr2 (435) 
Jo 
and is sufficiently non-oscillatory that it may be accurately calculated via a 5-point 
Simpson's rule (Boole's rule). The surface term is equally simple 
FiAl, -ArOViUnCn) - «„(r-i)ViF,a(7, - fcn) | r i = f (436) 
where as indicated the entire expression is evaluated at the final radius. 
VII.4 SUMMARY 
We have shown how to use the propagated R-matrix to connect our results to the 
asymptotic regions. In the le~ asymptotic region, we showed how to calculate the 
S, K, and T-matrices. We then showed how these are used to construct the cross 
sections and phase shifts for scattering. 
In the 2e~ asymptotic region, we derived the RSP wave function for the escaping 
electrons. We have also derived and detailed a surface integral that allows us to 





In this chapter we provide a proof of principle for our X2e method. This takes the 
form of the simplified case called the Poet-Temkin model. Derived by Temkin [10] 
and extended by Poet [9], this model has been examined extensively using variational 
methods [98, 99] as well as several numerical methods, in the case of elastic scattering, 
excitation and double ionization [36, 100, 101, 102]. This makes it a perfect first 
test of the method by providing us with ample comparison while at the same time 
reducing the computational complexity. 
The crux of the Poet-Temkin model is a simplification of the three body problem 
via the elimination of higher angular momenta. This was undertaken historically to 
establish a lower bound on cross sections results for electron scattering. As argued by 
Temkin [10], progress in theoretical calculations of electron scattering was hampered 
by a lack of a minimum principle to establish limits (upper or lower) on the values of 
phase shifts and other descriptors of the scattering process. To establish this lower 
bound he investigated a simplified model of the scattering problem. 
The true importance of the Poet-Temkin model for us however is that which drew 
Poet to the problem. His interest was drawn to the possibility of using the simplified 
case as a test of pseudostate bases. Though one could test the completeness of a 
basis by examining its polarizability (for example via the real part of the second Born 
term) [103], this crucially fails to take into account the correlation effects between 
elements of the pseudostate basis. These effects turn out to have substantial effect 
of the usefulness of the basis [104]. Thus by making use of this simplified model we 
gain a much better test of the effectiveness of our basis. 
For the X2e method, this simplified model also allows us to test the method 
without the additional complication and computational effort of the higher order 
momentum states. Below we will examine Temkin and Poet's original derivations. 
In the second section we will compare the "/^.-operator calculations for phase shift 
and cross section to those of other methods for this special case. We also calculate 
elastic phase shifts for the full problem as a test of our method. 
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VIII. 1 POET-TEMKIN MODEL 
In this section we examine the theory behind the Poet-Temkin model and illustrate 
how it simplifies the calculation of the total scattering (or ionization) wave function 
and the associated cross sections and scattering phase shifts. 
As mentioned earlier, Temkin proposed the zeroeth order solution to establish a 
lower limit on the size of the scattering phase shift. He began with the three body 
Schrodinger's equation confined to a plane [105]: 
1 d2n 1 d2r2 (l 1 \ 1 d . n d 
•> 2ri dr\ 2r2 dr
2 \r\ r2J sin9\2d9\2 d9i2 
+ - + — + — -E\*(r1,r2,e12) = 0 (437) 
n r2 r-12 > 
where 9\2 is the angle between the two electrons. His next step was to expand the 
wave function in terms of Legendre polynomials: 
-V O O 
where &i(ri, 0) = $;(0, r2) = 0 to ensure the proper boundary condition at the origin. 
This is to account for the factor of l/r\r2 in our wave function \I/'. Substituting this 
into Schrodinger's equation and restricting the problem to Hydrogen (Z = 1) gives 
a set of coupled equations: 
r d2 d2 ,., ^ ( l 1 \ 2 2 
^•orf or2 \rf r2J r\ r2 
OO 
+E - Mu}^(n,r2) = £ Mlm$m{ri,r2). (439) 
m=0 
Note that we have multiplied equation (437) by 2 on both sides to simplify the final 
formula. Mjm, in the region r\ > r2, is defined as 
l+m 
Mlm = (2l + iy/
2(2m + l)V2J2^ n+l 
n=0 ' 1 
x f Pt(cos6)Pm(cos0)Pn(cos0) sm9d0. (440) 
Jo 
The wave function is restricted by the condition that it be symmetric or antisym-
metric with the switch of the two electrons. In the case we have thus presented, this 
switch results results in the exchange of coordinates r\ <-> r2 and Q\2 <-> +9\2- For 
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the symmetric case this means that the wave function should be perfectly reflected 
in the line n = r2, or 
$*ym(ri,r2) = $'*
m(r2)r1) (441) 
More over the total wave function must converge smoothly along that line with no 
discontinuity in the derivative. In other words there should be a local extremum along 
that line at all points. One way to approach this is to require that the difference 
between the derivative of the wave function on both sides of the boundary goes to 
zero as you converge on the line. To simplify matters if we conduct our derivative 
along the line normal to the line r\ = r2, we get the simplest expression of this, the 
singlet, boundary condition. 
In the case of antisymmetric wave functions the value of the wave function on 
one side of the line r\ = r2 is reversed in sign to that on the other side, or 
$an t i(r1)r2) = -$
a n t i ( r 2 , r 1 ) (442) 
This merely requires that the wave function go to zero along that line. These two 
arguments yield the following boundary conditions along the region 7*1 = r2: 
Mi"i,r2)\ri=r2 = 0, triplet (443) 
(5/5n)$ z(r1 , r2) | r i = r 2 - 0, singlet (444) 
where d/dn is the normal derivative along 7*1 — r2. Additionally as mentioned earlier 
there is the boundary condition that the wave function fa goes to zero as r\, r2 —> 0 
that must be accounted for so that the total wave function is regular at the origin. 
In his original paper, Temkin restricted the problem to elastic scattering on the 
ground state. This establishes an asymptotic condition that the wave function is also 
required to go to zero for I > 0 as the scattered electron goes out to infinity. For 
I = 0 Temkin states this restriction as 
liB^ $ 0 (n , r2) = sin(fcn + 5)Ru(r2) (445) 
where S is the phase shift, k is the momentum of the scattered electron, and Ris is 
the Hydrogen ground state. The problem as a whole is restricted to a region where 
T\ > r2- Using the symmetric properties of the wave function about the line r\ = r2, 
this yields the correct overall solution for all regions. 
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The zeroth order solution for s-wave scattering involves neglecting the right hand 
side of (439) and restricting the problem to I — 0. In this case 
21 
Ma = (21 + 1) Y, ^TT / ^(cos0)P;(cos0)Pn(cos0) sin0d0 (446) 
reduces to 
Moo = — /*Po(cos0)Po(cos0)Po(cos0)siii0d0 
r\ Jo 
= 2/r-i. (447) 
where we have made use of the rule for integration of three spherical harmonics [106]. 
Thus the problem is then reduced to finding a solution to the equation 
{5 + M + ^ + ^ ° ) ( r i ' r 2 ) = = 0 ^ 
thus greatly simplifying the computational task of calculating the cross section and 
phase shifts. As illustrated in the next section, this allows use to derive complete 
analytic solutions for the individual channels that go into constructing the total wave 
function. 
VIII.1.1 POET'S WAVE FUNCTION 
It was illustrative in the course of this work to compare our 7£-operator wave function 
to that derived for the Poet-Temkin model. The cleanest derivation of that function 
is via the later derivations of Poet [9]. It is also through this way that we can most 
clearly see how to derive the phase shift and associated cross sections. 
In Poet's derivation, he expands the solution <E>0
 m t ° incident and reflected (or 
scattered) states: 
^ 0 ) = < + E ^ e 0 « f d 6 (449) 
where the summation includes an integration over the continuum. In practice this 
is only a summation over a set of pseudostates that converge on the correct wave 
functions with a sufficient number of channels, u1 and uR are the incident and 





= eikiri+SoRe{r2) where k\ = E - e > 0 (450) 
UR = e-kin+soR^r^ w h e r e k2 = e _ E > o 
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where the reflected solutions correspond to open and closed channels, respectively. 
Note that we have altered our asymptotic conditions for this variant of the model. 
The scattered electron is treated as a plane wave. The hydrogenic wave functions, 
Re(r2), are 
Re(r2) = r a e - ^ i ^ l - (1/g), 2; 2qr2) (451) 
where q2 = —e, and 
q = 1/n for a bound state where n — 1,2,3,... 
' (452) 
q = ±ik2 for a free state, 
This can be characterized, at least for the free states, as the product of a plane wave 
and a Coulomb wave. 
These functions satisfy (448) but to satisfy the boundary condition on the line 
J"i = r2 we need to use a linear combination of these separable solutions. To achieve 
this Poet used a variational method. He defined functions v(ri) for the singlet and 
triplet cases 
v(ri,r2)|ri==r2 = u, triplet (453) 
. .. / d u du\ . , .A_4. 
v(n,r2)\n=r2 = I — - — I , singlet. (454) 
These functions should go to zero for the correct solution along the border. Equiva-
lently the function, 
X^v^ + Y^C^vfde (455) 
should equal 0. With this in mind we see the integral over \\\2 will also be zero, i. e. 
roo 
1= / |x |
2dx = 0. (456) 
Jo 







/ \x\2dx = 0 
Jo 
[^ « + E C^vjhde) « + E Cteovfde) dx 
POO , x 
= / {y{:vf + Y,C;ieov^vfde')dx (457) 
This is equivalent to acting on x with J0°° dxv^*. This allows us to state that 
J2Aee'Ce,eode' = beeo (458) 
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where 




beeo = - vf*v{adx. (460) 
J 0 
If (458) is true then x — 0j establishing the minimum case and a solution that satisfies 
the boundary condition along rx = r2. Crucially this give us a way to solve for the 
total wave function. 
The integrals for A and b can be done analytically [9]. The first step in the 
analytic solution for Aee> and beeQ is to restate the wave functions as 
u = e-^xe'^F^l - (l/q),2;2qx) (461) 
with p = zfcifci, for open channels, and p = k\ for closed channels, q is defined as 
earlier, x is the radial coordinate with x = rx — r2. To simplify notation we will 
define 
X = e~px (462) 
X' = -pe-px = -pX (463) 
Y = xe-qx1F1(l-(l/q),2;2qx) (464) 
Thus u = XY. Putting this form and its derivative into the integrals (459) and 
(460) we are able to derive the form for the singlet and triplet integrals. The singlet 
integral is: 
/•oo 
V - / dx{X[Y1-X1Y[)(X'2Y2-X2YJi)e-^ (465) 
Jo 
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+{pi+P2) dxe-xlr<XxX2Y[Y2 (467) 
Jo 





/•oo /-oo 9 
+p 2 / dxe-
x/r°X1X2Y{Y2+ dxe-
x/r^-X1X2Y1Y2 
Jo Jo x 




where to avoid singularities in the A integrals a cut off radius rc is introduced, which 
is much larger than the radii of the low level states. The derivation above uses 
integration by parts twice and the formula: 
Y"+(l~ g 0 Y i = ° - (469) 
Those terms resulting from the differentiation of e~xlTc are dropped as it is assumed 
that l / r c is small. 
The triplet integrals are simply: 
fOO 
10 
All of these integrals have the same basic form: 
3 J = / dxe-x/reX1X2YiY2. (470) 
Jo 
J= dxxle rx1F1(ai,m1;2q1x)1F1(a2,m2;2q2x) (471) 
Jo 
which has a solution in the form of the F2 Appell function [107]. The solution is 
J = — ^ 2 (l + 1, au a2, m1,m2; — , — J . (472) 
Additionally, Appel functions of the form F2(m, a,\, a2, m, m; z\, z2) can be expressed 
in terms of a hypergeometric function, 2F\, by [107] 
F2(m,a1,a2,m,m;zi,z2) = (1 - zx)
 a i ( l - z2) -02 
x2Fi f au a2, m; ^ r ) (473) 
V (l ~ zi)(l - z2)) 
We can use the recurrence relations for the F2 functions to transform the various 
solutions into the required form above. These recurrence relations are 
F2(3,ai,a2,2,2;z1,z2) = (1 - -ax - -a2)F2{2, ax, a2,2, 2; zi, z2) 
+-oiF2(2, ax + 1, a2, 2, 2; z1} z2) 
+-a2F2(2, ax, a2 + 1, 2, 2; zu z2) (474) 
F2(3,ax,a2,3,2;zx,z2) = (1 - -a2)F2(3,ai, a2, 3, 3; zx, z2) 
+-a 2F 2 (3 , ax, a2 + 1, 3, 3; zu z2) (475) 
for the cases (l,mx,m2) — (2,2,2) and (l,mx,m2) — (2,3,2) respectively. 
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Using these formulae we get expressions for the singlet and triplet integrals: 
V = A{PlP2T1+p1T2+p2T3 + T4} (476) 
3 J - ATX (477) 
where 
A = 2 ( i -»r -Hi -*r - (478) 
1 1 
Ti = (l--ai--a2)1F2(a1,a2,2;z)(l-z1)(l-z2) 
1 1 
+-allF2(al + 1, a2, 2; z)(l - z2) + -a21F2(aua2 + 1,2; z)(l - z^ (479) 
T2 = ^ n F 2 ( a 1 , a 2 , 2 ; z ) ( l - z i ) ( l - z 2 ) - g 2 T 1 
+(g2 - 1) [(1 - -a1)1F2(a1, a2 + 1, 3; z)(l - Zl) 
+ 2 a n ^ ( a i + l ,a2 + l,3;z)] (480) 
T3 = -r1F2{a1,a2,2;z)(l-z1)(l-z2)-q1T1 
+(?i ~ 1) [(1 " ^02)1^2(01 + 1, a2, 3; z)( l - z2) 
1 
+-a2 1F2(a1 + l,a2 + l,3;z)] (481) 
T4 = P T 2 - ^ T l + r 1 F 2 ( a 1 , a 2 , 2 ; z ) ( l - z 1 ) ( l - z 2 ) (482) 
P = -+P1+P2 (483) 
rc 
r = - + ^ i + p 2 + gi + g2 (484) 
rc 
<H = 1 (485) 
ft 
Zi = 2-f (486) 
z = TT-^h T (487) 
( l - « l ) ( l - 2 2 ) 
Using these formulae, we can solve for the coefficients Ceeo and reconstruct the wave 
function. 
These coefficients can also be related directly to the S-matrix: 
where j refers to the incoming state and n is the normalization for the states. The 
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TABLE 1: Comparison with Ternkin scattering phase shift. The subscript a denotes 
our phase shift results using the "^.-operator approach and the subscript b denotes 























































where S is the total spin. 
From this one can also derive the K-matrix and thus obtain the zeroth order 
phase shift, 8Q. Finally as shown by Temkin [10], there is a relation between <50 and 
the true phase shift, 8: 
1 °° o 
sm(5-5Q) = -TYI k ̂  V2m + 1 
/•OO /Tl , n , fV} 
drj dr2$(°) ^ $ m (49Q) 
JO J[) I i 
which illustrates the minimum principle that was the initial impulse to the derivation 
of this model. 
VIII.2 RESULTS 
Here we present of preliminary results for the X2e method in comparison with the 
Poet-Temkin model. In our calculations this is done by limited the maximum I value 
for our pseudostates to zero and then proceeding as normal. In Table 1, we have 
replicated the Temkin's scattering phase shifts using our method. We have good 
agreement despite using only a small basis and a minimal final radius (rg = 10 a.u.). 
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FIG. 26: Plot of Is —> Is cross sections (in 7rag) by X2e (solid) against those of 
Callaway (dashed) [99]. The energy is in terms k2. 
Figure 26 shows further results where we compare our IS —> IS cross sections for 
energies above threshold to the calculations of Callaway and Oza [99]. Again we use 
only a small basis and final radius. 
We have also generated results for elastic scattering of hydrogen for energies below 
threshold. In Tables 2 and 3 we compare our calculations with the variational cal-
culations of Schwartz [108], Armstead [109], and Chen [98]. We get good agreement 
for almost all cases except for those where the phase shift is very small. 
VIII.3 SUMMARY 
In this chapter we have described the Poet-Temkin model in detail. We have also 
presented a comparison of our results to those of other accepted theory and shown 
that the X2e is in excellent agreement for both phase shift calculations and total 
scattering cross sections. Additionally we have also provided calculation of elastic 
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TABLE 2: Comparison with elastic scattering phase shift. The subscript a de-
notes our phase shift results using the X2e method and the subscript b denotes the 
variational calculations of Schwartz (S) [108], Armstead (P) [109], and Chen (for 


















































































TABLE 3: Comparison with elastic scattering phase shift for D waves. The subscript 
a denotes our phase shift results using the R-operator approach and the subscript b 



















































scattering phase shifts for Hydrogen in comparison with the best variational calcu-
lations. In this case we again have good agreement. The good agreement with the 
Poet-Temkin model proves that the basic techniques and structure of X2e method are 
functioning as they should and that we can expect that this method can successfully 
applied to calculations of the full (e, 2e) TDCS. Further proofs of individual parts of 
the X2e method will be presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER IX 
TESTS OF THE X2E METHOD 
Thus far we have shown the details of the X2e method and in Chapter 8 showed 
some preliminary results that illustrate the method's validity. In this chapter we will 
examine several tests of the method that indicate key calculations are done correctly. 
We will also discuss what work is still necessary to bring the method to fruition. 
First we show the convergence of our 1 electron pseudostates to the true bound 
and continuum electron wave functions for hydrogen. This will be done both for 
the Sturmian basis and the spline delta basis. We will also present the stability of 
the modified Light Walker propagation technique and discuss whether we have truly 
reached the asymptotic region. 
In the second section, we will discuss what problems remain with the X2e method 
and what further work is necessary to correct for these issues. We will discuss two 
methods this might be accomplished and outline how this might be implemented. 
IX. 1 TESTS OF THE X2E METHOD 
In constructing the X2e method we conducted many tests of individual subroutines. 
Here we will present several results that clearly indicate that certain key section of 
the method are performed correctly. 
First we examine the 1 electron pseudostates. In the case of the correct result 
these should converge on the correct bound states of the hydrogen wave functions. 
Figure 27 shows a comparison of the pseudostates in the spline delta basis to the 
theoretical results for hydrogen [73]. There is no difference between the two curves, 
proving that our le~ pseudostates have converged. As another test we also note that 
for the cases in Fig. 27, the energies for the bound states have converged onto the 
true bound states. That is for the Is state E\ = 0.5 atomic units and on up to the 
5s state which is E$ — 0.1 atomic units. 
The picture is a little different for the Sturmian basis. In Fig. 28, we can see a 
comparison between the first two bound states and the pseudostates generated with 
the Sturmian basis. Due to the limits of the Sturmian basis, we are limited to a 
radius of only 10 atomic units and the limitations this imposes can be seen in the 
discrepancies in the 2s curve. This distorts not only the shape of the curve but also 
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FIG. 27: Comparison of le~ spline delta pseudostates against the corresponding 
hydrogen bound states. Here we compare the pseudostates (dashed lines) against 
the radial portion of the bound states (solid lines) for (a) Is, (b) 2s, (c) 3s and (d) 
5s states. These calculations were done with an impact energy of 1.1 atomic units 
and a radius of 100 atomic units. 
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(a) (b) 
FIG. 28: Comparison of le~ Sturmian pseudostates against the corresponding hy-
drogen bound states. Here we compare the pseudostates (dashed lines) against the 
radial portion of the bound states (solid lines) for Is (left) and 2s (right) states. 
These calculations were done with an impact energy of 1.1 atomic units and a radius 
of 10 atomic units. 
throws off the bound state energy. For the 2s state this yields an energy value of 
0.134 atomic units verses the standard value of 0.125 atomic units. The squeezing of 
the state due to the small radius causes this effect. This problem will be discussed 
further in the next section. We note however that we can get good agreement with 
the ground state. 
We have also performed a number of tests of the modified Light Walker propaga-
tion method to ensure stability. In Table 4 we show the propagation of the results for 
a calculation at rg = 40 in the Poet-Temkin model with an impact energy of A; = 1.1 
atomic units. In normal calculation the R-matrix would be propagated from f to rg 
and the cross sections determined at the final radius. For the results shown in Table 
4, we truncated the propagation artificially and generated the results at an interme-
diate radius. Thus they are all generated with the same set of pseudostates. As the 
table shows the results are relatively stable. Some limited variance can be attributed 
to the fact that the sector size is constant throughout and hence our assumption that 
the potential is slowly varying may not be accurate, this could be solved by using 
a variable sector size. For the 3s results we note that we are not able to generate 
converged results. The reasons for this are discussed in the next section and are tied 
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TABLE 4: A test of the stability of the modified Light Walker technique. Shown 
are the elastic and inelastic cross sections at various 'final' radii. The results are 
generated in the Poet-Temkin model with an impact energy of k = 1.1 atomic units 
with the actual final radius of rg = 40. The other values are generated by truncating 





























to the squeezing of the inner region states. 
Lastly we explored the question of what is the limit for the asymptotic behavior 
of our wave functions. That is, what is the minimum distance at which we need to be 
to have the correct final state behavior. To determine this we explored using several 
formulations of the final channel wave functions u^. In Chapter 7 we presented an 
extreme asymptotic form of a plane wave in equation (409). But one could also use 
the obvious Coulomb wave function J- or its asymptotic form, 
T - • sin(fcr - ln/2 + 7 ln(2fer) + ^(7)). (491) 
where 7 = j , rji — arg[r(Z + 1 — ry)], and I is the angular momentum. There is 
also an asymptotic expansion used in the FARM (Flexible Asymptotic R-Matrix) 
package [110] and based on an asymptotic expansion developed by Gailitis and oth-
ers [111, 112]. All of these were used and compared with each other for several 
different cases. In all cases the results were found to be identical thus showing that 
we were indeed in the asymptotic regime even at a minimal radius of a few tens of 
atomic units. 
IX.2 AREAS FOR FURTHER WORK 
Despite the good results for elastic scattering and the Poet-Temkin model, there is 
much work that needs to be done to allow X2e method to calculate accurate TDCS. 
The previous section shows us that the issues do not lie in the pseudostate bases 
themselves or in the propagation techniques. On the other hand we can see that 
we are failing to get convergence for the total cross sections for inelastic collisions 
despite good convergence for the le~ pseudostates. This issue also ruins our TDCS, 
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regardless of whether we use the flux projector method outlined in Chapter 7 or the 
pure flux method of Chapter 1. 
The cause of this failure is due to the limited size of the interior region. Specifically 
the fact that the Sturmians quickly develop false linear dependencies due to our 
computational limits, means that the 2e~ pseudostates (which are calculated entirely 
in the Sturmian basis) are grossly wrong for any state above the ground state. This 
is understandable in light of the squeezing we see for the l e _ pseudostates for the 
Sturmians in Fig. 28. It is important to note that the 2e~ pseudostates which are 
used to construct the R-matrix and hence the issue propagates despite our change 
of basis. 
There are several ways this problem can be rectified. The easiest conceptually 
is to expand the interior region. This can be done by replacing the Sturmians with 
a more robust basis. The logical candidate is the spline delta basis. In retrospect 
it is lamentable that we discovered this basis so late in the design process while 
at the same time failing to account for the pervasive influence of the Sturmian's 
failure. Replacing the Sturmians with the spline delta basis will remove the linear 
dependencies that limit the size of the inner region. We can then construct an initial 
R-matrix on a much larger initial radius with much improved results for the 2e~ 
pseudostates. It may even prove unnecessary for us to propagate further. 
The other possible solution is to follow the example of Malegat. The hypersphri-
cal R-matrix with semiclassical outgoing waves method [40, 41, 42] uses an internal 
region of roughly the same size as ours. Their region is highly inaccurate for any-
thing beside total cross section and elastic scattering, thus even less accurate than 
ours. They deal with the issue via their propagation technique which carries to the 
solution to millions of atomic units. Essentially they account for the missing internal 
information by accounting for the final coulomb interactions to a much higher degree. 
It should be possible for us to propagate our result further as well. Currently we 
are limited to 100 atomic units due to the memory structure used in the X2e code 
(which consists of a large dynamical array). If we could restructure that memory to 
allow for an arbitrary number of propagation regions we should be able to propagate 
far enough to achieve convergence of the TDCS despite the flaws of our inner region. 
Both these methods should allow the X2e method to generate accurate TDCS. 
Both require substantial effort to bring the method to completion but given the 
advantages of this method in terms of flexibility of target and kinematics, they are 
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well worth pursuing. 
IX.3 SUMMARY 
In this chapter we presented tests for intermediate portions of the X2e code. We 
showed the convergence of the 1 electron pseudostates to the bound and continuum 
states of hydrogen, both for the Sturmian and spline delta basis. We tested the 
stability of the modified Light Walker propagation technique and showed that we 
had indeed reached the asymptotic region as far as our projectors and outgoing wave 
function was concerned. 
We also discussed how the failure for the 2e~~ pseudostates to converge limits 
our ability to calculate the TDCS. We explained how the limited size of the inner 
region generated inaccuracies in the pseudostates that make up the basis of the R-
matrix. Faced with this, we discussed two methods that can rectify these problems. 
We described how replacing the Sturmian basis would improve the 2 electron wave 
function by increasing a larger more complete inner region. We also pointed out that 
the properties of the spline delta basis would make it ideal for constructing this larger 
interior region and thus allowing for greater convergence of the final wave function. 
We also noted that we could use our current small and limited inner region and 
instead modify the code for a much larger propagation region and thereby extract 
an accurate TDCS. 
Ultimately by pursuing some combination of these corrections, the X2e method 
will reach fruition. We note that the X2e method is readily applicable to (e, 2e) 
for hydrogenic ions and there exists easily implementable subroutines (discussed in 
[15]) that will allow the X2e method to be applied to (7, 2e) for helium and helium-
like targets. Thus with completion of this (substantial) work the X2e method with 
be able to provide an efficient and flexible method of calculating (e, 2e) and (7, 2e) 




In this thesis we investigated electron impact ionization using a several methods. We 
first examined the problem using first order perturbation calculations such as the 
Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA). We used this method to calculate 
the TDCS for (e, 2e) processes for inner shell ionization of Argon in both the 2s and 
2p case as well as for inner and outer shell ionization of Magnesium (for 3s and 2p). 
In both cases our results compared well with experiment, particularly the recent data 
for Magnesium [48, 60]. We were able to use the plane wave born approximation to 
show that the trough in the recoil peak was in fact due to the momentum distribution 
of the target wave function. 
We were also able to use the DWBA to examine hydrogen-like and helium-like 
ions near threshold. In particular because of the simple approximations used we were 
able to examine the dominate processes that caused the central peak in the case of 
(e, 2e) in helium and were able to determine that it is caused by incident channel 
effects such as correlation and exchange despite the literature that shows that final 
state processes dominate at low energies. 
In the second half of this thesis we developed the variational 7?.-operator approach, 
or X2e method, an ab initio calculation applicable to electron impact ionization and 
double photo-ionization for all kinematics. We gave a detailed accounting of the 
techniques used within the method, including derivations of the crucial theoretical 
concepts. We presented early results using the simplified model called the Poet-
Temkin model [9, 10]. We also noted the current limitations of the X2e method due to 
the limited size of the inner region, which generates inaccuracies in the pseudostates 
that make up the basis of the R-matrix. 
We have outlined two methods of rectifying these problems, either implementing 
the spline delta basis throughout the inner region , replacing the Sturmian basis or by 
modifying the code for a much larger propagation region. Either of these corrections 
will allow us to calculate accurate TDCS for (e, 2e) for hydrogen. The X2e method is 
already readily applicable to (e, 2e) for hydrogenic ions and the necessary subroutines 
for (7, 2e) on helium already exist [15]. It is easy to see that with the implementation 
of these (non-trivial) corrections the X2e method with be an efficient and flexible 
method of calculating TDCS (e, 2e) and (7, 2e) for a wide variety of systems in 
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relatively short order. The computational savings over other methods should prove 
extremely useful in the quest to extend ab initio calculations to more complex target 
atoms and ions. 
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APPENDIX A 
HYPERSPHERICAL SURFACE ELEMENTS 
In this appendix we show how the hyper spherical surface elements are derived. Hy-
perspherical coordinates transform the radial coordinates of the two escaping elec-
trons into a hyper radius, p — Jr\ + rf, and hyper spherical angle, a = aict&R{r\/r2). 
Beginning with the standard 6-dimensional volume integral, we have 
dY\dr2 — r\r\dr\d9id(f>idr2d9id(f)i 
= r\rldridQ,ldr2dQ.1 (492) 
where Q, represents the standard spherical angles 0 and <j>. Next we note that in 
hyperspherical notation n = pcosa and r\ — psina. This is analogous to polar 
coordinates and uses the same transformation. That is 
dr\dr2 — pdpda (493) 
Inserting (493) into (492) we get 
dridr2 = p
5 sin2 a cos2 adpdadQidfli (494) 
which is the 6-dimensional volume element in hyperspherical coordinates. To derive 
the surface element we remove differential element in p, 
dS = p5 sin2 a cos2 adadQidQi (495) 
Next we wish to derive a surface element that is differential in energy and the 
angular coordinates for use in deriving the TDCS. First we note that asymptotically 
fj = k,. This means that tan2 a = k\jk\ = Ei/E2 where Ex and E2 are the 
asymptotic energies of the escaping electrons, which satisfy E\ + E2 = E. Using this 
result in equation (495), 
p5 
cE = — sin2 2adadQ,idQ.i 
4 
p5 . n ( 2 tan a \ , ,„ ,„ = —sin 2a s— dadihdih 
4 VI + tan2 a) 
— —sin2a[— —— 1 dadQidtli 
4 \E2 + E1 J 
o sin 2oi 
= ^———2E2t&nadadn1dQ1 (496) AE 
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To simplify this we consider the derivative of tan2 a = E1/E2, 
(tan2 a)  \i l'E\\ ( Ei 
£•2 / V E — Ei 
2tanada , „ / 1 Ex \ E , „ ,Ann. 
We can simplify this by considering 
£7 E\ + J5/2 _ / Ei \ 1 
= (tan2 a + l ) /E2 
1 (498) 
(499) 
£2 cos2 a 
Substituting (498) into (497) we are able to derive 
dEi 2 tan ada 
E-i cos2 a cos2 a 
and thus 
dEi = 2E2 tan ada (500) 
Finally we can use the relation (500) in (496) to get 
P5 
dS = -7= sin2adEidQidni (501) 
4£/ 
which is a surface element differential in energy and angle. 
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APPENDIX B 
ANGULAR MOMENTUM COUPLING TERMS 
This appendix reviews the relations and identities for the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients 
as well as their relationship to the Wigner 3j and 6j symbols and the Racah W 
symbol [113, 114]. These coefficients are used extensively in calculating the coupling 
of the angular momentum terms presented throughout this thesis. 
B.l CLEBSCH-GORDAN COEFFICIENTS 
The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, c{j\j2rnim2\jvn), are zero unless m = m,\ + m2. 
Additionally the triangular condition, A(jij2J3), must hold: 
h < k + J, h < h + j , j < Ji + J2- (502) 
The pertinent relationships for Clebsch-Gordan coefficients used in this thesis include: 
c(jiJ200\j0) — 0 unless J1+J2 + J is even (503) 
( 2? + 1 \ 1/2 
c{jihmim2\jm) = ( - l )
J 2 + m 2 1 1 c(Jj2 - m - m2\ji - m{) (504) 
c(jiJ2m1m2|jm) = (-l)
11^2'3c(jij2 - m1 - m2\j - m) (505) 
c(jij2m1m2\jm) = (-iy
i+J2~Jc(j2jim2m1\j -m) (506) 
/ 2j + 1 \ 1/2 
c{jij2m1m2\jm) = (-1)
J1 m i ( . j c(j1jm1 - m\j2 - m2) (507) 
We also make extensive use of the orthogonality relations for Clebsch-Gordan coef-
ficients: 
Y. c{hJ2m1m2\jm)c(j1j2m1m2\fm') = 5mm>8jj> (508) 
m i , m 2 
X^c(iiJ2mim2|jm)c(j1j2m
/
1m2Sjm) = 5m i m ' /m 2 m^ (509) 
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B.2 CLEBSCH-GORDAN COEFFICIENTS AND T H E W I G N E R 3J 
SYMBOL 
The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients can be easily related to the Wigner 3j symbols, or 
Wigner coefficients, by 
c{jiJ2m1m2\jm) = (-l)
m+*+*>J2j + 1 Jl J2 (510) 
\ mi m2 — m I 
and conversely, 
/ k h 3 \ ( - i ) m + * - » 
c(jiJ2mxm2\j - m) (511) 
\ " » i m2 m j V2JTT 
Using the Wigner 3j symbols we can make use of its symmetry relations: 
/ Ji h 3 \ _ f h 3 k \ = ( 3 k h \ 
\ mi m2 m I \ m2 m mi I I m mi m2 / 
(512) 
| Ji J2 3 \ _ ,_iy1+j2+j I 3i 3 3i j ihYi) 
y mi m2 m J y mi m m2 y 
( Ji J2 J _ ,_^y1+j2+j I Ji J2 ^ | (514) 
mi m2 m ) \ —mi —m2 —m y 
As well as its special cases and orthogonality relations: 
( J l n J ) = 0 if j i + j 2 + j i s o d d (515) 
£ ( 2 j + l ) ( J l J 2 J ) ( J ' J2, ^ ) = 5 m i r o ^ m 2 K (516) 
J]TO y mi m2 m J \ m1 m2 m y 
B.3 CLEBSCH-GORDAN COEFFICIENTS, THE RACAH W SYM-
BOL AND THE W I G N E R QJ SYMBOL 
Next we relate the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and the Racah W Symbol. This can 
be done via [15] 
[(2J5 + 1)(2J6 + l)]1/2VF(jiJ2j3j4|j5j6)c(jimij6(m2 + m3)|j3m) 
= YJ
c(kfniJ2m2\k(mi + m2))c05(mi + m2)J4m3\j3m) 
mi 
xc(j2m2j4m3)|J6(m2 + m3)). (517) 
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where m = mi + m^ + m^. The Wigner 6j symbols have the following symmetry 
relations: 
f 3\ k k ] f k Ji k 1 f Ji J3 J2 1 , . 
1 k k k J [ k k k j [ k k k J 
J h h k \ _ \ k k k ] \ h k k ) ,5ig^ 
1 k k k J 1 h k k J \ k k k J 
Additionally we can easily relate the Wigner 6j symbol and the Racah W symbol 
via 
W(jlj2kk\kk) = ( - 1 ) ^ + ^ I
 J l J2 J3 1 (520) 
[ k k je J 
B.4 EVALUATION OF THE INTEGRAL OF THREE SPHERICAL 
HARMONICS 
We can use the Wigner 3j symbols to express the result of an integral of three 
spherical harmonics: 
JjnYhmMYhm2(n)Yhm3(n) = 
(2f1 + l)(2k + l)(273 + l) M i k h \ l h k h \ ( 5 2 1 ) 
4TT \ mx m2 m3 J \ 0 0 0 ) 
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APPENDIX C 
BASIC RADIAL INTEGRALS 
In this appendix we cover the details for the radial integrals. Specifically we show 
the numerical methods used to efficiently calculate these integrals. 
In conducting the integrals for the Sturmian basis, we need to do numerous inte-
grals of the form: 
Uf(n, a) = r r
ne-ardr (522) 
Jo 
where a > 0 and n is a positive integer (in actual calculations n was at most 30). 
These integrals are solved via the simple analytic formulae outlined here. 
We begin by noting that the incomplete gamma function 7(0, x) is denned [115] 
as 
7 (m, /? )= / e~
xxm~1dx. (523) 
JO 
Via a change of variables, r' = ar, we can reexpress equation (522) in terms of the 
incomplete gamma function. In this way Uf{n, a) can be written: 
Uf(n,a) = r(
rS]ne-r'^ 
JO \a J a 
1 raf 
an+l Jo 
= ^ 7 ( " + l , a*0 (524) 
The incomplete gamma function itself can be represented via a Kummer confluent 
hypergeometric function [115], 
7(a,x) = a~1xae~xM(l,l + a, x) 
= a-1xaM{a,l + a,-x). (525) 
We can use this to rewrite equation (524) as 
Uf(n, a) = -e~
afM(l, n + 2,af). (526) 
To speed the calculation of these integrals we can make use of a downward recursion 
formula. This can be derived from (522) via an integration by parts, 




-[f^e-^ + n f rn-le-ardr] 
a Jo 
= -\rne'af + nUf(n-l,a)} (527) 
a 
and thus 
Uf(n - 1, a) = -[aUAn, a) + rne-
af}. (528) 
n 
To determine the initial value for our downward recursion, the particular integral 
Uf (n, a) can be calculated via the closed formula finite series 
Uf(n, a) = ~ [ 1 - e—"(1 + af + • • • + ^-L)] (529) 
a"+ i n! 
or by the power series 
W „ , o ) = _e~£_L+Ji_ ( o P )*. ( 5 30) 
In the limit f —* oo however the integral is greatly simplified. In this case we have a 
complete gamma function and the integral becomes 
TV 




This appendix reviews the integration of coupled spherical harmonics that arise out 
of the evaluation of the 2e~ matrix elements used to construct the "^.-operator. These 
integrals are also important when generating the radial channel solutions for propa-
gating the wave function. 
The integrals of interest are those associated with the l/r12 operator. So first we 
will investigate how this operator can be expanded into spherical harmonics to allow 
for easier integration. In the second section we will investigate how we can perform 
the angular integrals associated with this integration. 
D. l TRANSFORMATION OF THE l/R12 OPERATOR 
One of the key integrals to be performed is the interaction between the two electrons, 
the l/ri2 potential. To aid in our integration over this term, we will expand it in 
terms of spherical harmonics. First we we reexpress the Coulomb interaction as 
1 1 1 
ri2 | r i - r 2 | yVf + r\ - 2rxr2 cos 012 
= , l (532) 
r>y 1 + (r</r>)
2 - 2(r</r>) cos 0i2 
where r< = min(ri,r2) and r> = max(ri,r2). 6>i2 is the angle between the two 
electrons. We expand this form in a Taylor series, 
l + cos6>a; + -(3cos26>- l)x2 + ... 
Vl + x2-2:rcos6> 2 
oo 
= £>\PA(cos0) (533) 
A=0 
where P\(cos9) are the Legendre polynomials [115]. Using equation (533) in equation 
(532) yields 
1 °° rx 
- = E-ATPPA(COSM- (534) 
' 12 \ = n
 r> 
Next we use the addition theorem of spherical harmonics [106], 
4TT + A 
P A ( C 0 S M = 2ATT ^ nV(0i>&m,m(02,<fc) (535) 
m=—A 
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in equation (534) to get 
1 °° r
x
 ATT + A 
— - E ^ T ^ — T E yU0i^i)YXm{92,4>2) (536) 
r12 A=0
 r> ZA + L m=-\ 
which gives us an expression for the Coulomb interaction in terms of spherical har-
monics. 
D.2 ANGULAR INTEGRALS 
The integral of interest to us is the angular integral over the l/r\2 operator or 
l£d = / / d f i 1 ^ 2 H ^ ( 0 1 , 0 2 ) P A ( c o s ^ 1 2 ) ^ ( f i i ^ 2 ) (537) 
where Qn denotes the angular coordinates for the n
th electron and 0\2 is the angle 
between the two electrons. P\(cos8) are the Legendre polynomials and E^6(Qi,fi2) 
are the coupled spherical harmonics, discussed in Chapter 4, which have the form 
2^(f i i , f i 2 )= E Y^ma{^i)Yh>mb^l2)c{lalbmamb\LM). (538) 
ma,mb 
Using equation (535) we can rewrite equation (537) as 
' 4TT + A I%U = J J d^dn^jin^) —^- £ YXtm(9u(i>1)YXtm(e2^2)\ 
\ m=—X ) 
x-^,^)}. (539) 
Incorporating equation (538) as well, this yields 
4-7T + A xabcd = 9A 1 E E E c(lalbmamb\LM)c(lcldmcmd\LM) 
-̂ A + 1 ma,mb mc,md m=-\ 
x(-i)m°y"dfi1^_ma(o1)nm(^i)^mc(^i) 
x(-i)m»+m J dn2Yh_mb(n2)Yx-m(n2)Yldmd(n2) (540) 
where we have made us of the relation (—l)_ml^_m = Y^. Next we use equation 
(521), to evaluate the integrals over three spherical harmonics in terms of Wigner 3j 
symbols. This yields 
47T + A 
^abcd = 9 \ , -I E E E c(lalbmamb\LM)c{lcldmcmd\LM) 
^ "T ^ ma,mb mc,md TO=_A 
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, +mh+m (2la + l)(2X + l)(2lc + l) 
V 47T 
la X lc \ 
-ma m rnc ) 
h A Id 
-mb —m md 
'a A lc 
0 0 0 
(24 + l)(2A + l)(2/d + l) 
47T 
(541) 
h A la \ 
o o o j 
The Wigner 3j symbols can then be expressed in terms of Clebsch-Gordan coeffi-
cients. Using equation (511) in equation (541) we get 
+A 
Zabcd = E E E c{lalbmamb\LM)c{lcldmcmd\LM) 
ma,mb mc,md m=-\ 
"I) ma+mh+rac+md+m 
{2la + l){2lb + l) 
\{2lc + l)(2ld + l) 
xc(laX — mam\lc — mc)c(/aA00|/c0) 
x c(lbX - mbm|ld - md)c(lbX00\ld0) (542) 
Next we note that ma + mb = M and mc = rrid = M. This reduces the exponent of 
(—1) in equation (542) to simply m. Next we rearrange the fifth and sixth Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients using equation (504). This adds another factor of (—l)m yielding 
+A 
E 
ma,m,}, mc,md m=-A 
Tabcd = E E E <lalbmamb\LM)c{lcldmcmd\LM) 
x, 
(2Z0 + 1) (2*6 + 1) 
c{laX — mam\lc — mc)c(ZaA00|*c0) \J (2Zc + l)(2Zd + l ) 
x c(ldXmdm | lbmb) c(ldX00 \ lb0) (543) 
We then use equation (505) to rearrange the third Clebsch-Gordan coefficient in 
equation (543) to give 
+A 
^cd = E E E c(lalbmamb\LM)c{lcldmcmd\LM) 
ma,mb mc,md m—-\ 
X(-1) la+\-
•i 
{2la + l)(2lb + l] c(laXma - m\lcmc)c(laX00\lc0) 
(2lc + l)(2ld + l) 
x c(ldXmdm | lbmb)c(ldX00 \ lb0) (544) 
Our next step is to use equation (506) to rearrange the first and third Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients in equation (544) to give 
-L-abcd 
+A 
y^ y^ y^ f^\ia+h-L+ia+\-ic+ia+\-ic 
ma,mb mc,md m=-\ 
(2Z„ + 1)(2Z6 + 1) 
\\(2lc + l)(2ld + l) 
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xc{lblamhma\LM)c(lcldmcmd\LM)c(Xla - mma\lcmc)c(laX00\lc0) 
xc(ldXmdm\lbmb)c(ldX00\lb0) (545) 
Next we look at the first, third and fifth Clebsch-Gordan coefficients in equation (546) 
and see that we can use equation (517) to express these in terms of the product of a 
Racah W coefficient and a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, 
laL = E ( - l ) ^ - y ( 2 £ a + l)(2ld + l)W{ld\Lla\lblc) 
mc,md 
xc(ldX00\lb0)c(laX00\lc0)c(lcldmcmd\lLM)c(ldlcmdmc\LM) (546) 
where we have used the constraint for equation (517), m — mi + m^ + 7713 or M = 
md + m-\-M. This reduced the possible values for the angular momentum projections 
rrii thus simplifying the summation. Next we use equation (506) to rearrange the 
fourth Clebsch-Gordan coefficient in equation (546) to yield 
ZaL = E yJ(2la + l)(2ld + l)W(ldXLla\lblc) 
mc,md 
xc(ldXOO\lbO)c(laXO0\lc0)c(lcldmcmd\lLM)c{lcldmcmd\LM) 
X(_l)'a+A+Jc(_1yb-A-J^_1)-L-L ( 5 4 ? ) 
We can remove the factor of (—1) by noting that by equation (503) when the first 
and second Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are non-zero the exponents must be even. 
We can also eliminate the remaining summation by making use of the orthogonality 
of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients illustrated in equation (508). This reduces equation 
(548) to 
1 ^ = yj(2la + l)(2ld + l)W{ld\Lla\lblc)c(ld\00\lb0)c(la\00\lc0) (548) 
At this point we have eliminated any angular momentum projections and we can 
alter the indices abed to reflect the fact we are only referencing the angular momenta. 
Hence we change our notation from I^bcd *° -^thidd • 
Next we use equation (507) to rearrange the remaining Clebsch-Gordan coeffi-
cients in equation (548) to yield 
ZtLu = (-l)la+ld(2X + l)-V(2Z a + l)(2lb + 1)(2ZC + l)(2ld + 1) 
xW(ldXLla\lblc)c(ldlb00\X0)c(lJc00\X0) (549) 
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and then use equation (506) to rearrange the second Clebsch-Gordan coefficient in 
equation (549) to give 
2wlw„ = (-l)'"+'&-A(2A + I ) " V(2/» + 1)(24 + l)(2/c + l)(2ld + 1) 
x W(ZdALZ0 S Wc) c(Zhid001 X0)c{ljc00 | A0) (550) 
Lastly we can use the relation between the Racah W coefficient and the 
Wigner 6j symbol, equation (520), as well as the symmetry relations for the 
Wigner 6j symbol, equations (518) and (519), to rewrite the Racah W cofficient 
(-l)la+l»-xW{ld\Lla\lblc) as {-iy-
+l--LW(lalblcld\LX). Using this equation (550) 
yields 
Z&UU = (-l)'°+'fc-A(2A + 1)-V(2*a + 1)(24 + 1)(2JC + l)(2ld + 1) 
xW(lJblcld\L\)c(lbld00\\0)c(lJc00\\0) (551) 
Additionally we note a few useful symmetry relations for the ^(jbijd coefficients which 
are easily derived from equation (551). These are: 
-TL\ q-LX q-L\ (KKO\ 
-t-UbMd — -t-Mdiah ~ •'-hUdic y°0A) 




In this appendix we show explicitly the construction of the psuedostates and their 
corresponding energies from the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices. 
We refer back to equation (191), 
H • a„ = E„D • aM (553) 
where H is the Hamiltonian matrix, D is the overlap matrix, aM is an eigenstate 
that will be part of our pseudostate basis, and E^ is an eigenvalue which is also the 
energy of the pseudostate a^. All matrices are constructed in the Sturmian basis as 
outlined in Chapter 4. 
We begin the process of deriving the a coefficients as well as the energy eigenvalues 
by first factorizing the H and D matrices into the forms 
H = T - A - T t D = T - T t (554) 
where T is the matrix generated via a Cholesky decomposition [116]. A is a real 
symmetric matrix. 
The Cholesky decomposition is valid because we could if we wished translate our 
Sturmian basis into an orthonormal basis via a unitary transformation. Indeed our 
pseudostates will form just such a basis. Under such a transformation the overlap 
matrix would be transformed into a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues along the diag-
onal. These eigenvalues are positive by construction thus satisfying the requirements 
that the matrix be positive definite. 
Next we insert the result of equation (554) for D into (553) to get 
H • a^ = E^T • T f • a„ (555) 
Next we insert a factor of (T^) - 1 • T^ between H and aM and multiply by a factor of 
T _ 1 on both sides. This yields 
T 1 H (Tt)-1 • Tt • aM = £MTt • aM (556) 
Next we make use of the other part of equation (554) to get 
T - 1 • T • A • T f • (T f)-X • T f • aM = E ^ • a„ (557) 
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or more simply 
A • T f • a„ = E ^ • aM (558) 
Our next step is to decompose A via spectral decomposition. Looking at equation 
(558), we see that the eigenvalues of A are the same as those of equation (553) and 
the eigenvectors are T^ • a^. By spectral decomposition A can be expressed as 
A = X • E • Xf (559) 
where X is the matrix made up of the eigenvectors of A and E is a diagonal matrix 
containing the eigenvalues. This gives us the energies of our pseudostates but we still 
need to solve for the vectors a^. This can be done by solving 
X = T f • a (560) 
where a now refers to that matrix made up of the eigenvectors a^. After making 
sure they are correctly normalized, this yields the eigenvectors of our Hamiltonian. 
These eigenvectors are the pseudostate basis we use in our close coupling expansion. 
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APPENDIX F 
SPLINE DELTA SA INTEGRALS 
In this appendix we review how the integrals over the spline delta basis elements are 
conducted. As we know from Chapter 6, the actual basis elements have the form 
Vi(r) = r
l+1Ui(r) (561) 
where I is the angular momentum which is included to ensure the correct Coulomb 
Cusp conditions, it* is a cubic spline function with values of zero at each knot point 
except for the i th one where it has a value of one. Within a given interval j , the 
spline delta function has the form 
ua(r) = k + aa(r ~ ri) + ba(r ~ rif + cij(r ~ rif (562) 
where rj<r< rj+\ and the second subscript refers to the interval in question. 
Now we look at the inner product of two basis elements. Due to the orthogonality 
of the spherical harmonics our integrals will be confined to the case where la — If,. 
The general form of this integral for a given interval is 
/ 3 r2l+2dru3i(r)ujk(r) = 
£+1 r 2 ' + 2 d r ( / y + dijir - rj) + b^r - r,-)2 + Q,(r - r , ) 3 ) 
x (fkj + akj(r - Tj) + bkj(r - r^)
2 + ckj(r - r^)
3) (563) 
We can simplify this expression if we expand u^ in powers of r, this yields 
Uijir) = (fa - aijri + hjij - Cy-r3) + (aij - 2bijrj + Zajfyr 
+(bij - 3cijrj)r2 + c^r3 
= fij + aijX + bijX2 + CijX3 (564) 
where 
Jij — Jij Q'ij'^j ' Oij'Ej CijXj ^000 J 
ctij = aij — 2bijXj + ScijX2 (566) 
hj — bij - ScijXj (567) 
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We insert (564) into (563) to get 
[ J+1 r2l+2dru{(r)ui(r) = f °+1 r2l+2dr(fij + a^r + hjr2 + c^r3) 
x [fkj + akjr + bkjr
2 + ckjr
3^j 
= P + 1 dr (fijkir
2l+2 + {cnjhj + hfakj)r
2l+3 
+ {hjfkj + fijbkj + 0,ij^kj)f 
'K^ijJkj ~r JijCkj T OijCLkj ~r &ijUkj jT 
+{cijakj + ai:jckj + bijbkj)r
2l+& 
+ {Cijbkj + bijCkj)r
2l+7 + cijCkjr
2l+8) (568) 
Looking at (568) we see that the integral is easily solved to yield 
frj+1 r2l+2drui(r)u{{r) = fijfkjs(2l + 2) + (a y / f c j + fij~akj)s{2l + 3) 
Jr3 
+{hjhj + fijhj + aijakj)s{2l + 4) 
+(cijfkj + fijCkj + ~bijdkj + aijbkj)s(2l + 5) 
~T\Cij(lkj + Q>ijCkj + OijOkj 






Using this calculation we can construct the overlap matrix D. To solve for the 
pseudostates we also need to construct the le~ Hamiltonian H. This is simply a 
sum of a Coulomb potential, a Centrifugal term, and a Bloch modified kinetic energy 
operator. The Coulomb element can be integrated over the intervals and has the 
form 
P + 1 r2l+2drui(r)-ui(r) = z(fijkjs{2l + 1) + (a^hj + fijakj)s(2l + 2) 
Jr3 r 
+ (Pijhj + hjbkj + ai:jakj)s(2l + 3) 
+ (cijhj + fijckj + bijd,kj + a,ijbkj)s(2l + 4) 
+ (cijCbhj + CLijCkj + bijbkj)s(2l + 5 ) 
+ {cijbkj + b~ijCkj)s(2l + 6) + CijCkjs(2l + 7) J (571) 
in a given interval. The same formula holds up for the centrifugal term except the 
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constant factor is 1(1 + 1) instead of Z. Lastly the Bloch modified kinetic energy is 
iJ^drVrii^-Vriir) = (flfkfs(2l) + (~a'ijf'kj + fl~a
l
kj)S(2l + l) 
+ (byij + fl]yki + ~a'ifa'kj)s{2l + 2) 
+ ( C ^ . + fi^. + btf>'kj)S(2l + 4) 
+ (4^. + b'if'ki)S{2l + 5) + 4jC'kjs(2l + 6)) (572) 
where 
(I + l)ftj (573) 
(I + 2)oij (574) 
(I + 3)6„ (575) 
(I + 4)^- (576) 
for a given interval. Thus we solve for the matrix elements, adding up the contri-






In this appendix we derive various minor mathematical results for our derivations. 
G. l A S Y M P T O T I C F O R M OF T H E PLANE WAVE 
Many times in describing an escaping or incoming particle we approximate its be-
havior as that of a plane wave e*k'r. It is thus of interest to us to determine what the 
asymptotic behavior of a plane wave is. In terms of spherical waves, a plane wave 
asymptotically behaves as 
lim e i k r ~ ^{5(k - r)eikr - <J(k + r)e-
ikr} (577) 
r—°° ikr 
This unintuitive result may be proven as follows. We begin with the Raliegh expan-
sion of the plane wave in terms of spherical waves [106] 
J k r £ ( 2 * + l)^(k-r)i ' j , (Ar) (578) 
where ji(kr) are spherical bessel functions and Pi are the Legendre functions. We 
can make use of the spherical harmonic addition theorem [106] to write 
4-7T - . 




Asymptotically the spherical bessel functions behave as 
lim ji(kr) ~ (kr) 1 sin(fcr — ln/2) 
~ (2ikr)-1(i-leikr-ile-ikr) (581) 
Combining (581) and (580) we get 
lim e** ~ Y, YL(Wm(i)(e
ikr ~ (-lfe^) (582) 
i k r lm 
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Next we make use of the fact that the spherical harmonics y\m form an orthonormal 
set 
XX(k)ylm(*) = *(k-r) (583) 
lm 
and the fact that (—l)'YJm(r) = ljm(—r). Using these two results (582) becomes 
lim e i k r - — {<J(k - f)eifer - SCk + r)e-
ikr} (584) 
r^°° ikr 
G.2 SUMMATION RULE FOR SPHERICAL HARMONICS 
Here we will present a simple derivation of a summation rule for spherical harmonics. 
We begin with the general addition theorem for spherical harmonics [117], 
Air m 
Pi(cos>y) = - — £ Y?m{e', d>')Ylm{6, <f>) (585) 
m=—l 
where 
cos 7 = cos 0 cos 9' + sin 6* sin 9' cos(</> — </>') (586) 
If we let 9 = 9', (f> = (f>' the equation (585) becomes 
47T m 
Pi(1) = 27TT £ l«^^)l <587) 
m = —£ 
but P;(l) = 1VI [118] hence (587) becomes 
E!^l2 = ^ (588) 
thus yielding the summation rule. 
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APPENDIX H 
ALTERNATE ASYMPTOTIC FORMS 
In developing the X2e method we considered several possible projectors [119] for use 
in the asymptotic region in addition to the form developed by Rudge and Seaton [12]. 
In this appendix we review these other methods examining their strengths and weak-
nesses. We begin with the special case formula by Alt and Mukhamedzhanov. Then 
we look at the form developed by Engelns as a general case solution. We compare 
the two forms and examine the relative merits. Then we discuss why in practical 
calculations we have no need for them. 
H.l ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION FOR Rl2 •/* oo 
Special care must be taken in deriving the asymptotic expansion for double ionization 
in the case where the distance between the two electrons remains small. As described 
in Alt and Mukhamedzhanov's paper (AM) [120] keeping terms of only leading order 
in the derivation of an asymptotic form (such as we did in the RSP derivation of 
Chapter 7) yields unsatisfactory results in such a case. Their solution rectifies this 
issue. 
The AM asymptotic form is derived using a center of mass approach with respect 
to the coordinates. For two electrons the vector R joining the their center of mass to 
ion equals | ( r i + r2). The canonically conjugated relative momentum is q — ki + k2. 
The vector connecting the two electrons is defined as rJ2 — ri — r2 and their relative 
momentum k i 2 = | (k i — k2). 
The Schrodinger equation describing this system (in the coordinates described 
above) is: 
{Tri2 +TR + V- £}*k l 2 ,q(r1 2 , R) = 0 (589) 
with 
V = - - - - + — (590) 
r\ r2 J"i2 
Tr12 = -V?1 2 (591) 
TR = - ^ (592) 
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E = q- + k\2. (593) 
There are two asymptotic regions to consider. In the QQ case all interparticle 
distances go to infinity. In hyperspherical notation this corresponds to the case 
where p —> oo and a ̂  0, | , | . 
In the other case, fii, the distance between the atom and the center of mass for 
the two electron subsystem goes to infinity but the relative distance between them 
stays finite, thus r^/R —> 0. This corresponds to p —> oo, a —> 7r/4, where the 
anglar coordinates of the electrons are similar. 
The solution for fii should match up with QQ as 7-12 is allowed to expand to 
infinity. The form of the solution to the QQ case is taken by AM to be a product 
of Coulomb-distorted waves, much like the form we just derived. Excepting in the 
singular directions (k„ • r„ = —1), this takes the form: 
3 
^ s ( r ) = e*i2-'i2-Hq-R J J ei^ln(fcwr„+k„.rv) + ()(l/r) (594) 
v=l 
with 
Va = ebecpa/ka, and pl>2 = 1, M3 = M12 = 1/2. (595) 
In the notation above, the subscripts a denote are defined as Aa — A\,c where a ̂  
b 7̂  c. For example, ps = pu- p are the reduced masses and e are the electric charge 
of the particle. 
In determining the general form of the solution we note that R —> 00 implies 
r\ —> 00 and r<i —»• 00. Thus with respect to the motion of each electron to the 
ion, Qi coincides with Q0. Thus we can represent the relative motion of these two 
subsystems with the same Coulomb-distortion factors as for the asymptotic solution 
for fit)) as long we stay away from the singular directions. Hence the form of the 
solution for Cli should be: 
*kI2 ,q(ri2,R) = e
i(k^-ri2+q-R)jP(ri2;R)e%ln(fciri+k1.r1)eit?2ln(fe2r2+k2.r2)_ (596) 
where F is the function that remains to be determined that depends on the relative 
motion of the electrons, possibly modified by the interaction with the ion. It is 
assumed that a solution can be found such that: 
V f lF(r1 2 ;R) = 0 ( - ^ ) (597) 
so that the transition from fix to OQ is smooth. 
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The first step is to write the Coulomb-distortion factors in terms of R and r12 in 
the limit r^/R —> 0, discarding terms of 0(1/R2). This has the form 
e i j j i ln(fein+ki-n) ^ gi»ji ln(fciiJ+ki-R)+ia(
1>(R)-ri/i? ( 5 9 8 ) 
with 
aW(R) = ^ - 5 l ± ^ - . (599) 
1 + R • ki 
The result for the second Coulomb-distortion term, with 2 instead of 1, differs by 
an overall sign. Putting these results back into our formula we have 
*E2 ,q(ri2 )R) = e
i(k^(R)'r"+fi'R)F(ri2;R)e
i7?l ln(fel i l+kl 'R) 
Xe^ln(fefl+k2.R) + 0 / L (g00) 
R2 
with 
M R ) = k12 + ^ (601) 
(*s R + ki R + k2 
1 + R • ki 1 + R • k2 
The next step is to return to the Schrodinger equation and divide the Hamiltonian 
into a R part (center of mass relation) and rn part corresponding to the electron 
interaction: 
(604) HaR




K, = Tria + V
c(T12) + Vg(K). (605) 
with 
«g(R) - -2^1-iH (606) 
^C ( r i 2 ) = — (607) 
v c(R) = lim ( _ + _ ) = _ 
R-Kx>,ri2/R-*o ri r2 R 
Next we define a function Xk^.qO^) a s 
(608) 
yO,s / p \ _ iq-R i77iln(fciii+ki-R) Jjj2ln(A;2ii+k2-R) ( 6 0 9 ) 
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As can be seen this corresponds to portion of our wave function directly related to 
R. Applying it to Hf? portion of the Schrodinger equation: 
^2 
„C/D\ T>C7-D\ <L 
4 {Ta + ^ R j - l f t C R ) - ^ } ^ , , ^ ) 
+0(1/R2)\eiri1 l n( f ei^+ki 'R-)e
i '?2 ln(fe2fl+k2-R) 
+0(l/ JR
2)}x^2 ,q(R) 
= 0(1/R2). (610) 
Thus (609) satisfies the R portion of the Hamiltonian to 0(1/R2) . We can use this 
result to simplify the asymptotic Schrodinger equation. 




:ki2(R)-ri2p/ p H fjas _ ± F ( r 1 2 ; R ) { ^ - ^ } x ^ 2 , q ( R : 4 
+ X r i 2 , q (R){^ 1 2 - A;?2}e^(
R)--F(r1 2 ;R) 
= x£2 > q(R){££2 - 4}e
i k - ( R ) - r -F( r 1 2 ; R) 
+ 0 ( ^ ) - (611) 
In the first equality the Hjg could be shifted through the first two terms since the 
result would be of 0{1/R2) as assumed in (597). Hence we now need to solve the 
following equation to derive a solution: 
{Hg2 - ^ 2}e
i k - (R ) - r -F(r 1 2 ;R) = O ( ^ ) . (612) 
This can be adjusted as follows: 




= {Tri2 + ̂ ( r 1 2 ) - 2 ^ * ^ - k
2
2} 
= {Tri2 + V
c(r12)-k
2
12(R) + 0(-^)}. (613) 
where fc12(R) is the modified momentum dependent on the direction of the individual 
electrons relative to the center of mass. 
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This yields a 2 body problem in a Coulomb potential to order l/R2, where the 
energy is now the local energy of the 2 electron subsystem. An exact solution to this 
problem can immediately be found: 
^c,k12(*)(R) = e
ik-(R)-ri2iV(R) 
XiFi(-^12(R),l;i[A;i2(R)ri2 + ki2(R) Ti2]) (614) 
with 
^ ( R ) = T^rWr a n d iV(R) = e - ^ ( R ) / 2 r ( l + i7?12(R)). (615) 
2«i2(R) 
Thus our final wave function is: 
tt£2iq(r12)R) = ^,k l2(R)(ri2)xr i 2 )q(R) 
= e i(kl2W- r i2+^R)1F1(-i7?12(R), l;z[fc12(R)r12 + k12(R) • r12]) 
x jy/j^\e»»7ito(fciil+ki-R)e»7ftln(fc2fl+k2'R.)_ ( 6 1 6 ) 
Comparing this result to (594) we see that if r\2 —> oo the two results match up 
since: 
r^joN1F1{-ir)l2, l;i[ki2r12 + k12 • r12]) « e%2in(fc12r12+k12.r12]) ( 6 1 ? ) 
Now for the boundary conditions to be satisfied the wave function and its deriva-
tive should be zero when ri equals r2 (i.e. when a = TT/4). In this case ri2 is zero and 
it can easily be seen that the wave function itself is zero. Looking at the derivative 
with respect to r\\ 
<9*i 
— n = j4tt + BiFi ( l - i77i 2 (R) ,2 ; i [MR)r 1 2 + ki2(R)T1 2]) 
- 0 (618) 
where A is a factor derived from the derivatives of the exponentials and B are the 
various factors attached to the derivative of the hypergeometric function. As can be 
seen each term becomes zero when r\2 = 0. The same result follows a derivative with 
respect to r2. 
H.2 COMPARISON OF Rl2 -/* oo SOLUTION TO ENGELNS ET AL. 
ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION 
Recently Engelns [121] and others have proposed an asymptotic solution to the double 
ionization problem that would cover all asymptotic domains. This form would be 
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valid in both the case were the interparticles distances become infinite and when 
the two escaping electron are close (becoming the AM form in that limit). There 
has been some interest [119] in using this form as an asymptotic form to use in an 
7?.-operator formalism. Here we will discuss its relative merits. 
The form itself is derived from the Schrodinger equation for the system through 
the use of the eikonal equation. In its most general form it can be expressed: 
* - e ^ - ^ ^ ) 1 F 1 ( - i ] ^ - > l ; - < ( f c a e f f r 2 + k a e f f . r a ) ) 
X l Fi ( - i p 1; -i(kiri + k! • n ) ) B(r12) (619) 
with 
B(r12) = iFi ( - i ^ - , 1; "*(>Wi2 + Keff • ri2) J • (620) 
As can be seen the Engelns form uses two modified momenta as opposed to the AM 
form which only has one. Curiously Engelns asserts that AM modifies the momenta 
of both outgoing particles which as can be seen from the previous section is not the 
case. The modified momenta used by Engelns are: 
k2eff - k2 + V 2$ (621) 
where 
Z 1 
$ = — - ln(ri + ki • ri) + — ln(r12 + 0.5k12 • r12) (622) 
fci kl2 
and n denoting the position of the farther particle in this case, and: 
Keff = ki2 + 0.5(ViA - V2A) (623) 
where 
Z Z 
A = — - ln(ri + ki • ri) - — ln(r2 + k2 • r2) (624) 
«i k2 
and k\2 is defined as in the previous section. 
As one can see in the limit of r2 —> oo, k2 eg will reduce to k2. As noted earlier in 
(617), as r —> oo the hypergeometric functions become approximately exponentials. 
This brings us close to the AM form and we can see B should be identified with the 
hypergeometric term in that form. Comparing the two requires us to take a close 
look at « eg to ensure that it corresponds to &i2(R) when ri2 -/+ oo. As mentioned 
earlier 
fc12(R) = k12 - - g - i - - w±- (625) 
- K \ f c i - R - k i A ; 2 - R - k 2 / 
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The first difference of note is a factor 1/2 for the second term. But a more 
important concern is that the relationship of the momentum and radial vectors is 
preserved. Using the form of A in the equation for K&Q: 
Keff = ki2 ~ °-5 h ? 1 ? (626) 
V ^ m + k i -r i k2r2 + k2-r2J 
Only in the case of R do we have direct correspondence. This is a more 
extreme condition than that used by AM who require that the difference between ri 
and r2 be small relative to the R. The Engelns form is not a perfect correspondence 
to the AM form in the r\2jR —» 0 limit. 
In the limit that all the particles become separated however the transition is much 
smoother. KGQ goes smoothly over to k\2 for large radii and the result is clearly a 
product of the three Coulomb waves, the BBK form derived by Brauner, Brigggs, 
and Klaur [122]: 
* ( r i , r2) = e
i^r^^F{Z/k1M^i)F{Zlk2, k2, r2)F(l/fc12, k12) r12) (627) 
where F is a Coulomb wave. If we look at (617) we can see that the Engelns form 
and the BBK form go over to that of the RSP derivation. 
H.3 CONCLUSION 
After having reviewed these various forms including the RSP form of Chapter 7, we 
must choose one for our calculations. Though ideally there would be a solution that 
satisfied the conditions in all regions, ultimately we want a solution that is valid for 
the calculations we can compare with experiment. Also we want a solution that is 
simple if possible. 
For experimental purposes there is a lower limit on how close two electrons can 
be detected. The detectors used to find these electrons in coincidence are physical 
objects and therefore must have some volume. This forces some space between the 
two detected electrons and a thus a minimum distance between them. This distance 
will be many times larger than the distance considered in AM solution. 
For this reason and the interests of a simple solution that we discard the AM and 
Engelns forms as more complex than our needs. Returning to the RSP form (407) we 
find that we can in fact derive an even simpler solution through the use of effective 




We reviewed the other methods considered for the X2e asymptotic projectors. We 
showed the special case formula by Alt and Mukhamedzhanov, discussing its moti-
vation and deriving the result. We looked at the form developed by Engelns as a 
general case solution. We compared it to the AM form and to the BBK form. We 
tested the claims made by Engelns. Lastly we discussed why in practical calculations 
we do not need these complicated asymptotic projectors. 
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